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DVD n CHARIOTS OF THE GODS: 50th ANNIVERSARY LECTURE The excellent 50th Anniversary Erich Von Daniken event shows that all
over the world there are fantastic ruins and improbable objects which
cannot be explained by conventional theories of history, archaeology,
and religion. In order to understand the mysteries which Erich Von
Daniken has catalogued we must go back to these ancient relics with an
open mind. We must call in the resources and experience of all sciences.
This magnum opus is certainly not to be missed. A masterpiece. £10
DVD n HOW BIG OIL CONQUERED THE WORLD - This provocative
video analysis examines how Big Oil Conquered the World and skillfully
traces the nefarious origins and evolution of this energy behemoth. The
film sheds light on the less than honest aspects of the oil industry that
have remained largely obscured by official historical records. The
scourge of rampant greed, and global monopolies, empower these
companies with enough leverage to control every facet of our lives.
Excellent barbed & sharp comments throughout. £10
DVD n PROGRAMMING OF LIFE: EARTH BY INTELLIGENT DESIGN
- The questions that loom largest in the whole of human experience
are:- Where do we come from, and which elements have conspired to
assure the continued existence of our planet? This video is unafraid of
exploring such questions, and even less fearful of reaching conclusions
which are largely unpopular within the mainstream scientific community,
examining the complexities of the Universe. An excellent example of the
importance of challenging common thinking and perceived wisdom. £10
DVD n A 500,000 YEAR EVOLUTION TIMELINE - Ancient records,
mythological accounts, sacred texts, the presence of otherworldly
benefactors, might humans be a hybrid creation, combining indigenous
Earth species and extraterrestrial life, a disastrous celestial event
around 700,000 B.C., cave paintings and rock drawings, long extinct
animals, extraterrestrial beings, Atlantis, Lemuria, Mu, changes after
the Great Flood, giants, megalithic stone structures, were nuclear
weapons used during an ancient war. Wow! £10
DVD n THORIUM: THE NASA STORY - The film makes intimidating
scientific concepts easily understandable to the lay person. First, it
establishes the role that energy plays in space travel and exploration.
The film convincingly evidences that Thorium's most practical application
is not even in space, but back here on Earth. Instead of using Uranium
in today's water cooled nuclear reactors, with Thorium we can power
our world more efficiently and much safer than ever before. 6 H 27 M
that will have you glued to the screen. Wonderful. £10
DVD n THE HILLSBOROUGH RIPPLE EFFECT - This is a no holds
barred examination of the facts, reports, associations, and cover-ups
that lead to why the disaster happened in the first place. The gov’t has
tried "to control" inquests, investigations, outcomes, and punishments,
or the lack thereof. It is the high stakes involved that persuades the
elite politicians, police, judges and coroners to keep a lid on what would
shatter their reputations, and cripple their control over the people. A
detailed exposition of the real facts and devastating outcomes. £10
DVD n NWO COMMUNISM BY THE BACK DOOR - Detailing how the
elite are implementing their totalitarian World Government. Almost five
hours of excellent detailed revelations. Divided into 21 sections which
include; NWO, the occult, Freemasonry, Catholic Church, Communism,
Satanic England, the UN, Jewish World domination, the Khazars, the
hidden enemy, the Rothschild dynasty, secret societies and much more.
By the same people who brought us “Adolf Hitler: The Greatest Story
Never Told”. I cannot speak too highly of this well evidenced video. £10
DVD n ALIEN BINARY CODE MESSAGES - A stunning recent lecture,
which focuses on specific cases as well as on binary codes translated
that are believed to be alien transmissions. Topics covered also include
animal and human abductions and experiments, alien motives, access to
new alien technologies, extremely advanced aliens, we are neither an
authority source or a threat, cover-ups, alien crash distractions by
balloon etc. debris in order to delude the public & the media, recovered
alien bodies. A real roller coaster of a ride in this excellent video. £10
DVD n THE SECRET LAW OF ATTRACTION - and how you can use it
effectively. This is the follow up to the “The Secret” which was a good
basic introduction to this amazing subject. By accepting that everything
surrounding us emerges from thought and by beginning to take credit
for the input that we have into the world around us, we can begin to
have confidence in our ability to take control over the reins of our
destiny and create a world for ourselves that we may never have
imagined to be possible. The plan is think, focus & act. Get it now. £10
DVD n ANGELS OR DEMONS - This documentary explores the secrecy

surrounding the biggest cover-up mind-control-experiment of all time,
presenting an investigation of the UFO phenomenon, aliens, demons,
abductions, DMT, disclosure, and hyper-dimensional realities. The gov’t
hasn’t been able to maintain secrecy regarding UFOs & it’s been getting
out into the public domain for 50 years or more. It’s been handled by
complete denial and by attempting to show any info as fraudulent or
bogus. This video tries to make sense of the facts and the fiction. £10
DVD n THE TREBLINKA ARCHAEOLOGY HOAX - Presented by 20th
Century Hoax (not Fox). Between 2012 and 2014, British Archaeologist
Dr. Caroline Sturdy Colls conducted investigations on the grounds of
the former Treblinka death camp with the intention to refute Holocaust
Deniers claims once and for all. This documentary analyzes her actions
and investigations and exposes them as a complete fraud. The level of
precise details exposed is nothing short of absolutely astonishing. Don’t
you love it that nothing stands up to this seriously close scrutiny. £10
DVD n EXPERTS TELL THE TRUTH ABOUT CHEMTRAILS AND
GEO-ENGINEERING - A plethora of testimonials from Pilots, Doctors,
Scientists, meteorologists, Neurologists and many qualified experts. The
Chemtrails programme uses stratospheric aerosols like barium, nano
aluminum coated fiberglass [known as CHAFF], radioactive thorium,
cadmium, chromium, nickel, dessicated blood, mould spores, yellow
fungal mycotoxins, ethylene dibromide, polymer fibers and more. This is
a short information packed dynamic and passionate summary. £10
DVD n EISENHOWER’S RHINE MEADOWS DEATH CAMPS - The
untold story - A Deliberate Policy of Extermination of the Surrendered
German forces by the Allies in post war Germany (Rheinwiesenlager).
After the war 11 Million German soldiers were kept in the open air, no
food, no facilities, no nothing - by the US AND the UK. 8 Million died of
starvation, hypothermia, disease, no food, no water, no medical
supplies etc. This 90 minute shocking German language documentary
with English subtitles is not for the faint hearted. Eye opening. £10
DVD n IF YOU THINK YOU CAN HANDLE THE TRUTH - “Behind the
ostensible government sits enthroned an invisible government owing no
allegiance and acknowledging no responsibility to the people” - “The real
truth of the matter is that a financial element in the large centres has
owned the Government since the days of Andrew Jackson” - “Powerful
international bankers virtually run the US government”. If you think you
can handle the hidden truth, well here it is - all 4¼ hours of it. Highly
recommended fast paced all encompassing expose. £10
DVD n WHEN THE MOORS RULED IN EUROPE - We examine a long
buried chapter of European history, the rise and fall of Islamic culture in
what is now Spain and Portugal. Through interviews with noted
scholars, you’ll see how Moorish advances in mathematics, astronomy,
art, and agriculture helped propel the West out of the Dark Ages and
into the Renaissance. What emerges is a richly detailed portrait of a
sensuous, inquisitive, and remarkably progressive Islamic culture in
Christian Europe. Well worth knowing about and truly enlightening. £10
DVD n THIS IS THE KNOWLEDGE THEY DON’T WANT US TO
KNOW - They tell us that quantum theory is for really smart people with
backgrounds in math and science and that common people aren't smart
enough to grasp the concept. That's just not true. It takes creative
thinking and imagination. Both of which are discouraged in public
schools. We just need to stop watching television and think for
ourselves. This is an exceptional investigation into all sciences, mind
over matter, the life force and quantum mechanics. £10
DVD n THE FAKING OF ADOLF HITLER FOR HISTORY - The British
Historian David Irving identifies some of the many fraudulent historical
documents that have been quoted and referred to over the many years
by "conformist historians" of the Third Reich era. Even many of his
opponents DO admit that Mr. Irving's knowledge of Hitler and wartime
Germany in unrivaled. This is very topical as there is a new film out
called Denial which covers the 5 year High Court libel trial which made
the controversial British historian bankrupt. Highly recommended. £10
DVD n (TODDLERS ON AMPHETAMINES): HISTORY OF BIG
PHARMA AND THE MAJOR PLAYERS - The film documents the full
history of allopathic medicine, the hidden history of what we call ‘big
pharma’ and how the world generally came to be the way it is today. It
examines the history of chemicals, poison in particular, disease, power,
psychopathy. pharmaceuticals, vaccines and chemicals. It’s not every
day that a “Wake Up” film like this with so much useful information
comes along. Learn the truth in this awesome expose. £10
DVD n POPULATION CONTROL: HOW CORPORATE OWNERS ARE
KILLING US - Acclaimed researcher Jim Marrs lays out a stunning up to
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date case for his most audacious conspiracy yet, the scheme concocted
by the tremendously wealthy and powerful global elites to reduce the
world’s population to 500 million by whatever means necessary and also
make a profit from it. He pulls no punches in exposing this evil and
chillingly effective plan. Marrs lays bare the damning truths corporate
owners don’t want you to discover in this explosive presentation. £10
DVD n THE SHOCKING TRUTH WHY POPE BENEDICT RESIGNED
This unedited video (banned) is intended to educate viewers of the
circumstance surrounding the most controversial resignation of Pope
Benedict the XVI. No previous Pope has ever resigned. This is the inside
story of the events that undermined his papacy. A story of corruption
and cover up. “If I don’t get a response from you I go public!” Of sexual
scandal and abuse. “If you tell anybody your parents will burn in hell!”
Of Secrets and hypocrisy. Sex!!! This is dynamite. £10
DVD n MIND CONTROL: THE SECRET WAR - It is one of the worst
kept secrets of the West’s intelligence agencies that, for decades, they
have worked virtually non stop to perfect means of controlling the
human mind. Mind Control blows the lid off years of chilling experiments,
drawing on documents reluctantly released through the Freedom of
Information Act and interviews with some of the victims. After viewing
this important programme, you'll have reason to wonder about your
own thoughts!!! You MUST buy this video now. £10
DVD n FRACTALS, DNA AND THE GOLDEN RATIO - Fractals are the
many recurring patterns in nature, life and energy. Fractals manifest as
wave patterns that evolve ad infinitum - like an encoded thread linking
larger spirals to infinitely smaller ones. The Golden Mean ratio is the
keystone to: Sacred Geometry, Ancient World Technologies, Classical
Architecture, Mathematics, Astronomy, Chemistry and Alchemy . What is
DNA? A helix. What is a helix? A form that, like a spiral, exhibits a
Golden Mean structure. Lots of precise mind blowing details. £10
DVD n HUBBLE: THE UNIVERSE IN MOTION - First launched into
orbit in April 1990 the Hubble Telescope holds the key to comprehending
the mysteries of an evolving galaxy. The documentary is populated by
the gorgeous and revealing imagery captured by the Hubble telescope
over the last quarter of a century. The film uses clear and crisp
narration to explain complex scientific concepts, and offers precious
insight into the origins of the universe and our place within it. Visually
stunning with exceptional clarity of information. £10
DVD n STATE OF SURVEILLANCE -As you read this your government
could well be thumbing through your contacts, reviewing your text
messages and uploading the photos you have stored on your phone
without your knowledge. This is the new reality in a post 9/11 age. In
many cases, these invasions of privacy are not being used to detect
potential terrorist threats, but citizen led protests against corrupt gov’t
actions. Missions like these are driven by the government's desire to
suppress and deter the will and the rights of their people. £10
DVD n ANCIENT EGYPT AND THE ALTERNATIVE STORY OF
MANKIND'S ORIGINS - This is considered one of the best alternative
documentaries about Egyptian culture and history, the pyramids and
everything you never heard discussed before. It connects a lot of dots.
They ask the tough questions and it will get people thinking about the
ridiculous answers the establishment has dished out over the years
about this early civilisation. A vast array of topics. It's around 3.5 hours
long, in segments, and worth every second of your time. £10
DVD n PLANETARY - This is a provocative and breathtaking wake up
call, a cross continental, cinematic journey, that explores our cosmic
origins and our future as a species. We are at a turning point, and to
figure out how to transform our civilisation, we need to consider the
lives of all beings, and all human cultures. The film combines stunning
footage of our planet from outer space, along with many exceptional
expert interviews. This highly rated film will certainly make you stop and
think about your place in the universe. Stunning. £10
DVD n ALIEN STAR SHIPS - What if there are aliens and lets say
they are a thousand years, or a million years, in front of us - what they
could do would be amazing, would be like magic. How can our earth be
the only planet that supports life. This video offers a scientific approach
of explaining advanced UFO technology and paranormal UFO sightings
all around the world. This is a video compilation gaining evidence and
testimonies from credible UFO sightings. Not to be missed. £10
DVD n HUMAN / ANIMAL CLONING AND SYNTHETICS: HYBRID
ARMIES, KNOWN CELEBRITY DNA, CLONES - THE FACTS - It is not
exactly easy finding legitimate information on these covert operations,
by design of course. However, this video contains plenty of information

most of which is known to be true. Main topics include:- Hybrid armies,
Lyme disease, celebrity synthetic clones, DNA clones, robotics,
cyborgs, deep underground military bases (DUMB’s), black budgets,
unlimited funding, no morality, 60 years of cloning. Jaw dropping. £10
DVD n EXPLORING AREA 51-This is a UFO declassified documentary.
There are many Conspiracy Theories surrounding Area 51. While the US
government offers no physical proof that extraterrestrial studies and
experimentation have been taking place in the Area 51 facilities, there
are a number of conspiracy theories concerning the use of the base as
a research facility on extraterrestrial life forms and crashed spacecraft.
Lets have a look inside and see what we can find out. £10
DVD n NWO CONSPIRACY: UPDATE 2016 - A very detailed and
updated summary of what’s been gone on in 2016 covering just about
every topic imaginable. Far too much to even attempt to list here but
great stuff nevertheless. Great detail and a worthwhile watch. £10
DVD n THE GREAT DECEPTION OF MAN’S HISTORY - Almost three
hours of a plethora of detailed revelations including:- the Illuminati, the
New World Order, Freemasons, Antichrist, UFOs, aliens, demons, 666,
Christianity, Satanism, the End Times plot, Crowley, order out of chaos,
the rising military police state, staged tragedies, media controlled
“news”, false flag terror events, mandatory gun controls, distractions,
preludes to war, civil unrest or war, the Catholic Church, the False
Prophet, the Vatican plus much more. Not to be missed. £10
DVD n BRAINWASHED - a 2016 mind control documentary which
includes new unauthorised 2016 footage. A must see film, exposing the
truth behind the Western media. The main thrust of the film deals with:fear mongering, ISIS, false flags, ebola, zika, celebrities, MK-ULTRA,
submit and obey plus other fake terror attacks. Mass Media serves one
purpose, and it's not journalism " Fear, Fear, Fear!!!". Deliberate use of
fear including exaggeration, and usually repetition to influence the
public in order to achieve a desired outcome. Eye opening details. £10
DVD n IN SEARCH OF ANCIENT ASTRONAUTS - A very rare English
language version of the excellent old German film "Erinnerungen an die
Zukunft" which is a documentary that puts forward evidence that aliens
have landed on Earth in ancient times and were responsible for many of
mankind's oldest mysteries. If we accept the premise that beings from
another civilisation visited here ages ago, then some of the mysteries
from our past take on a new and startling light. Mind blowing. £10
DVD n THE ROYALS: ROYAL FAMILY SECRETS 2016 - The Royal
Family is up to more than you think. Sex scandals, Diana murder, hidden
past and more! Where does their money come from? Who really rules
the royal family? Find out the secrets! This is just one small example:Victoria's mother and Albert's father were brother and sister. Queen
Elizabeth and Prince Philip are so interbred it's confusing - they are
cousins several times over. Plus many up to the minute revelations. £10
DVD n THE SIXTH EXTINCTION - Throughout the history of evolution
five major catastrophes have shaken the earth's surface. Today 27,000
species disappear each year, which is much greater number of species
that disappeared from a devastated earth during the previous five
extinction processes. Are we facing the Sixth Extinction? Is our species
the cause of this ecological disaster? This documentary explores these
issues in great detail to provide lines of enquiry that will lead us to the
answers. Comes highly recommended. £10
DVD n THE RELIGION OF ANCIENT EGYPT - Published in 1912, this
specially prepared work on ancient Egyptian religion by Renowned
Egyptologist William Matthew Flinders Petrie (1853-1942), the father of
Egyptian Archaeology, gives due attention to the structures of ancient
belief, such as ritual, priesthood, the supernatural and scripture, as well
as the spread of Egyptian religion throughout the ancient world. This
DVD is an audio book with pictures narrating Flinders Petrie’s words. It is
included because of its great historical importance. £10
DVD n HUMAN ORIGINS, ANUNNAKI AND NIBIRU - The late Lloyd
Pye (Sep-1946 to Dec-2013) claimed that a superior alien race called
the Anunnaki from the planet Nibiru incrementally terra formed and
populated Earth, and through a process of genetic manipulation,
produced humans. That these alien beings are also responsible for the
megalithic structures around the world, the growth and advancement of
Sumer, the domestication of plants & animals & strange flaws in human
DNA. A very eloquent and thorough video. Not to be missed. £10
DVD n EX-ILLUMINATI MIND CONTROL VICTIM - Topical as both
Bill and Hillary Clinton are detailed in these revelations. This also all ties
in with the elite child abuse cover ups currently ongoing in the UK. On
May 7, 1966 a 9 year old child named Cathy O'Brien was subjected to
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an occult ritual named "The Rite to Remain Silent". This is her own very
shocking life story about her experience as a CIA MK-Ultra White
House Pentagon level trauma based Mind Control slave. Naming names
and monstrous detailed revelations that will shock you to the core. £10
DVD n PROGRAMMING THE NATION - Takes an encompassing look
at the history of subliminal messaging in the Western media since the
late 1950s. With eye opening footage, revealing interviews, humorous
anecdotes, and an array of visual effects. The film clinically examines
the usage of subliminals in advertising, music, film, television, anti theft
devices, political propaganda, military psychological operations, and
advanced weapons development. and is the primary means by which
the populations are controlled. A very well put together expose. £10
DVD n THE SIMULATION HYPOTHESIS - Is everything an illusory
simulation? Was the world created by a non physical force? Are we all
participating in the creation of our own reality? There are cutting edge
physics experiments that imply that the Simulation Hypothesis could be
true. Theoretical physicists make a good case for a programmable
universe. There is evidence of computer code to be found all around in
nature. A thought provoking exploration of the nature of our existence
in a way that is equal parts educational & fantastical. Mind bending.£10
DVD n THE CANARY EFFECT: THE ANNIHILATION OF THE RED
INDIANS - By 1890 98% of the entire native population was gone. We
examine the terrifying and horrific abuses instilled upon the Indigenous
people of North America, and detail the genocidal practices of the US
government and its continuing effects on present day Red Indian land.
Featuring interviews with the leading scholars and experts on Indian
issues, the film brings together the past and present in a way never
before captured so eloquently and boldly on film. £10
DVD n INNOCENTS BETRAYED: DISARMING THE POPULATION Today, we tend to forget that the right to own a weapon is one that is
usually achieved in the aftermath of suffering and genocide. Yet, the
last 100 odd years have undoubtedly been the most brutal of all, in
organised violence, by governments, against deliberately disarmed
populations. This is what this documentary is all about - how innocent
men, women and children are constantly betrayed - and brutalised - by
gun control. A bold thought provoking and shocking expose. £10
DVD n LOST DISNEY UFO DOCUMENTARY: FULL UNCUT VERSION
- Originally a promotional video for Disney World’s Tomorrowland from
1994 to 2003. This lost video is viewed as existing in a continuum of
“disclosure” material designed to prime humans for the eventual reveal
of extraterrestrial contact. According to lore, this documentary which
treats UFOs and aliens as virtually established fact, was shown
once, without warning, on a few isolated small market TV stations in
quieter parts of the US, then stowed away. Not to be missed. £10
DVD n THE SOVIET STORY - The film you are not meant to see is a
sharply provocative expose of an Allied power, which helped the Nazis
to fight Jews and which slaughtered its own people on an industrial
scale. Assisted by the West, this power triumphed on May 9th, 1945.
Its crimes were made taboo, and the complete story of Europe’s most
murderous regime has never been told. Until now. The film tells the
story of the Soviet regime and is a story of pain, injustice and intrigue.
The film is gripping, audacious and uncompromising. £10
DVD n IS THIS WHERE WE ARE GOING - This video will blow your
mind and surely give you something to think about. It contains a
plethora of information, clips and up to date video. Items covered
include the Royal family, Religion, the Pope, the elite, children & babies
starving, religious fanatics, the “religious” cross, the Antichrist, real
Jews & fake Jews, the Synagogue of Satan, the federal Reserve, the
slave trade and the opium trade, plus much much more. I have just
scratched the surface with this list of items covered. Jaw dropping. £10
DVD n ARE HUMANS JUST A RESOURCE FOR
EXTRATERRESTRIAL / INTERDIMENSIONAL BEINGS - We’ve all
thought about this? At last there’s a DVD about it, Watch this video to
find out if the human race is just food, energy source, possessions or
monetary value for aliens or beings from another dimension. Yes,
they're out there ... they're here, and have been for a long time ... and
the evidence is there in abundance. But resistance is not futile. Comes
very highly recommended and is definitely worth watching. £10
DVD n BLACK WHOLE - Nassim Haramein Talks physics and the
universe. This video uncovers scientific proof that we are one and
provides insight into the structure of space-time and a new coherent
model of the universe. Using the sacred geometry and codes in ancient
monuments and documents, the film presents a new look at the reality

of which we live. Your heart has a little cavity which has the highest
electromagnetic field of your body which keeps your heart going, and
can be measured up to eight feet away from you. Mind blowing. £10
DVD n EXECUTIVE TREASON - Exposing the treason behind 9/11 and
identifying and examining those involved. A plethora of stunning detail
that you will not have heard of before - e.g. When Bush was on a visit
to the Emma E Booker Elementary school on September 11, 2001, the
children were spelling out & chanting these words - KITE HIT STEEL
PLANE MUST. Gives lots of rare historic detail of all the “players” so that
you can see exactly who they are and where they are coming from.
Exceptional detailed and credible expose. £10
DVD n THE NEW WORLD ORDER AND THE DECLINE OF
HUMANITY - Examining the world wide multi generational conspiracy
for the overthrow of civilisation that has been steadily growing. During
the creation of Bolshevism and the bringing about of the Russian
revolution the majority of the leading figures were Jews. Moreover the
principle inspiration and driving power comes from the Jewish leaders.
Includes a plethora of historic revelations that have never seen the
light of day in the mainstream media. Absolutely jaw dropping. £10
DVD n THE THIRD SECRET OF FATIMA - "A pope under the control
of Satan" is explicitly mentioned in the real Third Secret of Fatima
prophecy. This has been leaked by numerous high ranking Vatican
clerics and advisors to Popes. This prophecy has tremendous
implications and ramifications which this documentary will explore and
expound fully the ramifications that does and will affect everyone. This
is the first documentary to explore this line of the prophecy. Plus a long
line of experts and insiders adding more and more detailed secrets. £10
DVD n THE LANGUAGE OF THE DIVINE MATRIX - Since 1993 a
series of groundbreaking experiments have revealed evidence of a
dramatic web of energy that connects everything in our lives and our
world. From the healing of our bodies, to the success of our careers,
relationships, the peace between nations. This new evidence shows
that we each hold the power that links directly to all of creation. Join
Gregg Braden on this exceptional journey bridging science, spirituality &
miracles through the Language of the Divine Matrix. Mind blowing. £10
DVD n THE ROCKEFELLER BLOODLINE - is one of the 13 Satanic
bloodlines that rule the World. We explore further to investigate the
Illuminati, how the Rockefeller bloodline is involved in the promotion of
the occult and Satanism, and how they are involved in the control of all
of the Western World. The Rockefeller’s influence is both subtle - with
bribery and not so subtle - with violence. They manipulate, blackmail,
bribe, threaten and kill. Includes their connections to modern wars,
God, New World Order and the Illuminati. Lots of precise detail. £10
DVD n THE EGYPTIAN BOOK OF THE DEAD - Is an ancient Egyptian
funerary text, used from the beginning of the New Kingdom. It is a
loose collection of texts consisting of a number of magic spells intended
to assist a dead person's journey through the Duat, or underworld, and
into the afterlife and written by many priests over a period of about
1000 years. This was part of a tradition of funerary texts and spells
which includes the earlier Pyramid Texts and Coffin Texts, which were
painted onto objects, not papyrus. Fascinating wisdom and facts. £10
DVD n VAXXED: FROM COVER-UP TO CATASTROPHE - An expose
which examines the evidence behind an appalling cover-up. Interviews
with pharmaceutical insiders, doctors, politicians and parents of vaccine
injured children reveal an alarming deception that has contributed to
the skyrocketing increase of autism & potentially the most catastrophic
epidemic of our lifetime. Two decades and a million damaged children
later, this film brings to the public a dark and uncomfortable truth which
everyone must know about. This film is banned almost everywhere. £10
DVD n MAGICIANS PROVE SPIRITUAL WORLD EXISTS - Some
sorcerers sell their soul to the Devil to achieve notoriety by performing
occult magic for the masses. The video examines many of the top
magicians “magic” acts. These acts are impossible for a human being to
perform without the assistance of a spirit or spirits. We are dealing with
beings not of this dimension that can defy the laws of physics.
Watching this superb video will enable you to make up your own mind
and it is certainly very thought provoking. Awesome. £10
DVD n ILLUMINATI SECRETS: THE NEW ATLANTIS - Discover
Ancient Secrets of the Illuminati that affect our lives today in this Award
Winning documentary. This is by far the best feature film ever Produced
on the History and Secrets of the Illuminati, and Masonic Civilisation.
Welcome to the end game. These systems were put in place for a very
long time and these people work very hard to keep the masses occupied
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with misinformation, disinformation, misdirection, autosuggestion and all
the bright lights, bells & whistles of a disposable society. Incredible. £10
DVD n ET ORIGINS: SECRETS OF THE STAR PEOPLE - This
fascinating documentary will captivate you. Native American Tribal
Leaders speak out for the first time about their secret knowledge of the
Star People: the visitors from another world, that has been passed
down from generation to generation for thousands of years. Includes
people with first hand experience with ETs, amazing stories of the
unknown, and witness for yourself, a mysterious event which occurred
in the skies. Excellent feedback from those that have seen it. £10
DVD n DEATH BY MEDICINE - Takes a hard examination of the
dominant medical paradigm contributing to the western world’s health
crisis. Based on Gary Null’s ground breaking book on the hundreds of
thousands of injuries and deaths caused by conventional medicine. We
examine the multinational companies in the medical industrial complex,
the pharmaceutical industry’s usurpation (control) of medical schools,
research, falsified drug clinical trials, peer reviewed scientific journals,
and government complicity. Exceptionally powerful with a passion. £10
DVD n THE GREAT OFFICES OF STATE - Three part BBC series now
almost airbrushed from history uncovering the secret world of Whitehall
showing what the trio of great offices - Home, Foreign & Treasury are
really like. Topics include fresh access filming with formerly unseen and
rare archive footage of interviews with present & past cabinet members
and their normally camera shy senior officials. Recounting the many
conflicts and battles politicians have fought with senior civil servants
over the years. Intriguing and it will just suck you in. £10
DVD n A CRITICAL AND IMPORTANT EXAMINATION OF FALSE
FLAG TERRORISM - With the recent events taking place in France,
Belgium and now Germany these False Flag events continue relentlessly
as those in power seek to accomplish the Satanic Plot set in motion
century's ago. This video shows it in ways that can't be denied, it is now
a race against time as the powers that be seek to create a atmosphere
of fear upon the majority of the sleeping dumbed down, docile,
programmed population. From the heart. £10
DVD n COMMON SENSE: THE AMERICAN AND FRENCH
REVOLUTIONS - Thomas Paine (1737 - 1809) was an English and
American political activist, philosopher, political theorist & revolutionary.
He should be one of the most famous Englishmen who ever lived,
however many people have never heard of him as he has almost been
airbrushed from history. His pamphlet series “Common Sense” & “Rights
Of Man” were so influential in the American War Of Indepemdence and
the French Revolution. Almost unbelievable, but true. £10
DVD n THE ULTIMATE BLACK KNIGHT SATELLITE
DOCUMENTARY - According to multiple accounts, the Black Knight
Satellite has been transmitting radio signals for over 13,000 years. Both
the US and Soviet Union have shown a serious interest in it. Nikola Tesla
was the first man to “intercept” a signal from the black knight satellite in
1899 after building a high-voltage radio device in Colorado Springs. It’s
been written about in many publications including Time Magazine in the
40’s, 50’s & 60’s. Lots of precise detail in this excellent video. £10
DVD n THE BILDERBERG CLUB - The film takes on the monumental
task of peeling away the secret history and ongoing influence of the
organisation. The decisions they agree upon behind closed doors
profoundly impact the shaping of policy and public consciousness on
issues as pressing as the price of oil to support for the war in Iraq. This
film bravely contends that the group's lobbying power represents a
serious threat to the democratic process. Originally in Dutch with English
subtitles. Stunning information with many revelations. £10
DVD n CLOSE ENCOUNTERS - Throughout history, countless people
have reported mystery light displays & other unexplained phenomena in
the sky. Others claim to have been abducted by these UFOs. They
share eerily similar stories of intimate encounters with the alien beings
that inhabit them. Government officials and skeptics have long denied
the veracity of these tales, but their efforts have done little to quell the
popular belief that we've been visited by intelligent life forms from
worlds far beyond our own. Comes highly recommended. £10
DVD n THE GREATEST LIE EVER TOLD: THE HOLOCAUST - A new
Australian documentary going through the facts with a fine tooth comb.
Did Hitler systematically murder 6 million Jews? We examine all of the
evidence for the purpose of analysis and revision. If you tell a lie big
enough and keep repeating it, people will eventually believe it. The lie
can be maintained only for such time as the State can shield the people
from the political, economic &/or military consequences of the lie. Can’t

give much detail here but this video is definitely not to be missed. £10
DVD n JUSTICE FOR JILL - This new film delves into the suspicious
death of BBC Journalist and Presenter Jill Dando. At the time of her
death, she was investigating child abuse at the BBC, Westminster and
higher. This film takes a deep look at the people she was investigating
and the people who were close to her around the time of her death. It
also takes a deep look into the child abuse and other links that Jill may
have discovered before being brutally murdered on her own doorstep.
Exceptionally powerful with some great detailed revelations. £10
DVD n NIKOLA TESLA’S LIFE - Most people have never heard of
Nikola Tesla, yet he has probably influenced the life of almost everyone
on this planet, more than anyone else in history. At his zenith, he was
as famous as any other inventor of his day, and has been known by
many monikers: “The Genius Who Lit the World”, “The Wizard of the
West”, “The Inventor of the 20th Century” and much, much more. His
genius is evident all around us all you at this very moment. The level of
fine detail is astonishing in this excellent new documentary. £10
DVD n CONTACT IN THE DESERT 2015 - The people of the world’s
mass desire for cosmic knowledge coincided with Marrs’ own longtime
interest in the topic dating back to the 1957 Levelland, Texas UFO
incident. As to the status of the situation in 2015, Marrs says he thinks
a slow but sure disclosure effort appears to be in play. This is a 2015 5
hour updated presentation Jim Marrs gave bringing us up to date on all
his UFO and Alien observations. He is exceptionally well informed and
puts his revelations over very clearly. Wow! £10
DVD n THE POST HUMAN WORLD - The New World Order pushes us
blindly towards this. In critical theory, the post human is a speculative
being that represents or seeks to re-conceive the human. The post
human has an emergent ontology rather than a stable one. The post
human is not a singular, defined individual, but rather one who can
"become" or embody different identities and understand the world from
multiple, heterogeneous perspectives. A plethora of over 6 hours of
substantiated wisdom. Both mind expanding and mind blowing. £10
DVD n WAKE UP TO THE DANGERS OF SMART METERS, WIFI
AND CELL PHONE TOWERS - The fine print in every smart phone
owner’s manual says to never put the phone within about 1 inch of your
body. This is a truth that is currently taboo to discuss in our society, so
few people know about it. All over the world people are reporting
wireless radiation is affecting their health. The WHO classifies wireless
radiation as a 2B carcinogen, based on studies linking cell phone
radiation to brain tumors! Need to know information. £10
DVD n EXTRATERRESTRIAL: UFO FOOTAGE, DISCLOSURE, ET
CONTACT - The Earth has been visited by advanced Inter Stellar
Civilisations that can travel through other dimensions faster than the
speed of light. They use energy propulsion systems that can bring us to
a new era. Humans have also developed these systems but those in
power have suppressed them in order to keep us at the mercy of fossil
fuels. It is time for you to know and this stunning documentary with a
plethora of relevant clips that will leave you open mouthed. £10
DVD n BREXIT THE MOVIE - Is a feature length documentary film to
inspire as many people as possible to vote to LEAVE the EU in the June
23rd referendum. All topics are covered in bite size easy to understand
sections. It spells out the danger of staying part of the EU. Is it safe to
give a remote government beyond our control the power to make laws?
Is it safe to tie ourselves to countries which are close to financial ruin,
drifting towards scary political extremism, and suffering long term, self
inflicted economic decline? A very well put together presentation. £10
DVD n SHADOWS IN THE DARK - By utilising modern forensic
software we are now able to obtain ground breaking evidence that
indeed we are not alone in the universe. After watching this video you
will certainly know for sure. You will see the best analysis of past Apollo
missions and NASA footage here, better than anything you have ever
seen. This video will certainly open your eyes to this world in outer
space and it will truly help in understanding our positioning in the
universe. An exceptional 2015 UFO DVD video. £10
DVD n CHEMTRAILS: THE SECRET WAR - A magnificent new Italian
film, with English subtitles, blows the lid off the Chemtrail cover up, by
showing the disturbing covert military agenda behind this sinister
phenomenon, that according to evidence presented includes far more
than weather manipulation for climate change - capabilities extend to
the triggering of floods, hurricanes, droughts and earthquakes. The
general consensus is that no film captures the covert war against we
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the People as well as this video. Very well presented. £10
DVD n THE SUMERIAN ORIGIN OF MONEY - We have to go to the
Sumerian Kings Lists, the oldest written text records of human history
that we have today which clearly states that when the kingdom was
lowered to Earth from Heaven it was a time in history when we first see
the appearance of the original royal bloodlines. Priest kings suddenly
appear, seems to be around 10,000 years ago, and they formed the
first royal political and religious bloodlines to control all the World. They
took control of all the money and also all of the land. Eye opening. £10
DVD n HOW BEER SAVED THE WORLD - Did you know that beer was
critical to the birth of civilisation. Scientists and historians line up to tell
the amazing, untold story of how beer helped create maths, poetry,
pyramids, modern medicine, labor laws, and civilisation as we know it
today. It turns out beer is responsible for, possibly, all the greatest
things on earth. Learn more about what beer did for you. This is a very
informative documentary that comes very highly recommended. £10
DVD n THE WORLD ACCORDING TO MONSANTO - GE & GM foods
and crops are slowly poisoning us all thanks to corrupt gov’t agencies,
misleading advertising, bribery, concealing scientific evidence, without
proper testing, without consumer labeling & also serious safety issues.
There's nothing they are leaving untouched in their efforts to control all
seeds. They then control all food. It's strategic. It's more powerful than
bombs. More powerful than guns. The rest of the World is now standing
up against these corporate criminals. An outstanding expose. £10
DVD n THE PANAMA PAPERS: SECRETS OF THE SUPER RICH Leaked documents reveal the identities of over 200,000 companies,
trusts, foundations, criminals, world leaders and other figures of wealth
and influence who keep great sums of their money hidden in offshore
accounts. This up to the minute video utilises the talents of highly skilled
investigative journalists to probe the contents of these documents in an
effort to unravel a complex tapestry of suspicious financial activity.
Many embarrassing revelations about the so called elite. £10
DVD n ANCIENT BREAKTHROUGH ENERGY TECHNOLOGY - New
scientific and archaeological discoveries made by Michael Tellinger and a
team of leading scientists, show that an earlier civilization lived at the
southern tip of Africa more than 200,000 years ago mining gold. He
presents a plethora of the startling scientific evidence that led to his
groundbreaking discoveries and conclusions. A stunning presentation
offering revelations that you will not be expecting at all. His first class
work, enthusiasm and ability are simply brilliant. £10
DVD n THE POWER OF GOLD - An exceptional documentary exploring
the power and politics of gold. Valued for its permanence, beauty and
scarcity, people will lie, cheat, steal and kill in the name of gold. To
finance the Third Reich, the Nazis went after the gold of Europe. In
recent years, economic uncertainty is giving gold a new lustre in the
world of high finance. It is well reported that much of the western gold
reserves are gone & that for every 100 ounces of “paper” gold traded
there exists only one ounce of real, physical gold. Fascinating. £10
DVD n FREQUENCY: THE SECRETS AND SCIENCE OF SOUND Frequency is a new original documentary exploring the mysterious
areas of Binaural Beats, Synesthesia and Cymatics to understand the
extent that sound can affect the human brain and body. Topics include
Binaural sound beats altering brainwave activity at will, Synesthesia is a
bizarre area where sound can be perceived as colour, Cymatics - the
world of sound made visible plus the creative and potentially destructive
power of sound. Great thought provoking and mind blowing video. £10
DVD n SECRET SOCIETIES OF HOLLYWOOD - Nothing is what it
seems. This video contains shocking celebrity secrets that expose the
deep dark secrets of Hollywood that they don’t want you to know.
Celebrities have influence, that's not an arguable fact. However, more
and more people now believe that certain famous faces yield more
power than others. This power, they believe, stems from the backing of
ancient and modern secret societies. Let us illuminate you. £10
DVD n THE MIND AFTER MIDNIGHT: WHERE DO YOU GO WHEN
YOU GO TO SLEEP - We spend a third of our lives asleep, yet science
is still wrestling with the fundamental question of why does sleep exist?
In the middle ages sleep was likened to death, with body and mind
falling into a deep stillness before resurrecting each new day. In reality,
sleep is a flurry of action. Trillions of neurons light up. The endocrine
system kicks into overdrive. The bloodstream is flooded with a potent
cocktail of critically vital hormones. The brain never turns off. Wow. £10
DVD n VLADIMIR PUTIN EXPOSES THE NWO - Vladimir Putin tells
some hard truths and exposes the New World Order’s true face in a

eloquent speech. In an upside down western world at odds with itself,
where growth means austerity, freedom means war, debt means
wealth, where gold is not money but fiat currency is, where we put liar
politicians on pedestals and dismiss the integrity of rational thinking,
where tax havens are the elite investors purse to wealth creation but
for everyone else it is tax avoidance. Double standards galore! £10
3 DVD Set n The System - The current system is deliberately failing
us. What are our alternatives? Highly respected UK film maker Grayling
Barraclough toured the country in the autumn of 2011 with a need to
find out what’s wrong with our current system and to find solutions. He
interviewed most of the UK’s prominent truthseekers and freethinkers.
This is a well put together, brilliant, lengthy, extremely detailed, cutting
edge, brutally honest and accurate piece of documentary film making in
7 parts over 3 DVDs. Stunning. 3 DVDs £10
DVD n 2012: Closer Than You Think - A spectacular well presented
& easy to understand overview of what to expect leading up to 2012. A
key truth is that there is a divine plan & the main tool for understanding
this plan is the Mayan calendar. The truth about the Mayan calendar is
really not difficult to understand in this sensational film. £10
DVD n Sharing The Magic: Inside The Secret And Beyond - The
brilliant Mark W. Foster has been exploring the magical world of unseen
energies one way or another for most of his life - long before “The
Secret” ever became popular. In this Grayling Barraclough interview
Mark shares his intimate knowledge of the fascinating unseen and
overlooked forces at work in our everyday lives and our relationship
with them. Very informative, inspiring, and uplifting. £10
DVD n Sacred Geometry: An Illustrated Introduction To The
Principles And Growth Of Form - An incredible detailed interview
with the exceptional Nick Marchmont. From immune systems to galaxies
the cosmos is drawn and bound together by geometry. Using models,
holograms, crystals, illusions and colour to investigate and explain the
basic shapes and dimensions that form our world. A roller-coaster ride
from nothing to everything. Exceptional and inspirational. £10
DVD n The UN’s Push For A Marxist One-World Government The highest profile anti-climate cult crusader Lord Christopher Monckton
calls for world to rise up against communistic killers behind global
warming fraud. He went further than ever before in his vehement
opposition to the elitists running the climate change scam, calling for the
UN to be shut down and for fraudulent peddlers of global warming
propaganda like Al Gore to be arrested and criminally prosecuted. One
of the most amazing talks you will ever see. Absolutely stunning. £10
2 DVD Set n The Invisible World Government AND The Truth
And Lies Of London 7/7 - A detailed thought provoking 3 hour
presentation by the enigmatic Tony Gosling who was on the recent BBC
“Conspiracy Files: 7/7 The London Bombings”. He gives mind expanding
details about the Invisible World Government that works against the
interests and desires of ordinary people. Tony also clinically examines
the lies and propaganda in the recent BBC Conspiracy Files “7/7: The
London Bombings”. Essential suppressed information. 2 DVDs £10
3 DVD Set n The Age Of Manipulation: Spells, Sorcery And The
World’s Awakening - Human beings are being programmed like
machines. They do not own their own thoughts and minds. Michael
Tsarion’s magnificent 12 hour series investigates how the "mind
robbers" control thought and behavior, so that man remains in physical
and spiritual bondage. You will learn how the hidden persuaders have
worked through the ages to control thought and alter behaviour.
Compulsive viewing and absolutely stunning. 3 DVDs £15
DVD n 2012: The Movie - This all inclusive documentary features a
plethora of what is considered to be excellent information about 2012
from well renowned authors, speakers, researchers and proponents of
the 2012 shift of the ages such as Alex Ansary, Gregg Braden, Dannion
Brinkley, Alex Collier, David Flynn, Richard Hoagland , John Major
Jenkins, Barbara Marciniak, Terence McKenna, Daniel Pinchbeck, Bill
Ryan, Geoff Stray, Jay Weidner and David Wilcock. Loads of detail. The
most all inclusive 2012 video you will ever see. A must see. £10
DVD n Is ours the Age of Aquarius or Antichrist: Making
Sense of 666 - Is this in fact the Age of Aquarius or is that still far off?
The year 1998 was the third repetition of 666. Are we still in the
shadow of that repetition? And what does 666 mean anyway? What is
the Antichrist? Myth or reality? In this presentation the remarkable
Terry Boardman goes right into the meaning of Aquarius, the Antichrist
and the number 666, to throw light on the deepest mystery of our time.
A plethora of stunning fact based information. £10
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DVD n The History Of The Enslavement Of The British Isles Before 1066 what is now known as the land of the Angles was known
under its true name, Albion, and the Albic peoples were free. The
immigrants from Germany, the Angles and the Saxons, through their
Roman Catholic masters, and its iniquitous subjugated European
supporters, enslaved the nation, a slavery that has not abated in a
thousand years. Lots of incredible detail. Definitely a must see. £10
2 DVD Set n The Esoteric Dimension of the New World Order An intriguing, informative and very detailed presentation by Terry
Boardman. Is there a deeper meaning to the challenge the New World
Order presents to human freedom and evolution? Is there more to it
than just the acquisition of power and wealth by selfish elites? This will
truly stretch the bounds of perception. PLUS n The New World
Order: A Necessary Evil? - Terry is subjected to a in depth interview
by Grayling Barraclough which resulted in a very detailed, thought
provoking and at times mind blowing presentation. 2 DVDs £10
DVD n The Year 2012 And The Return To Camelot - The truly
amazing David Wilcock unveils the proof that all life on Earth is united in
a field of consciousness, which affects our minds in fascinating ways.
Scientific mantras are completely overthrown with hard evidence in this
presentation of David's finest, most cutting-edge material. All matter,
energy, life and consciousness is generated by a source field that is
now actively transforming life, consciousness & the Solar System in
provable ways, culminating in 2012. Inspirational. 2 DVDs £15
DVD n 2012 Science Or Superstition - The leading researchers,
writers and scientists in the field tell us exactly what this date means to
them, why it's important, and what we should expect. Featured in the
film are Graham Hancock, John Major Jenkins, Daniel Pinchbeck, Alberto
Villoldo, Anthony Aveni, Robert Bauval, Jim Marrs, Walter Cruttenden,
Lawrence E. Joseph, Alonso Mendez, Douglas Rushkoff, John Anthony
West and many more. A comprehensive well put together film. £10
DVD n The 2012 Enigma - David Wilcock exposes many great
secrets about: DNA, wormholes, Stargate travel, sacred geometry,
three dimensional time, the Mayan Calendar, galactic alignment, crop
circles, mark of the beast, the hidden government, tree of life,
wave-particle duality, Sumerian tablets, Illuminati, Rothschilds, New
World Order, Luciferian philosophy, underground bases, the library of
Atlantis & many more. A veritable plethora of incredible revelations. £10
DVD n The Hidden Science And Lost Civilisations Behind The
2012 Prophecies - The highly regarded David Wilcock reveals the
stunning scientific proof that DNA and biological life emerge directly out
of the “Source Field” - a universal matrix of energy creating all space,
time, matter, energy, biological life and consciousness. Learn about the
pineal gland, Illuminati, government conspiracy, UFOs, DMT, the Mayan
Calendar and much more! A plethora of well presented excellent
information that will certainly grab your attention. A must see. £10
2 DVD Set n The Legend Of Atlantis - Thousands of years ago the
gods came down to Earth from the stars to initiate a genesis. Human
civilization was formed and reached a peak with Atlantis. A dark age
began and the battle of Atlantean gods led to its fall. A secret
brotherhood brought Atlantean secret teachings before the fall to
Egypt and subsequently managed all of the world’s political systems
with an educational mission. Extensive, information packed, stunning
with many mind blowing disclosures. 2 DVDs £10
2 DVD Set n Sacred Geometry: Growth, Form And Complexity
- The exceptional Nick Marchmont presents a plethora of stunning
geometrical models and complex shapes all caught on close ups. PLUS
n Practical Applications Of Sacred Geometry - How can Sacred
Geometry help us in our everyday lives? In this vibrant interview Nick
Marchmont discusses Sacred Geometry ceremonies, the practical use of
Geometry in society, Geometry and Freemasonry, Geometry for energy
work, healing and self empowerment. Mind expanding. 2 DVDs £10
DVD n Where Did Mankind Come From -An intriguing talk by the
enigmatic Frank Willis. There is a battle raging between the Christian
right and scientists as to the origins of man. None of the official stories
make sense or stand up to close scrutiny. Everything that we've been
told is wrong. Frank will be offering his perspectives on what really
happened with some remarkable & thought provoking revelations. £10
2 DVD Set n The Official Government Poisoners - In this factual
and passionate presentation you will be absolutely astounded to see UK
tap water turns brown, green or yellow when subjected to testing,
revealing the hidden poisons that we ingest on a daily basis. It get
worse as the British Government has already given a £42M propaganda

budget to Strategic Health Authorities to present lies about fluoride
(toxic waste). Many health authorities have already decided to go
ahead & do it. There will be no referendums. Highly recommended. £10
DVD n A World In Chaos To A Community At Peace: The
Attainable Solutions - The elite’s systems of control & enslavement
can be removed without war, violence or hardship. Alternative models
functioned for thousands of years without manipulation, inflation,
legislation or exploitation of any sort and can be re-established and
applied to your life, your community and your environment. A thought
provoking and passionate interview with Abdun Nur. £10
DVD n United We Fall - Is a film about the North American Union that
is being developed right now between Canada, the United States and
Mexico. This film interviews both insiders and activists who have been
at the heart of this heated debate. The film also looks at the broader
agenda of a European Union, building a world government & all of its
negative implications & sinister ramifications. sinister stuff. £10
DVD n 9/11 And The British Broadcasting Conspiracy - A
vibrant new well evidenced British documentary focusing on the BBC's
selective and distorted coverage of the events of 9/11 and in particular
giving special attention to the BBC's 'Conspiracy Files' programme (also
included) which aired on BBC 2, February 18th 2007. Eye opening. £10
DVD n Ancient Knowledge: The Living Mathematics Of Nature
- Main topics included are vedic mathematics, magic squares, the divine
proportion and sacred geometry. Plus an introduction to many related
topics incl. the Masters Of Ancient Knowledge, Artificial Intelligence,
Lost Secrets of the Phi Code, Fibonacci Numbers, the Key to Time
Travel, Sacred Geometry in DNA, etc. Very highly recommended. £10
2 DVD Set n Not a Lot Of People Know That / Meltdown 2:
More Revelations - A Dave Starbuck Birthday Lecture plus a
cracking interview. Topics covered include government borrowing, the
property market, money, investing in gold, smoking ban, surveillance,
the recent supposed plane bomber, the mental health act and sane
people being sectioned, the tsunami, swine flu vaccinations, the Haiti
earthquake, UFO disclosure. Recorded February 2010. - 2 DVDs £10
2 DVD Set n Holes In Heaven: HAARP and Advances In Tesla
Technology / Angels Still Don’t Play The HAARP - H.A.A.R.P. is
the American military’s plan to manipulate the world’s ionosphere and
can create earthquakes, tornadoes, hurricanes, tsunamis, jam all global
communications, disrupt weather systems, interfere with migration
patterns, disrupt human mental processes, negatively affect your
health & disrupt the upper atmosphere. A real eye opener. 2 DVDs £10
DVD n Alchemy: Sacred Secrets Revealed - Much of Alchemy is
misunderstood & shrouded in mystery within magical & fraternal orders.
This film unravels many of the aspects which have remained hidden
behind conventional history, as we take an in-depth look at this most
Sacred Science. Plus bonus film Alchemy: The Transformation Of
Consciousness dealing with the facts and the myths, and how
Alchemy relates to consciousness and spirituality. Probably the best
video I have seen on this intriguing subject. £10
DVD n 2012: Closer Than You Think - A spectacular well presented
& easy to understand overview of what to expect leading up to 2012. A
key truth is that there is a divine plan & the main tool for understanding
this plan is the Mayan calendar. The truth about the Mayan calendar is
really not difficult to understand in this sensational film. £10
2 DVD Set n Crop Circles: A Mystery in the Fields - A
very detailed look at the research of many of the leading crop circle
investigators. Andrew Johnson makes sense of what is still a huge
mystery to a great many people in a very detailed presentation and
also an excellent interview. An exceptionally clear evidence based
investigation of the crop circle phenomenon. 2 DVDs £10
DVD n The Scottish Establishment’s Cover Up Of The Hollie
Greig Abuse Scandal - A detailed and very emotional presentation
by Robert Green. Reporter Robert Green was arrested in Aberdeen for
the crime of seeking justice and an investigation into the case of Down's
Syndrome girl, Hollie Greig, who was serially-raped over a decade by an
establishment paedophile ring operating in Scotland. If the details of
this paedophile ring ever reaches the mainstream media in the UK then
it could bring down the government and the establishment. £10
2 DVD Set n Stargate 2012 - Thousands of years ago Stargate
technology from an ancient alien civilisation on Earth was lost. The
keepers of this technology were regarded as gods by many races
including Sumerian, Egyptian & Mayan. Prophecy predicts that this lost
Stargate technology will be rediscovered by the year 2012. Join
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Investigative mythologist William Henry on a journey of discovery
detailing a plethora of incredible information. 2 DVD Set. £10
DVD n 2012: Truth Or Con? - The idea that something awesome is
going to happen in 2012 relating to the Mayan calendar emerged in the
late 1980s. Over the last 20 years, it has been increasingly talked up,
some would say 'hyped' up. Is it all an illusion, a great con or some huge
disappointment that we are all being set up for? Or is there something
genuine and positive about it all, something that really gives ground for
new hope? Terry Boardman illuminates this conundrum from a fresh and
original perspective which will leave you absolutely astonished. £10
DVD n 7/7: Mind The Gap - MI5 whistleblower David Shayler
presents evidence to demand London bombings enquiry. A very
detailed well evidenced analysis which totally destroys the official
government account of the London bombings. £10
4 DVD Set n They Sold Their Soul For Rock and Roll: 4 DVD 12
Hour Full Version - Exposing how the rock & roll industry was created
by the Illuminati to manipulate us to tune into the “dark forces”. Eye
popping rare footage and a lot of never before seen jaw dropping clips,
of hundreds of artists, most of whom were not covered in the 3 hour
version, being used by Satan to destroy many lives. A not to be missed
mind blowing expose that will be a great shock to many. 4 DVDs £20
3 DVD Set n UFO: The Best Evidence - Features the most
comprehensive examination of the UFO phenomenon ever produced.
Includes three spellbinding full-length programs, photos, video and
documents, along with an unprecedented collection of interviews with
researchers, eyewitnesses, experiences, and the best-known, most
credible UFO authorities in the world today. Awesome. 3 DVD’s £15
DVD n 2012: The Future Of Mankind - A plethora of relevant
information regarding the countdown to 2012 including political chaos,
imperialism, the fall of America, prophecies & predictions. Awesome.£10
DVD n Chemtrails - Undisputed biological and chemical evidence
which proves that our atmosphere has indeed been saturated on a
massive scale. Well presented info. £10
DVD n The Philadelphia Experiment & the Montauk Project Rare salvaged four hour film unmasking the occult science and
technology used by the US Government. £10
DVD n The True Face Of The European Union - A scam
masquerading as democracy. This film will both surprise & outrage you,
it's the real story of the European Union, the one that politicians don't
want you to see, a free for all of unelected compliant administrators
stealing our money. Our politicians from every party have lied to us,
deceived us, relinquished our freedoms and betrayed our nation. £10
DVD n HIV = AIDS - Fact or Fraud? - Compelling and almost
overwhelming substantiated scientific evidence that HIV is a harmless
virus and does not cause AIDS, that AIDS is not contagious, and that
the only things that cause AIDS are recreational drugs & the 'supposed'
cure AZT, both of which totally destroy the immune system. £10
DVD n The Drugging Of Our Children - Examines the alarming
growth in the prescription of powerful psychotropic drugs to
adolescents & children for “supposed” mental illnesses like anxiety,
shyness, depression, obsessive compulsive disorder, despite the fact
that these drugs are known to have alarming side effects like
aggression, violence, suicide and psychotic behaviour. Crucial info. £10
DVD n 9/11 Loose Change - 2nd Edition - Conspiracy theory? Not
if you can prove it! The best ever 911 expose proves beyond any
doubt that 911 was a staged ‘FALSE FLAG’ atrocity perpetrated by the
US Government against their own people. Treason! £10
DVD n 9/11 In Plane Site - The Director’s Cut One of the first
and still one of the best ‘shock to the system' 911 expose films - now
updated and improved in 2007. Compelling £10
DVD n BBC Had Prior Knowledge Of 9/11 - Shocking video of
recently recovered footage reveals BBC World News reporting the
collapse of WTC7 23 minutes before it fell. Only problem is WTC7 is still
standing in the background! They’re all so calm - could it be a script. £5
DVD n The 9/11 - 7/7 Connection - A very detailed analysis of the
sinister geopolitical webs that have been spun resulting in the supposed
'terror' attacks of 9/11 and 7/7 which cannot stand up to close scrutiny.
A vibrant presentation by the meticulous researcher Ian Crane. The
substantiated evidence is overwhelming & impossible to dismiss. £10
DVD n The Common Purpose Conspiracy - Common Purpose,
purporting to be a charity, is largely unknown to the general public. It is
identifying leaders in all levels of our Gov’t to assume power when our
nation is replaced by the EU in what they call “the post democratic

society”. They are learning to rule without democracy & will bring the EU
police state to very one of us. A staggering talk by Brian Gerrish. £10
DVD n Vaccine Nation - What you don’t know about vaccines can
seriously harm you or even kill you! In this groundbreaking film, you will
see the truth about the dangers of vaccines & their direct relationship
to diseases, infections, allergies and a massive increase in behavioural
disorders in children. Discover the true history of vaccines & how they
have never been proven to be safe & effective. Awesome . £10
DVD n Beyond The Illusion: The World But Not As You Know It
- In this utterly fascinating and thought provoking presentation, Mark W
Foster, now one of the UK's top Law of Attraction Coaches, takes you
on a paradigm busting look at the world we live in and what we are
‘encouraged’ to think is real. Be ready for a few big shocks and maybe
even some information that will change your perception of this world &
its structures for ever. A passionate & powerful presentation. £10
DVD n The Money Masters - How 13 families of ‘Private’
International Bankers illegally create money out of thin air, and gain
control of the Western money supply by illegally owning the Federal
Reserve in the US and the Bank of England in the UK and consequently
being the ‘HIDDEN HAND’ controlling most of the Western World’s
Governments. Who have deliberately staged ‘FALSE FLAG’ atrocities
which started every war since the Napoleonic Wars. Astounding and
overwhelming precise detail. £10
2 DVD Set n The Demise Of Democracy And The Rise Of The
New World Order - Anthony J. Hilder has been actively researching
the Illuminati world conspiracy since the 1960's and gives us the benefit
of his many years of research with stunning information and revelations
about the deliberate plans of The New World Order global conspiracy.
PLUS n The E.U: Hitler’s Dream Come True - “There isn’t anything
that you have..... that they’re not planning on taking away..... and
they’re in the process of taking it” - Two must see high energy powerful
and passionate presentations. Both recorded during Anthony J Hilder’s
recent visit to the UK in November 2009. 2 DVDs £15
DVD n 7/7 BBC Conspiracy Road Trip Debunked - Jon Scobie of
We Are Change Birmingham discusses the recent BBC hit piece in which
Jon was a participant. Precisely as predicted months ago, the show was
a brazen exercise in smear, emotional manipulation & strawman tactics.
Jon reveals how the directors were trying to tell the participants what
to say as the programme set about attempting to make “conspiracy
theorists” recant their questions about 7/7. Get the important facts
behind the blatant BBC propaganda. £10
3 DVD Set n One Third - Œ One Third Of The Holocaust - Explains in
great detail how Treblinka, Sobibor, and Belzec were not death camps,
thereby debunking 1/3 of the holocaust. • Buchenwald: Psychic
Warfare - Demonising the Nazis with fake atrocity stories of human skin
lampshades etc. Ž Nazi Shrunken Heads: The Lies Which Justify War Explains how media and politicians manipulate the masses to be pro-war
by using myths. Very detailed shocking revelations. 3 DVDs £15
DVD n Money as Debt II: Promises Unleashed - Explores the
baffling, fraudulent and destructive gearing calculations of the money
system, creating money out of thin air, that holds us hostage to a
forever growing debt...and how we might “evolve beyond it” into a new
era. A cracking simple to understand explanation of what’s really going
on in the current banking crisis. Crucial information. £10
DVD n Money For Nothing - A very credible information packed 30
minute animated film that shows you how you've been scammed by the
most basic elements of our financial system. Do you know how your
money is created? Or how banking works? Why did housing prices
skyrocket and then plunge? Do you really know what the Federal
Reserve/ Bank Of England system is and how it affects you every single
day? Entertaining, hard hitting and challenging. £10
DVD n America: Freedom To Fascism – This is a film that the
government MUST keep you from seeing. Clinically pursuing the
evidence that income tax on wages to be as big a hoax as Iraq’s
‘Weapons of Mass Destruction’. Plus the systematic erosion of civil
liberties since 1913 while they now watch our every move. Just as
relative to the UK today as it is of the USA. Stunning information. £10
DVD n Planet Earth 2012 - An exceptional plethora of information
examining the influence and control of the following:- the New World
Order, Illuminati, Obama, Cameron, USA, EU, UN, CNN, BBC, FOX,
News corp, Murdoch, corporation slavery, population control, vaccines,
starving children, greedy Billion Dollar corporations, child labour, the
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corrupt establishment, pop music, media lies, freemasons, propaganda,
Bank bailouts, the War On Terror, the murder of innocent civilians, and
much much more. This DVD is certainly not to be missed. £10
DVD n UFOs and Area 51: Secrets Of The Black World - Recently
obtained government documents now reveal a connection between US
military "black budget programs" and alien technology at Area 51. In a
three-year investigation, a German film crew dove deeply into the
secrets of "Dreamland" and Area 51, interviewing top scientists and
security personnel who worked inside Area 51 and claim to have seen
alien spacecraft of extraterrestrial origin. This video presents the facts
about these amazing discoveries & includes stunning film footage. £10
DVD n Men Of Steel, Men Of Truth - An honest discussion focusing
on corruption in South Yorkshire Police and Sheffield City Council
regarding Hillsborough and the recent child abuse scandals. Former S.
Yorkshire Principal Police Intelligence Analyst Tony Farrell is in brutally
frank conversation with David Pidcock leader of the Islamic Party of
Britain. Includes some startling insider revelations that you will never
have heard before. Two very brave and exceptional men. £5
DVD n Fall Of The Republic - Alex Jones new film documents how an
offshore corporate cartel is bankrupting the US economy by design. A
world government and scientific dictatorship is now in its final stages of
completion with laws protecting basic human rights now being abolished
worldwide. An iron curtain of high-tech tyranny is now descending over
the planet. Absolutely staggering information. £10
DVD n The Secrets Of The Federal Reserve - The legendary
Eustace Mullins lays out the shocking truth about the privately owned
central banks. Find out who really owns the "FED" (and the Bank of
England) and how our economy is being deliberately decimated by the
criminal traitors who control our government. How this was instituted
illegally by congress working for Great Britain and the Rothschilds. This
rare 1989 lecture is a stunning and shocking presentation. £10
DVD n The God Who Wasn’t There - A film beyond belief proving
that Jesus is a fictional character, a legend never based on a real
human and that God Simply isn’t there. Provocative, to put it mildly. £10
2 DVD Set n The Rise and Fall of a Scientific Genius: The
Forgotten Story Of Royal Raymond Rife - Rife was the San Diego
scientist who demonstrably cured cancer in 1934 only to have this great
achievement ignored, attacked & then suppressed. The precise level of
hard facts in this film is enhanced by the discovery in 1999 of actual film
& audio tapes of Rife. This information is dynamite! 2 DVD’s £10
DVD n Zeitgeist: Moving Forward - Is the third film in the Zeitgeist
series. While many people in the world today have slowly come to see
some basic flaws in the economic system we all share, this film presents
a strong case that the entire system is intrinsically flawed at the
foundation level that it is leading to a vast spectrum of detrimental
consequences both personal, social, and environmental and the longer
they go on, the worse things will become. Highly recommended. £10
DVD n Inside job - Exposes the shocking truth behind the global
financial meltdown. At a cost of over £20 trillion, resulting in millions of
people losing their savings, their homes and their jobs. Extensive
research and interviews with major financial insiders, politicians and
journalists, exposes the rise of a rogue financial industry and unveils
the corrosive relationships which have corrupted politics, regulation and
academia. Probably the most important film you will ever see. £10
DVD n Human Resources: Social Engineering - Examines in great
detail the exploitation of human beings under modern hierarchical
controlled systems which are designed to induce a transformation in the
freeborn, natural human beings being programmed into spiritually
broken worker-consumer drones. As the gears of this terrible machine
turn, a certain type of “progress” is made, one which leads directly
toward the total enslavement of mankind. Absolutely stunning. £10
DVD n Alchemy: And The Birth Of Modern Science - Banned by
emperors, paid by kings, pursued by the inquisition. From beyond the
dawn of history in Babylon and Egypt alchemists have explored the
edges of the unknown. Before their discovery by modern science,
alchemists manifested microscopes, submarines, gunpowder, alcohol,
porcelain & much, much more. This is their story. Not to be missed. £10
DVD n Nutrition And Behaviour - In this exceptional lecture, Dr.
Russell Blaylock explains how nutrition seriously affects our behaviour
and how artificial ingredients are crippling our brains. Citing a series of
important studies, he shows that good nutrition can powerfully enhance
our memory, mood, and behaviour in a socially desirable way. Likewise,
he shows us that poor nutrition can lead us into a world of violence,

crime, depression and suicide. Truly empowering. £10
DVD n Europe's New Fuhrer: Germany’s Four Reichs - The
incredible Harry Beckhough was born in Bristol in 1914. He had many
senior posts in the military including senior code breaker at Bletchley
Park. After the second world war he became a senior officer in the
foreign office stationed in Germany & as an academic they spoke freely
to him of their plans for the future. He has many startling revelations to
make about Germanys lust for power and their influential role in the
forming of the European Union. Not to be missed. £10
DVD n Royal Babylon: The Criminal Record Of The British
Monarchy - Is a phenomenal piece of work based on Heathcote
Williams no holds barred political poem the text of which is a taboo
shattering, information rich, anti monarchist onslaught plus stunning
rare footage of the royals. It is deadly satire, belly laughingly eloquent,
but also very scary, as sobering as it is exhilarating. An intoxicating film
that will totally enthrall you and suck you in. £10
DVD n Obama: Dreams From My Real Father - This fascinating
narrative is based on 2 years of research, interviews, newly unearthed
footage and photos, the writings of “Frank Marshall Davis” and Obama
himself. Weaving together the proven facts with reasoned logic in an
attempt to fill in the obvious gaps in Obama's history and answering the
many questions raised regarding the fake birth certificate, his family
background, economic philosophy, and fundamental political ideology.
Comes very highly recommended indeed. £10
DVD n Behold A Pale Horse: America's Last Chance - Is an
exceptional new hard hitting film about looming world government, a
global elite, the United Nations, Sovereignty, the Constitution, the Bill
Of Rights, the Declaration Of Independence, the Communist Manifesto,
United Nations Agenda 21 and much more. This film features many
noted free thinkers. A global feudal police state is unfolding. Be a part
of the solution. Your freedom depends on it. We were born for such a
time as this. Many people are raving about this film. £10
DVD n Technologies Of The Gods - Presents a very convincing
case for prehistoric high technology. Presenting convincing evidence
that ancient civilisations utilised high tech engineering methods equal to,
if not superior to, our own and that these technologies were being
applied on a world wide level. Breakthrough researchers, writers and
engineers take a look at real evidence, largely ignored by the academic
establishment, which shatters the orthodox scenario for the dawn of
civilisation on Earth. Exceptional evidence that cannot be ignored. £10
DVD n The Underground: A Hidden Reality And The True
Story Of Phil Schneider - Phil Schneider died in 1996. Previous to his
untimely death he had been on tour across the US speaking out about
various subjects including his involvement with building a secret
underground base in Dulce, New Mexico for the military. During this
time, he is said to have had an encounter with a violent E.T. race in the
late 1970's which changed his whole view on world reality. A well
explained examination of the facts. Mind expanding. £10
DVD n The Padre Crespi Collection A stunning collection of amazing
artifacts. Crespi received or bought many artifacts from the indigenous
people in Ecuador. When questioned, they told him they had found
them in subterranean cave systems in the jungles. They were kept in
the church Maria Auxiliadora. The age and origin of these items is still
unknown today. He never tried to classify them. Spectacular. £10
DVD n Loose Change 4: An American Coup - Examines pivotal,
mysterious and infamous events that reshaped world history, including
the Reichstag Fire in 1933 that catapulted Hitler to dictatorship, to the
Gulf of Tonkin Incident in 1964 that led to the Vietnam War, before
delving into the most significant catastrophe in recent memory, 9/11.
Loaded with powerful new footage and in-depth interviews. Eight years
later, we all continue to live in the aftermath of 9/11 and deal with its
ongoing repercussions. A dramatic and very powerful film. £10
2 DVD Set n What Happened On The Moon - The definitive
Investigation Into the supposed moon landings. This compelling program
totally destroys the credibility of the Apollo missions. The totally verified
evidence is almost overwhelming and impossible to dismiss. 2 DVD’s £15
DVD n Psychiatry: An Industry Of Death - This riveting
documentary blazes the bright light of truth on the brutal pseudo
science and the multi-billion dollar fraud that is psychiatry. Their goal is
to make everyone on the planet dependent on psychotropic drugs
supposedly to control mental disorders that, in reality, do not even
exist. You will be glued to your seats throughout this real shocker. £10
DVD n Sweet Remedy - Clinically examines how a corporate power
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structure controls a corrupt regulatory agency deliberately giving birth
to numerous toxins and blatant poisons in our food supply. Nowadays
maintaining a healthy mind and body is an act of civil disobedience. £10
DVD n UFO: The Greatest Story Ever Denied - The astonishing
documentary that finally proves the existence of UFO’s. Somewhere in
the back of your mind you’ve always known it was true. £10
DVD n The Century Of The Self - This film bursts your mind right
open, exploding your perceptions of the world we live in. Showing in
detail the financial elite’s subtle techniques of mass control used to
create a new kind of human being enslaved by unconscious desires who
will buy almost anything that they want us to. A real eye opener. £10
DVD n Hoagland’s Mars Vol.1: The NASA-Cydonia Briefings This rare 1.5 hour film of Richard Hoagland’s historic visual presentation
on potential E.T. artefacts discovered on the planet Mars made to
thousands of Government engineers at NASA on 20th March 1990 .
Quite amazing revelations. £10
DVD n Chariots of the Gods - Gives stunning visual proof & physical
evidence that some form of life from outer space landed on earth
centuries ago, what they did here and the influences they left behind.
A mind shifting experience. £10
DVD n Secrets Of The Occult: The Magicians And The
Scientists - Highlighting the advances that have been achieved by
innovators who challenged established reality. The claims of the occult
magicians are put under the microscope to reveal the fascinating
interface between ancient Egyptian and Greek occult beliefs to modern
discoveries of the mind & the physical world. Highly recommended. £10
DVD n Superpower - This award winning well balanced film asks the
tough questions and goes behind the scenes of America's national
security apparatus and aggressive military actions. Also straddling the
philosophical divide and allows viewers to grasp the US quest for global
dominance through economic and military strategy as it is clinically
exposed through reviews of historical events, high profile interviews,
and analysis of foreign policy. Truly awesome information. £10
DVD n Camp F.E.M.A. - Prisons are being built, internment camps
constructed and laws passed that deal severely with anyone who dares
to step out of line or ask too many questions. Who are the potential
domestic terrorists that will end up in these camps? See what the
experts have to say and find out where the true power of the people
rests in halting these treasonous activities. Essential information. £10
DVD n Resonance: Beings Of Frequency - A sensational eye
opening video that examines 60 years of scientific research into natural
frequencies that are absolutely integral to us. Not only are we
surrounded by natural frequencies, our bodies are filled with them too.
They control our mental and physical health, synchronising our circadian
rhythms, assisting our immune system and improving our sense of well
being. Without them we couldn't exist. Over the last 25 mankind is now
submerged in an ocean of artificial frequencies. Crucial detail. £10
DVD n The Columbine Cause - A sensational new exceptionally
thorough, very detailed and totally damning investigation into the
Columbine High School shootings of April 20, 1999. It rips the official
story to shreds. Nothing stands up to this type of detailed scrutiny with
many stunning revelations that will totally astound you. £10
DVD n Weather War Big Picture: Geo-Engineering and
Bio-Engineering - This is a must see video. Our weather is natural no
more. Our environment is not just toxic and increasingly dangerous, but
manipulated in ways than most people would never conceive never mind
believe. Many exceptional, dramatic & detailed film clips. A spectacular
plethora of substantiated information and stunning visuals. £10
DVD n The Shock Doctrine: The Rise Of Disaster Capitalism Exposing the thinking, the money trail and the puppet strings behind
the staged world changing crises and wars of the last four decades.
The gripping story of how “free market” policies have come to dominate
the world - through the exploitation of disaster shocked people and
countries. Taking advantage of the public’s disorientation following
massive collective shocks, wars, terrorist attacks, or natural disasters
to achieve control by then imposing economic shock therapy. £10
DVD n The Great Deception: Obama And The Coming War - A
must see. The world is being set for the next false flag event, a nuclear
world war! Of which, Barack Obama (the Leopard) is the one
orchestrating it. For many, the truth may seem stranger than fiction,
but this video may open the eyes of those who are in darkness and
provide those who are awake with the answers they are looking for.
You won’t be able to take your eyes off the screen. £10

DVD n Death Of A Princess - A disturbing and revealing account of
the suspicious circumstances surrounding the death of Princess Diana. A
Video update of Dave Starbuck’s audio CD of the same name. That is
what you will see on the web site, however, the real DVD is:Unlawful Killing: The Murder Of Princess Diana - Totally banned in the
U.K. This documentary investigates the very real possibility that
Princess Diana was murdered by the British Royal establishment. £10
DVD n Fool Me Once - A very detailed & well evidenced film by Ian R
Crane about the New World Order, the hidden agenda, what’s really
going on behind the scenes & the events leading up to 2012. £10
DVD n Japan Earthquake And Nuclear “Accident” Are Tectonic
Nuclear Warfare - Well respected independent scientist turned
whistleblower Leuren Moret declares that the "Japan earthquake" and
"accidents" at the Fukushima's 6 nuclear power plant units in March
2011 are in fact deliberate acts of tectonic nuclear warfare, carried out
against the population and ecology of Japan and the nations of the
Northern Hemisphere, including the U.S., Canada, and Mexico. A
stunning fact based information packed interview. £10
2 DVD Set n The Power Of The Purse - Throughout human history
the control and manipulation of money has been used by the elite to
control humanity. This is a 4 hour and 50 minute documentary spanning
2 DVDs that details the history of how money has evolved from ancient
times to the 21st century. How the manipulation of the value of money
has been used to create economic depressions and much much more. A
highly recommended very detailed expose. 2 DVDs £10
DVD n Colloidal Silver Secrets - The inside scoop on the world’s
most powerful natural antibiotic. In this comprehensive video you’ll learn
secrets of colloidal silver usage never before revealed to the general
public. I am reliably informed that this is the best film available on this
subject. Staggering information that will both astonish and empower
you to boost immunity and increase health and vitality. £10
DVD n Project For The New American Century - This astonishing
film goes in detail through the untold history of The Project for the New
American Century. Exposing how every major war in US history was
based on a complete fraud with video of insiders themselves admitting
it. Plus a massive amount of incredible never seen before historical
footage which exposes all the lies of the past so that you can better
understand the present. This film is a must see. £10
DVD n 9/11 Loose Change: Final Cut - A completely new film laced
with over 2 hours of new undeniable evidence including previously
unseen footage, commentary, interviews and eyewitness testimony
that will leave you speechless. The wealth of new evidence collected is
an extraordinary work of investigative reporting at it’s very best and
shows beyond a reasonable doubt that the American Government was
directly involved in the atrocities of 9/11. Stunning. £10
DVD n Money as Debt - If there was no debt there would be no
money. Very few people understand, even though all of us are
affected. This highly entertaining animated feature explains today’s
corrupt debt-money system in terms that are easy to understand. £10
DVD n A World Without Cancer - the Story of Vitamin B17 There is substantial scientific evidence that cancer is simply caused by a
vitamin deficiency of vitamin B17, which is now consequently banned by
the pharmaceutical industry. Empowering substantiated info. £10
DVD n Terrorstorm - A powerful film that pulls back the veil of
history to demonstrate how gov’ts have used ‘False Flag Terror
Operations (incl. 9/11 & 7/7) to start wars against their enemies.
Overwhelming substantiated evidence. £10
DVD n Fallujah: The Hidden Massacre - Clearly evidencing that
the US and the UK alliance are using illegal chemical weapons - white
phosphorus on thousands of innocent civilians – men, women &
children, an absolute shocker. Everyone should see this film at least
once for ABSOLUTE PROOF that WE are the terrorists. £10
DVD n The Trap: What Happened To Our Dreams Of Freedom This film proves categorically that we are not free. Western Govt’s have
deliberately narrowed our choices and created a system where class &
money means everything. We have been manipulated into this narrow
idea of freedom. The evidence is almost overwhelming. £10
DVD n Vatican Secrets Revealed - Jordan Maxwell clinically
exposes the Vatican, the Roman Catholic Church and religion in general.
Maxwell ties together astrotheology, the true meaning of biblical
symbolism, detailing how every culture has been a victim of this corrupt
cabal, and delving deep into the many mysteries of the western Bible to
reveal astonishing, yet little known facts. certainly eye opening. £10
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DVD n DMT: The Spirit Molecule - dimethyltryptamine (DMT) is a
naturally occurring psychoactive compound, which exists in humans,
and potentially every living organism. This is a thorough examination of
DMT's effects through two traditionally opposed concepts, science and
spirituality, unravelling the links between cutting edge neuroscience,
quantum mechanics and human spirituality results in an abundance of
incredible ideas and theories that could alter the way we understand
the nature of reality. Comes very highly recommended. £10
DVD n The Great Culling - The first commandment on the Georgia
Guidestones effectively calls for the elimination of 93% of the World’s
population and it has already started & is being done through chemicals
added to our drinking water, food, medicines, and even the air that we
breathe - chemicals that have the known effect of reducing fertility and
shortening life span. This message can no longer be dismissed as
conspiracy theory. The facts are in plain view. Additives in reality are
covert doses of death. A powerful message. £10
DVD n Forks Over Knives - What has happened to us? Despite the
most advanced medical technology in the world, we are all sicker than
ever. Could it be there’s a single solution to all of these problems? A
solution so comprehensive, so straight forward, that it’s mind boggling
that more of us haven’t taken it seriously. This film examines the
profound claim that most, if not all, of the degenerative diseases that
afflict us can be controlled, or even reversed, by rejecting our present
menu of animal based & processed foods. Inspiring. £10
DVD n The Capitalist Conspiracy: An Insiders View Of
International Banking - An exceptional video adaptation of an audio
documentary tracing the history of the small elite group of people who
control the money systems of the world. It shows how this monopoly is
protected by governments and how the group's vast wealth is derived
from creating money out of nothing. We see how this group wields
power through controlling government, foundations, education, and the
mass media. Also naming names. Exceptionally well researched. £10
DVD n From Tyranny To Freedom - They tell you what to buy.
They tell you what to think. They tell you what to wear. They tell you
what’s in style. They tell you what to eat. They tell you half the story.
They lie, and you believe them. This is truly empowering information on
banking and reforms that can be implemented in society when the
people awaken to their power. One of the best educational videos you
will ever see. Isn’t it amazing how the simple truth just seems to fit. £10
DVD n The Neo-Zionist Order – Who Rules Your Rulers Eustace Mullins, once labelled “The Most Dangerous Man In America”, is
one of America's foremost historian/researchers exposing facts over
the last 50+ years that everyone in the world should know. He talks
about the conspiracy of the Federal Reserve, The New World Order,
George Bush, Zionists, Israel, Mossad, Neo-Cons, CIA, FBI, 9/11, and
the Zionists design for a Christian Muslim war. Absolutely compelling
with many amazing revelations. £10
DVD n The Secret - The Secret has existed throughout the history of
mankind. It has been discovered, coveted, suppressed, hidden, lost
and recovered. It has been hunted down, stolen, and bought for vast
sums of money. The Secret reveals how to apply this powerful
knowledge to your life in every area from health to wealth, to success &
relationships. A very convincing film indeed. £10
DVD n The Big Picture - George Green, former Government insider
who mixed with the financial elite and sat in on Gov’t meetings which led
him to discover that everything that he thought he knew was a lie. His
mission now is not only to expose the truth about the World Controllers’
plans for us, but also to wake us up to the reality of who and what we
really are. Indeed a truly amazing talk. £10
DVD nRadiation War Intensifies With HAARP Tornadoes In
USA - On April 17, 2011, scientist Leuren Moret has evidenced that the
radiation war against the populations of the United States, Canada,
and Mexico has intensified with the intentional distribution of radiation
from the March 11, 2011 Fukushima event through a record 241 HAARP
triggered tornadoes and associated rainfall in the US. Note: it was
discovered in World War II that the most lethal form of nuclear warfare
would be to release radiation in rain clouds. Very detailed. £10
DVD n UFO The Greatest Story Ever Denied Part II: Moon
Rising - Uncovering some of NASA’s long kept secrets about the huge
structures on the Moon blurred out by NASA in all the pictures released
to the public. The film shows us enough evidence to know that the
Moon has intelligent life living on it. This is the first time in human history
the Moon is being revealed to you in its Full Natural Colour which makes

it much easier to determine what you are really seeing. Information
which will amaze and astound you. £10
2 DVD Set n Conspiracy Theory: Series One - Jesse Venture and
a team of expert investigators are on a mission to examine some of the
most frightening and mysterious conspiracy allegations of our time.
They examine available evidence as well as talking to experts and
eyewitnesses. This is a 2 DVD set which contains seven 45 minute
episodes of 'Conspiracy Theory'. These episodes focus on the following
topics: HAARP, 9/11, Global Warming, Big Brother, Bilderberg, Silent
Assassins and 2012. All of which are very well presented. 2 DVDs £10
DVD n Ancient Technology In Nazca And Central Peru - David
Hatcher Childress. In Ica he investigates the huge elongated skulls
discovered in the area, and then examines the strange museum of Dr.
Cabrera and its stones depicting dinosaurs and humans. Then flying
over the Nazca figures in order to grasp their amazing complexity. Were
they meant to be seen only from the air by the sky people? The team
then journey to Cuzco in central Peru and visit the megalithic sites of
Ollantaytambo, Machu Picchu and Sacsayhuaman, including a special
examination of megalithic rock quarry near the Inca Trail. Stunning. £10
DVD n The Apollo Moon Landings: Removing The “Truth's”
Protective Layers - This up to date very informative and detailed
presentation examines all of the evidence, including much new evidence
that has been brought to light, which suggests that the Apollo
"Moonshot" Programme, as presented to the public, could not have
landed men on the moon and that much of what we were told & shown
about the Apollo Moon shot Program was either false or faked. Full of
great information, fact based and very detailed. Great stuff. £10
DVD n Forbidden Archaeology: Suppressed New Evidence of
Early Man - “The Dark Side Of Archaeology” - what happens when
scientific evidence conflicts with theory? In the early sixties, discoveries
were made in Central Mexico, which were the handiwork of early man
and five separate geological tests revealed they were over 250,000
years old. This world-class archaeological region suddenly became
off-limits for official research, a "forbidden zone”. Not to be missed. £10
DVD n Sandy Hook: The Documentary - A thorough investigative
examination. Topics include identities of multiple suspects, police audio
analysis, witness testimonies, media coverage, the Lanza family, gun
ban issue, intelligence agencies, examples of covert operations, project
longevity, project mockingbird, fast and furious, crisis actor claims, prior
drills, living victims, FEMA, advanced knowledge of attack, motive of
crime, and several other aspects and anomalies. Overwhelming detailed
evidence that totally destroys the official story. £10
DVD n Quantum Communication - This documentary film by David
Sereda attempts to teach us how communication really works from the
Quantum level and how this is connected to the “The Universal Laws Of
Attraction”. Topics covered include future soul matches, business
partners, intelligent dialogue, the creative force, experiencing a
quantum leap, manifesting abundance, awakening the genius within,
excel in relationships and careers plus much more. Not brilliant quality
but the best that we could find. Staggering eye opening content. £10
DVD n All Wars Are Bankers Wars - A stunning history of the
Central Banks and a powerful object lesson in understanding history
and knowing that they have started almost every conflict and funded
both sides with the goals being population reduction, genocide & World
domination. Controlling the DEBT of war in order to not just control the
countries but to totally take EVERYTHING over. Extremely well written,
comprehensive and packed with stunning precise details. £10
DVD n Zero Point: Volume I - Messages from the Past - The film
focuses on a hidden episode in human history, unlocking the secrets of
the Precession of the Equinoxes and its significance. uncovering the
messages expressed through ancient monuments worldwide, examines
various maps, monuments and artifacts which seem to reveal great
secrets about the nature of time, our past and our future. If time was
what the ancients mapped then what were they trying to tell us? £10
DVD n The James Holmes Conspiracy - The “official” perpetrator
of a mass shooting that occurred on July 20, 2012, at a movie theater
in Aurora, Colorado. Not one witness from the theatre recognized him bright orange hair and you can't recall seeing him!!! Examining witness
testimonies, news reports, theories and ideas behind the motives of the
crime. Topics discussed include the second suspect, weapons, police
audio analysis, James Holmes education and bio, LIBOR scandal, MK
Ultra, Project Gunrunner etc. Many stunning new revelations. £10
DVD n Jesse Ventura Talks Conspiracies On US Mainstream
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TV - Jesse Ventura, ex wrestler, former governor of Minnesota, now
turned author and conspiracy theorist is interviewed for 42 minutes on
the biggest mainstream TV show in the US - Piers Morgan Tonight. He
tries to tell the truth and speaks out on many issues including such as
9/11, the Kennedy assassination, false-flags, the true meaning of
liberty, the truth about Obama, the invasions of Afghanistan, Iraq etc.
and much more. A cracking mainstream conspiracy interview. £10
DVD n Supercharge Your Immune System - 20 Years of research
has gone into this film. It examines the factors in our diet, lifestyle and
environment that adversly affect our immune system and what actions
we can take in order to reclaim our health and vitality and rebuild our
natural defences against the causes of chronic and debilitating illnesses.
Superb suppressed essential information. £10
DVD n Shadows In Motion - Western ‘False Flag’ terrorism from a
Muslim viewpoint. In this precise factual documentary they evidence
who’s responsible - a network of secret societies ruled by a HIDDEN
HAND controlling western society & what their ultimate aims are. £10
DVD n RFID: Tracking Everything Everywhere - This eye-opening
video lets the viewer in on technology that is in use right now! This
clear, precise & informative presentation gives us the information and
tools we need to be aware of to combat the system that will soon
become the Mark of the Beast. We may be closer than you think! £10
4 DVD Set n Flood Your Body With Oxygen: Human Health and
Disease - Here’s the big secret not taught in medical schools. Disease
can’t live in a rich oxygenated environment and can be eliminated easily
& inexpensively by putting special forms of oxygen (ozone) in water. Mr
Oxygen Ed McCabe offers you more than one hundred years worth of
European & American research. Revealing practical methods to remove
major causes of human suffering and disease. Stunning. 4 DVDs £15
DVD n Alien Bluestar: The Great Gathering - Miriam Delicado was
contacted at an early age by benevolent, tall blond extraterrestrials,
apparently singled out specifically for a very special role. And now
Miriam is a woman on a mission: driven, articulate, passionate, and
powerful, she tells a riveting story of her very real and physical contact
with a highly advanced, Guardian race, and the information she was
asked to pass on. Many credible people believe that this may be one of
the most powerful and important interviews ever. £10
DVD n Shadow Government - Your every move is being watched.
We’ve all come to accept that our E Mails, telephone calls and financial
transactions can be monitored and tracked, but do we really know how
much of our lives are actually being observed and recorded and by
whom? An up-to-the minute analysis of the ever changing technological
landscape with substantiated evidence that an ultra secret global elite
controls technology, finance, international law, world trade, political
power and vast military capabilities. Comes highly recommended. £10
DVD n UFO Incidents and NASA Missions - Mexico 2007 - Jaime
Maussan and Santiago Yturria Garza join forces again at the UFO
Congress 2007 for a highly visual presentation with amazing photos and
videos including UFO activity from Central America, UFO incidents of the
recent NASA missions, featuring never before seen images of UFOs
around shuttles Discovery, Atlantis and the International Space Station
and a plethora of other amazing footage. Absolutely astounding.£10
DVD n Alien Sign: The Message - The Crop Circle Mysteries In probably the best Crop Circle DVD world authority, Colin Andrews
investigates and endeavours to find answers to the crop circle
phenomenon, examining cases and photographic evidence worldwide
with the assistance of experts in sciences and the paranormal. Includes
some amazing footage of spheres and black helicopters. All you ever
wanted to know about crop circles in one film. £10
DVD n The Code - The construction and the precise positioning of
ancient sites around the world is based on a very ancient system of
numbers - "Gematria" - which are found in ancient myths and most
religions. Gematrian numbers were used in systems of weights and
measures by ancient peoples, including the Greeks, the Egyptians, the
Persians, the Babylonians, the Romans and the ancient Mayans. Carl
Munck cracked this ancient code. Prepare to be utterly amazed. £10
DVD n Secrets Of Antigravity Propulsion - Dr. Paul LaViolette
details the physics behind antigravity propulsion technology and shows
how it is not only possible, but is currently being used in secret projects.
A lot of this work has been going on since the end of WWII about the
quest to break the bonds of gravity. Also details the early experiments
conducted by Nikola Tesla and T. Townsend Brown, who both used
electricity to affect gravity. This is a real mind blowing experience. £10

DVD n The Buck Starts Here - The shocking truth about our money
system and how we can break free. Ellen Brown is one of the World’s
best authorities on the current fraudulent financial system. She gives a
blow by blow account of money creation, who benefits, absolute power
over the planet and it’s natural resources, human resources, human
capital, the weapon of fear, enslaving nations etc. Stunning. £10
DVD n The Structure Of Infinity: Zero Point Volume II - Takes a
focused look at the fractal nature of the Universe and examines the
Mandlebrot set & Fractal Geometry. Taking us on a journey through the
Fractal Universe culminating in a paradigm shifting view on the nature of
reality itself. The existence of the Fibonacci Sequence and the Golden
Ratio throughout the natural world and in the ancient megaliths are real
clues in uncovering the true nature of reality. Exceptional. £10
DVD n The Calling - A truly remarkable look at our galaxy and
ourselves. Max Igan articulately and beautifully takes you on a quest of
discovery. A discovery so big it might just change your life. Should some
people you know still remain blind to the urgency of the world situation
and to their need to be informed and act upon such information, this
exceptional film may help you to open their eyes. Eye opening. £10
DVD n Offensive: The Story Of Tony Farrell - Tony Farrell is a
former Senior Intelligence Analyst for South Yorkshire Police. In 2010 he
was fired because he felt compelled by his conscience to tell the truth in
his official reports and state that due to his extensive analysis of 9/11
and the 7/7 London bombings, the greatest terrorist threat to the public
did not come from Islamic extremists but from internal sources within
the US and British establishment. A well put together film, informative,
powerful and at times disturbing. This is his brutally honest story. £10
DVD -n Ring Of Power: Empire Of The City - This rare film contains
a vast amount of information regarding the New World Order. The
world’s most powerful empire is not the U.S.A. It is an empire that
insiders call “Empire Of The City”. They scammed control of the Bank of
England and the U.S. Federal Reserve, then they found GOD – Gold, Oil
and Drugs. What this very rare film lacks in visual quality it more than
makes up for in awesome information. A must see. £10
DVD n Remote Viewing Aliens And UFOs - Jim Marrs has
previously written extensively about government projects to establish
remote viewing groups. An intriguing side to this psychic spying project
is that many remote viewers have made discoveries regarding UFOs
and extraterrestrials. Marrs will detail some of the amazing findings that
top remote viewers have recovered. When someone with such
credibility as Jim Marrs examines remote viewing we have to take
notice. Lots of staggering revelations. Certainly mind expanding. £10
DVD n How They Fake Terrorism: Manufactured Fear - This film
details how our governments uses terrorism to scare us into giving up
our freedom and how they work on the psyche of our society to keep
us in a state of fear and distrust. Terrorism is a word created to label
anyone against the agenda of the new world order. The FBI or CIA are
almost always involved giving the explosives, intelligence or weapons. A
powerful presentation that is not to be missed. £10
DVD n The Brazilian UFO Disclosure - Brazil made headlines
recently when their government announced that it will begin collecting
UFO reports. A J Gevaerd has been behind the scenes in Brazil speaking
with government officials and officers in the military regarding this
issue. He will share Brazil’s incredible UFO history and his revealing
conversations with Brazilian government officials. He has been a UFO
field investigator for 28 years. Excellent detailed UFO information. £10
DVD n I Want Your Money - Government is not the solution to our
problem, Government is the problem! Most people work hard for their
money, it goes into your pocket, and then it flies out of your pocket into
someone else's, namely an overweight government that gives it away
as if it was its own. A clever mix of archival footage, new interviews
from notable public figures, and original animation. Inspiring. £10
DVD n Messengers Of Destiny: The Mexican UFO Wave - An
amazing extremely rare classic UFO documentary which details The
Mexican UFO wave, during and after the total solar eclipse of 1991
which was, by coincidence, filmed by over 2,000 people. These
recordings document the best recorded series of UFO sightings in
history, yet most news media ignored it! This is indeed a fascinating ride
though the material which is quite unnerving. Highly recommended! £10
DVD n Obama Birth Certificate Is A Forensic Fraud - In an
exclusive April 29, 2011 video interview Robert Stanley of The American
Morning News investigative radio, proved beyond any reasonable doubt
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that the birth certificate released by U.S. President Barack H. Obama
on April 27, 2011 is a forensic forgery. There is an on camera
demonstration of various forgeries within the nine overlaid digital layers
of the birth certificate document. Overwhelming evidence. £5
DVD n UFO Mexico 2006 -At the Int. OFO Congress Jaime Maussan
& Santiago Yturria Garza present footage of UFO fleets, ‘vortex’ craft,
flying ‘humanoids’, aliens captured on stills cameras and numerous other
phenomena. The most bizarre material you are ever likely to see. £10
DVD n Zionism And Jewish identity - A controversial lecture by
Israeli born Anti-Zionist activist Gilad Atzmon - “I understand Zionists, I
think that they are the biggest threat to world peace.” His criticisms of
Zionism, Jewish identity, and Judaism, as well as his controversial views
on the Holocaust and Jewish history have led to allegations of anti
Semitism from both Zionists and anti-Zionists. Stirring stuff indeed. £10
DVD n The (Suppressed) Origins Of Religion - An amazing lecture
by David Boyle an expert on prehistory giving you the true history of
religion. This most informative lecture will rock many of your fixed ideas
like an earthquake. Astounding. £10
DVD n The Truth About Subliminal Messages - Psychologically
speaking the human mind can be divided into two complementary parts.
These parts have been called the conscious mind and the subconscious
mind. The subconscious mind is analogous to a recording device that
operates 24 hours a day and has the capacity to record every word,
every image, every message, every sound, every experience, every
emotion, every thought, and every event that an individual has
experienced throughout its life. Highly recommended. £10
DVD n History Is Written By The Victors: Adolf Hitler - The
Greatest Story Never Told - This is a fascinating look at one of the
most lied about periods in history. It has some controversial content to
say the least. This documentary chronicles lots of hidden history about
the rise of Germany from defeat in WWI, communist attempts to take
over Germany, hyper inflation during the Weimar Republic, the Pearl
Harbor conspiracy, Soviet brutality, the root causes of WWII, and much
more. Exceptional detailed suppressed revelations. £10
DVD n The Tax Free Tour - Exposes the workings of offshore tax
havens and the elite banking systems of the world’s billionaires which
operate in extreme secrecy. Where do multinationals pay taxes and
how much? Gaining insight from international tax experts, we examine
tax havens, the people who live there and the routes along which tax is
avoided globally. A financial world operates in the shadows surrounded
by a high level of secrecy. A place where sizable capital streams travel
the world at the speed of light and avoid paying tax. Sobering. £10
DVD n The Science Of Well-being - This positive psychology
keynote presentation from Martin Seligman examines the history of
psychology and the science of well-being. Analysing positive emotion,
engagement, relationships, meaning and purpose and accomplishment.
He asserts that we aren't driven by the past, but instead drawn in by
the future. The main thrust of this presentation is to move away from
the vague notion of happiness, to the more precise notion of
well-being. This will certainly make you think - positively! £10
DVD n UFOs Over Hawaii 2013 - It appears that Hawaii has become
a hot spot for UFOs. This sacred chain of islands in the middle of the
Pacific Ocean has been visited by UFOs since the Pearl Harbour attack.
The exact longitude and latitude of Hawaii is in the exact spot as the
“Great Storm” on Jupiter, it is also in the exact geographical spot as
many other anomalies on other planets in our solar system. Extended
cut of the most astounding multiple eyewitness sightings in the state of
Hawaii. Comes highly recommended via the UFO community. £10
DVD n The Art Of Deception - This film is an explanation of how the
big lies are constructed to be the official version of the truth, brainwash
the audience and push an agenda. Also detailing the way the controlled
media has become a puppet for the elite agenda which creates fake
scenarios to gain public support to invade countries purely to steal their
resources and to scare the population about their own existence with
blatant lies. The evidence is compelling. £5
DVD n Ludicrous Diversion 7/7 - London bombings expose. Police
withholding almost all evidence. The media wilfully spreading
unsubstantiated & unverifiable lies, whilst ignoring the numerous
discrepancies. The gov’t continually rejecting calls for an independent
public enquiry. Tony Blair says it would be a “ludicrous diversion”. What
don’t they want us to find out? Sharp, precise and well evidenced. £10
DVD n Out Of The Blue: The Definitive Investigation Of the
UFO Phenomenon - This award winning (UFO Congress Award)

documentary is both thought provoking and compelling. It reveals
through exclusive interviews with high ranking military & government
personnel & also solid evidence that some UFOs are of extraterrestrial
origin. A clear, intelligent & fascinating film which includes a great deal
of intriguing video footage. Truly controversial. £10
DVD n The Gunderson Chronicles - Four hours of shocking
revelation from retired FBI controller Ted Gunderson. He evidences
unimaginable "operations" of treachery, sadistic savagery, degradation,
abuse, and murder inflicted by government intelligence agents against
its own citizens , especially children. Poor visual quality but totally
explosive content and startling revelations. £10
DVD n Hoaglands Mars Vol. 2: The U.N. Briefing/The
Terrestrial Connection - This extremely hard to get talk by Richard
C. Hoagland before U.N. delegates on February 27, 1992 has almost
been erased from the records. Expounding on his theory that intelligent
life existed on Mars millennia ago, with amazing slides, film clips &
computer graphics. He provides a thought provoking inquiry into a
possible reality that the establishment would like to remain a secret. £10
DVD n Mind Control: A Brave New World Of Enhancing Human
Performance - Nick Begich presents the solid science on mind control.
Manipulation of the mind, emotions and physical health of people
through new applied technologies continues to be the focus of military
planners around the world. Control of the human mind by external
means is now a reality. A well researched very informative film. £10
DVD n Unsolved Mysteries, Giants & Out of Place Artifacts The marvellous Klaus Dona presents a rare collection of out of place
artifacts and incredible objects detailing why they are contradictory to
widely accepted historical accounts of human civilisation. Some of these
objects and statuettes are millions of years old. some of them display
other unique properties that place them in an unknown category.
Where do they come from and who made them? Incredible. £10
DVD n Cancer Is A Serious Business - This is the story of a medical
doctor and Ph.D biochemist named Dr. Burzynski (and his victorious
battles with the US government and Big Pharma) centred around the
gene targeted cancer medicines he discovered in the 1970's called
Antineoplastons. Against all odds he has patented them and is pushing
them through clinical trials. When they are approved he will be the first
single scientist to exclude Big Pharma from profiting from the most
effective treatment the world has ever seen. Heroic and inspiring. £10
DVD n Ring Of Power: Monkey Blood - Discover the startling new
evidence about our human origins. If you have Rh positive blood like
85% of the world's population, that means you have a monkey gene
that can be traced to the Rhesus monkey. Ancient civilizations
documented the arrival of "gods" from the sky who created humans in
their own image. Since humans have 98% of the same DNA as chimps,
did ancient astronauts donate the other 2%? Jaw dropping. £10
DVD n Future Technology From The Past - The discovery of
single atom monatomic elements may have opened the door to limitless
free energy, a cure for AIDS and cancer, longevity, faster-than-light
speeds, antigravity and much more, perhaps even inter-dimensional
and time travel. Several scholars have linked this amazing discovery to
the mythology and legends of the far distant past, especially in ancient
Mesopotamia. This monatomic matter is found in virtually everything
including the food we eat & the water we drink. Stunning. £10
DVD n The UFO Experience (2013) - A comprehensive study and
compilation of the clearest video footage of UFO's seen to date.
Scientific proof, eyewitness testimony, celebrity sightings and shocking
Space Shuttle UFO experiences never before seen on film, shown and
analysed for the first time. This film will make even the worst sceptics
into believers. A comprehensive plethora of clips, interviews, analysis
and exceptional information. Impossible to even try to attempt to list all
of the contents. You will not be disappointed. £10
DVD n Obey: The Rise Of Mass Propaganda - A brutally honest
and at times disturbing new video based on the book "The Death of the
Liberal Class". Exploring the rise of the corporate state and the future
of obedience in a world filled with unfettered capitalism, public service
V’s private interests, worsening inequality and environmental changes.
Examining the mainstream media’s metamorphosis from a tool of public
service into a weapon of private interest. Brutal and disturbing. £10
DVD n Water: The Great Mystery - Water acts outside all known
physical laws of nature. Understanding the mysteries of water is critical.
Every living thing needs it to survive. Our ignorance of its function and
capacities has led us to abuse its quality and forget its potential.
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Challenging historical assumptions and unveiling enlightened information
and new scientific discoveries. Showing us through science that the
collective intelligence in our thoughts have an effect on our external
reality. Exceptionally detailed, highly recommended. £10
DVD n The Boston Marathon Terror Attacks and 911 Mind
Control - Fear based mind control is caused by cyclical events that
occur at specific times designed to re-trigger the psychological trauma
caused by 9/11. Exploring media artifacts, symbolism, advertising,
subliminal messages, human psychology, and other relevant topics. Also
taking a critical look at the psychological and traumatic impact of false
flag terror attacks. A wealth of stunning information £10
DVD n Bridging Reality And Quantum Mechanics - From only
two assumptions this film seamlessly integrates physics, philosophy,
theology, and metaphysics into one overarching understanding of the
whole of our reality. If you have a logical, open, and inquisitive mind,
an attitude of scientific pragmatism that appreciates the elegance of
fundamental truth and the thrill of breakthrough, you will enjoy this
journey of personal and scientific discovery. £10
DVD n Life Is A Hoax - I don’t want to give too much away about this
exceptional look at life, except to say that it is pretty damn good and
will certainly make you think, that’s for sure. £10
DVD n The Missing Secrets of Nikola Tesla - His inventions are
legion but some have remained under wraps as bankers like J P Morgan
wouldn’t finance anything that they can’t charge money for. Like his
discovery of the means to generate & transmit free electricity. £10
2 DVD Set n“The Great Global Warming Swindle” & “An
Inconvenient Truth” - 2 DVD’s showing both sides of the story. 1.
The Great Global Warming Swindle - Compelling scientific evidence that
shows that if the planet is heating up, it isn't your fault and there's
nothing you can do about it. 2. An Inconvenient Truth - A well
presented and very persuasive film. However it is now apparent that it
is based on flawed assumptions. Compelling information. 2 DVD’s £15
DVD n The Big Picture: An Expose Of The New World Order - A
global conspiracy, it exists, unseen but all pervasive, controlling,
watching, collecting information, we all know it’s there, but what is it?
Empower yourself with knowledge. Based on years of research and fact
finding, this film offers you the information you need to expose the
plans of the New World Order and to help you alert others to the
realities of our world & how it is run. A very well put together film. £10
DVD n Eye Of The Phoenix - This in depth compelling film clinically
exposes a plethora of substantiated evidence about the two Seals on
the back of the One Dollar Bill with clarity and precision. The two Seals
are Egyptian and Luciferian, introduced by Freemasons controlled by
black magic forces, have satanic influences, and are not seals of the US
but of the global Illuminati. The precise level of detail is astonishing. £10
DVD n Hyperinflation Nation - They cannot keep creating money
out of thin air without eventually rendering it worthless. This new must
see documentary is essential information. Prepare now before the U.S.
dollar and sterling are rendered worthless. Become educated so that
you can survive & prosper while many people enter poverty. Although
this stunning DVD is fairly short it is absolutely jam packed with precise,
concise detailed information and may well be the best and most
important 30 minutes of your life! A crucial film. £10
DVD n 7/7 Ripple Effect - A comprehensive film of verifiable facts
which offer conclusive proof that the official account of the events of
7th July 2005 is a complete sham. The film also evidences what highly
likely really did happen that day. A very credible scenario is put forward
substantiated with a lot of new evidence that really does fit together
very well. An important and intelligent film. Treason anyone. £10
DVD n The Montauk Project: Experiments In Time -Preston
Nichols and Duncan Cameron openly discuss their roles in the secret
and bizarre experiments conducted at Montauk that actually tapped the
powers of creation and manipulated time itself. The Talk is highlighted
with footage of the now abandoned facility as it currently appears. The
most amazing and secretive research project in recorded history. £10
DVD n Operation Gladio: Behind False Flag Terrorism - A very
rare copy of a 1992 BBC three programme series, now almost
airbrushed from the records, exposing a state sponsored terrorist
network organisation operating in Europe - NATO's secret fascist army
whose false flag killing sprees were carried out for the purpose of
frightening the national political classes into adopting U.S. policies. No
wonder it’s been hidden - a real eye opener. £10
DVD n Secret Underground Bases and the New World Order -

Phil Schneider is the speaker in this extremely rare 1995 lecture. He was
“executed” in January 1996. For 17 years he was a geologist and
engineer with a high level security clearance in US government “Black
Projects” in the underground bases at Area 51, S-4 & Los Alamos. He
was also involved in the infamous Alien/Human war at Dulce & Los
Alamos in 1979. This expose will expand your mind. £10
DVD n Legacy Of The Gods: New Discoveries In The Ancient
Astronaut Field - Did extraterrestrials visit Earth in the remote past?
Fasten your seatbelts as you are taken on a high octane thrill ride
around the globe presenting new discoveries in the ancient astronaut
field. Georgio Tsoukalos has taken up from where Erich von Daniken’s
“Chariots Of The Gods” (DVD also listed) research ended and
brought it right up to date. Jaw dropping information. £10
DVD n Thunderbolts Of The Gods - Watch this film and in an hour
you will know more than most NASA scientists about the fundamental
force that forms and sustains the universe. It offers remarkably simple
explanations for black holes, dark matter, the electric sun, comets,
planetary scarring and many other mysterious phenomena. This
extraordinary new theory also redefines ancient history. Stunning. £10
DVD n Trans-Humanism (and Transgender Hybrid Mutations)
- Research into a new species of unrecognisable superior humans is
being funded by many governments and research facilities, known as
transhumanism, which use genetics, robotics, artificial intelligence, and
nanotechnology as tools that will radically redesign our minds, our
memories, our physiology, our offspring, and even our very souls. This
includes, among other things, rewriting human DNA and also combining
humans with beasts. Mind blowing. £10
DVD n Lifting The Veil: The Failure Of Capitalist Democracy - A
clinical expose of the failure of capitalist democracy that powerfully,
definitively, and finally exposes the deadly 21st century hypocrisy of
western internal and external policies. It covers all of the issues clearly
and succinctly, from the opening narrative through to its stirring
conclusion. A must watch if you want to understand this hypocrisy they
call democracy. Probably the best political film you will ever see. £10
DVD n Energy Weapons - Synthetic Technology - Explores mind
control technologies, from cell phones to gigantic radar arrays, global
satellite grids, and super computers. Governments of the world have
long considered "mind control" to be the ultimate weapon of war - one
of mass obedience. Today, these weapons have become unbelievably
advanced and they remain completely unregulated. The technologies
are known and the patents do exist. Stunning. £10
DVD n The Ultimate Bilderberg Documentary - For 50+ years it
didn't exist, and it was just a "conspiracy theory”. In the past decade
since 9/11, it is now acknowledged to be a real secret society with real
influence. Having created the European Union and the Euro over the
span of the past half century, the Bilderbergers are literally the movers
and shakers of the global government being ushered in called the New
World Order. A real eye opener. £10
DVD n The Electric Comet - We live in an Electric Universe, and the
enigmatic behaviour of comets provides unique insights into the role of
charged particles and electrified plasma throughout the Cosmos.
Essential well evidenced facts, now confirmed by leading researchers,
seriously confront and contradict the current dogma of an electrically
neutral, gravity dominated universe. Exceptional. £10
DVD n World Bank Corruption is Rampant - A former insider at
the World Bank, ex-Senior Counsel Karen Hudes, exposes that the
global financial system is dominated and manipulated by a small group of
corrupt, power hungry figures centered around the privately owned
U.S. Federal Reserve. The network has seized control of the media to
cover up its crimes. Stunning topical up to the minute disclosures. £10
3 DVD Set n Extreme Human Antiquity - Michael Cremo, one of
the main experts in the field of human antiquity, exposes mainstream
archaeology’s “knowledge filtration system” whereby many ancient
artifacts are kept from the public’s eye. Watch and learn the amazing
hidden history of the human race and a compelling case for negotiating
a new consensus on the nature of reality. Disc 3 features an exclusive
interview with him discussing his beliefs, research, and history. Stunning
information with many amazing revelations. 3 DVDs £10
DVD n Quest For The Lost Civilisation - Traces a network of
sacred sites around the globe on a spectacular voyage of discovery in
order to crack the code of our lost ancestors. It is an odyssey that
leads to sunken monuments and hidden chambers, a journey through
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myth, magic, and astounding archaeological revelations that forces us
to rethink our entire conception of the origins of civilisation. Visually
stunning and truly wonderful information from Graham Hancock. £10
DVD n PSI Spies: Remote Viewing - The infamous Jim Marrs
presents the latest compelling information on some of the greatest
conspiracies prevalent today. Also taking you behind the scenes of the
U.S. Army's formerly top-secret “remote viewing” unit to discover how
the military has used this psychic ability as a tool and a weapon. When
Jim Marrs gives us details about “remote viewing” we’ve really got to sit
up and take notice. Definitely a mind shifting experience. £10
DVD n 13 Masonic Secrets - A mind blowing presentation exposing
Freemasonry rituals and many of the darkest secrets of Freemasonry.
Contents include the Ancient Laws of Egypt, The Temple of Isis, the
Twin Pillars of Jachin & Boaz, Passing of the Veil of Isis, the symbolic
Checkered Floors, Anti-Matter, CERN and the world of Jinns, the most
perfect shape, the essence of God, their most sacred tool, the Nexus,
the hallway of doors, alchemical thought, Manipulation of Vibrations,
hidden meanings and much more. Certainly not to be missed. £10
DVD n The Illuminati’s New World Order - Billions of people on
planet earth are living in ignorance, before your very eyes politicians
are advancing the global plan. Their work of ages is coming to fruition.
The new world order is about the centralisation of power. It’s about
silencing any public criticism of the system. It’s about commercialising
and selling all public services as a product and making massive profits
from them. They use various symbols & numbers, once you learn their
secret language you too will have the all seeing eye. Exceptional. £10
DVD n All Watched Over By Machines - A brilliant series of 3 films
by Adam Curtis about how we have been colonised by the machines we
have built. This is the story of the dream that rose up in the 1990s that
computers could create a new kind of stable world where millions of
individuals would be connected as nodes in cybernetic systems - without
hierarchy. But the dream of stability would be torn apart and we are
now enveloped in a loveless digital dragnet of ubiquitous surveillance,
flash crashes and way too much information. Astounding. £10
DVD n Ancient Technology In Central America - In this trip in
the Ancient Technology series, join David H. Childress as he evidences
high technology in the ancient past. Check out the giant stone balls in
Costa Rica, the mysterious megalithic statues in Nicaragua, the colossal
basalt heads of the Olmecs in Mexico. As the Olmec civilisation predated
the Maya & Aztec people, how did they do it? You’ll feel as if you were
actually there. Visually stunning and simply mind blowing. £10
DVD n World of Lies - This DVD will change your perspective on life
and includes such subjects as Secret Societies and the government,
Free Energy, the safe disposal of nuclear waste, Jose Escamilla's
Roswell Rods, The History of Middle Earth, The Secrets of Israel, The
9/11 Prediction, The British Invasion of America and much more.Leading
researchers such as Jordan Maxwell, John Greenwald Jr, Dr. Sonne
Ward, Al Bielek, Michael Tsarion and Jim Marrs tell you the truth about
the World of Lies that you live in everyday. Stunning revelations. £10
DVD n Free Energy: The Race To Zero Point - Free energy for all
- we should have it now. Extraordinary detailed summary of many
suppressed free energy inventions. £10
DVD n THE GREATEST TRUTH NEVER TOLD - A 4 hour 41 minutes
seven part video series that has been seven years in research and
development. It is centred around the truth that humanity has been
enslaved over and over again throughout history and lays out the case
for even the most cynical and indoctrinated individual. A plethora of
exceptional detail throughout all seven parts. Exceptional. £10
DVD n THE EYE OF THE ILLUMINATI - An in depth look at the
agenda of secret societies and the ruling class of the developed one
world government system. This documentary was created in order to
explain the origin and methods of control over the human population,
studies and practices of the occult and secret societies, and how it has
an effect on the way we live our lives on a daily basis. Much research
went into this project so the information is highly compressed (still over
5 hours long) to form the complete picture A very powerful film. £10
DVD n THE PHARMACRATIC INQUISITION: ASTROTHEOLOGY
AND SHAMANISM - In the pre literate world, the knowledge of
psychedelic sacraments, as well as fertility rites and astronomical
knowledge surrounding the sun, stars, and zodiac, known as
astrotheology, were turned into a character or a deity, consequently,
their stories and practices could easily be passed down for generations.
The Church’s violent inquisitions extracted this sacred knowledge from

the local wise men who were then exterminated. £10
DVD n INNER WORLDS, OUTER WORLDS - There is one vibratory
field that connects all things. It is the same field of energy that saints,
Buddhas, yogis, mystics, priests, shamans and seers, have used. Many
of history's monumental thinkers, such as Pythagoras, Kepler, Leonardo
DaVinci, Tesla, and Einstein, have come to the threshold of this great
mystery. It is the common link between all religions, all sciences, and
the link between our inner worlds & our outer worlds. Exceptional. £10
DVD n 9/11 FALSE FLAG CONSPIRACY: FINALLY SOLVED
(NAMES, CONNECTIONS, MOTIVES) - A precise information packed
film evidencing exactly who was involved in the 9-11 attacks, what they
did, and what motivated them. Truly an amazing piece of research, the
result of monumental effort on the part of investigators who just
wouldn't let it go. It is very well put together and fills in a lot of black
spaces and adds a bunch of stunning new revelations. It does all come
together to make a lot of sense. Absolutely brilliant research. £10
DVD n MARATHON DAY: BOSTON 15.04.13 - Mainstream Vs
alternative Internet media! What is the truth? Why didn't the media
report about the 'Bomb Drill' that was taking place on the day? Why do
the witnesses on alternative media contradict the witness reports
presented by the mainstream media? Why did the mainstream fail to
report on the military undercover operatives at the scene of the first
explosion? And much more. A very precise detailed investigation. £10
DVD n Autism: Made In The USA - This provocative and illuminating
documentary examines the causes and solutions for the recent epidemic
of autism in our children. Autism is upon us because every living being is
being doused with an overload of toxic substances, including vaccines
which have many potentially harmful ingredients, namely, mercury,
human albumin, MSG, bovine scrum, hamster ovary cells, thimerosal,
aluminium hydroxide, monkey kidney tissue and formaldehyde.
Examining detoxification as a remedy. A shocking expose. £10
DVD n 9/11 Blueprint for Truth: The Architecture of
Destruction - Commercial architect Richard Gage (of Architects &
Engineers for 9/11 Truth) presents an “up to date” very detailed,
clinical and watertight case for the controlled demolition of the three
steel-building collapses at the World Trade Center, New York on 11th
September 2001. Well evidenced and totally damning. £10
DVD n A Lamp in the Dark: The Untold History Of The Bible An exciting new documentary that unfolds the fascinating “untold”
history of the Bible, revealing critical information often suppressed in
modern histories. Throughout the Middle Ages, the Inquisition forbade
biblical translation from Latin, threatening imprisonment and death to
those who disobeyed. Once the common people were able to read the
Bible the world was turned upside down. A real eye opener. £10
DVD n Police State 4: The Rise Of FEMA - Alex Jones conclusively
proves the existence of a secret network of FEMA camps, now being
expanded nationwide. A cashless society control grid, constructed in
the name of fighting terrorism, was actually built to enslave the people.
Body scanners, sound cannons, citizen spies, staged terror and
cameras on every street corner - it's only the beginning of the New
World Order's hellish plan. Absolutely essential information. £10
DVD n Global Warming, Emerging Science and Understanding
- 80% of the population fell for the scam of man made global warming.
Dozens of leading international scientists now however lucidly explain
how emerging science is evidencing that it is increasingly unlikely that
carbon dioxide is the primary driver of global warming. This DVD
provides a clear refreshing understanding of this important and current
issue and is certainly a good one to let friends and family see. £10
DVD n The Dawn Of A New Day - Jordan Maxwell has gone to
exemplary lengths to put all of the pieces of this amazing puzzle
together. The crux of this new DVD is the Illuminati's implementation of
world communism throughout the entire western world. The hidden
symbolism is "The New Dawn" or the sun beaming over the horizon,
which is an old communist symbol used throughout the ages to depict a
new form of rule that will prevail. This really is a must watch DVD. £10
DVD n Peak Oil: Myth Or Reality? - “Oil companies are making
record annual profits not because oil is scarce, but because we believe
it is.” - Ian R. Crane, a retired oilfield executive, gives a well evidenced
presentation of amazing verified facts and substantiated evidence that
will totally astound you and expose the scam of peak oil. £10
DVD n Beyond Treason - What you don't know about your
government could kill you! Freedom of Information documents unmask 6
decades of black-ops including: Chemical & Biological Exposures,
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Radioactive Poisoning, Mind Control Projects, Experimental Vaccines,
Gulf War Illness, Depleted Uranium. Staggering! £10
DVD n Underworld: Flooded Kingdoms Of The Ice Age - Graham
Hancock, along with leading academics and using the latest technology,
scours the seas finding evidence worldwide of underwater monuments ,
temples and cities that can only have been made by man when these
areas were last above water - over 10,000 years ago. Copies of this
are now very rare indeed. Amazing discoveries. £10
DVD n STATE OF MIND: THE PSYCHOLOGY OF CONTROL- Reveals
that much of what we believe to be the truth is actually deliberate
deception, omission & distraction. From the ancient roots of the control
of human behavior to its maturity in the mind control experiments of
today, revealing a plan for the future that drives home the dreadful
price of our ignorance. An exceptionally powerful & important film. £10
DVD n CORPORATE FASCISM: THE DESTRUCTION OF THE
MIDDLE CLASS - A new kind of fascism has taken over. The merger of
multinational corporations and government whereby corporate power
dominates. With the emergence of ever larger multinational
corporations, due to consolidation facilitated by the endless issuing of
FIAT money the corporatocracy has been in a position to literally
purchase the government. Features many heavy hitters. Exceptionally
well put together with lots of exceptional revelations. £10
DVD n THE CURE IS: YOU - TRANSFORM YOU HEALTH - A life
changing film about how every human body is brilliantly designed for
vitality and longevity. Why then is our health and life expectancy
declining? Have we lost our connection to our natural way of living?
Amazing true stories, woven with testimonials from top scientists,
doctors and evolutionary leaders creates a mind blowing journey of self
discovery that will radically shift the way you look at health and disease
forever. One of the most important health films ever. £10
DVD n A TRUE HISTORY OF THE UNITED STATES - The historic
enemy of the US was England. This is a lengthy review of hidden history
concerning England's ongoing covert hostilities toward the United States
lasting well into 19th century climaxing with it's support of the slave
culture of the south and the goal to kill Abraham Lincoln. Detailing the
planned railway from S. America through the US to Europe via a 50 mile
tunnel under the Bering Straits which was approved by Tsar Nicolas II
of Russia. A host of amazing little known facts. £10
DVD n THE NAZIS AND FASCISTS WHO FOUNDED THE E.U. AND
THEIR INFLUENCE TODAY - The EU is based on the Nazi plans
published in Berlin in 1942. The EU was founded and initially led by
"former" Nazis and fascists. This has been a coup against the people of
Britain and those other nation states of Europe who were liberated from
Fascism in 1945 and from Communism in 1989. The plans for this
essentially fascist process were laid and carried out by, among others,
many leading Nazis and Fascists after the second world war, and firmly
put in place in the European Union today. An exceptional expose. £10
DVD n EDGAR CAYCE: AN AMERICAN PROPHET - In 1910 the New
York Times carried two pages of headlines and pictures in which he was
declared the “World’s Most Mysterious Man”. He had many near death
experiences and could leave his body and journey into the afterlife.
Cayce was a wonder to the medical community because of his ability to
diagnose and specify treatment for gravely ill people often hundreds of
miles away through his out of body journeys. The man is a legend. £10
DVD n Defamation - Yoav Shamir examines the state of anti Semitism
in the 21st century. A native of Israel, Shamir goes beyond the normal
boundaries to examine how this deep-seated prejudice is still prevalent.
Is anti Semitism an immediate threat on the verge of coalescing into a
second Holocaust? Or is it a scare tactic used by right wing Zionists to
discredit their critics? Also clinically comparing anti Semitism and anti
Zionism. This brave documentary takes on the topic of anti Semitism in a
relentlessly probing and original way. £10
DVD n World Systems And The Illuminati - An extremely rare
copy of a 4 hour presentation by infamous jailed author Fritz
Springmeier disclosing a plethora of mind boggling facts and never
before revealed truths about the top Illuminai dynasties. Whilst this
rare video’s quality is not top notch it is absolutely jam packed full of
hard to find information and is a full impact study into the real purpose
of globalisation. Totally damning information. Not to be missed. £10
DVD n Cancer Is Curable Now - With 31 leading global cancer
experts, scientists, doctors and authors, this is the most comprehensive
and conclusive DVD documentary about cancer and holistic cancer
treatments ever made. In addition to a multitude of physical and dietary

treatments, this groundbreaking documentary uncovers the various
problems, physical and emotional, that promote and cause cancer. The
information given in the movie will transform your life and provide you
with all the tools you need to take charge of your own health. £10
DVD n What You’ve Been Missing: Exposing The Noble Lie - For
thousands of years the few have used knowledge and power to control
the many and profit from their ignorance. Critical thinking has long since
been abolished from the education system. This film was created to
examine and expose the massive gap created by corporate media
between their news and actual reality. An enlightening and clinical
examination of how lies are used for social control. £10
DVD n The Collective Evolution - An excellent upbeat documentary
aimed at showing the current state of the world, why it needs to be
changed. How each and every one of us can play a role in changing it.
This film addresses this need for change through five individual yet
interrelated structures society has come to rely upon: finance,religion,
education, entertainment/ media, and health/ food. It concludes by
examining consciousness & how we can promote change. Excellent. £10
DVD n The Great Pension Fund Hoax - This stunning four hour
presentation gives comprehensive evidence of total corruption, greed
and fraud within our western governments. Why are we, the people
suffering at the hands of this oligarchical government, while our tax
paid is being used against us? And why does there seem to be no
difference between the private sector and the public one? Because
gov’t owns it all!!! Overwhelming clinical evidence. A must see. £10
DVD n The Quickening - All around the planet hundreds of millions of
people are waiting for events to unfold in the year 2012, that they
believe will bring either the birth of a harmonious new reality or even
the end of the world. The sensation that everything is speeding up to
culminate in a global experience of unity consciousness, which would
then lead to the experience of a harmonious new way of being. We also
examine the unfolding of current events and how they directly relate to
Hopi and Mayan Prophecies. A real thought provoker. £10
DVD n Simply Raw: Reversing Diabetes in 30 Days - Chronicles
six people with 'incurable' diabetes that switch their diet & get off
insulin. We witness moments of struggle, support, & hope as what is
revealed, with startling clarity, is that diet can reverse diabetes and
change lives. Additional wisdom is provided by many credible experts.
This approach is also beneficial to everyone’s general health & immune
system. One of the most inspiring documentaries you will ever see. £10
DVD n THE FALL OF THE UNITED KINGDOM - A clinical examination
of the state of the UK economy including government spending, budget
deficits, interest on the debt, unfunded liabilities, public sector worker
pensions, retirement savings, educational spending, health care costs,
the death pathways, the myth of austerity, taxes, military spending,
monetary policy, inflation, standard of living, income distribution,
unemployment & mental health. The unfortunate reality is that there will
be no real economic recovery. Remarkable essential information. £10
2 DVD Set n COUNTER INTELLIGENCE: SHINING A LIGHT ON
BLACK OPERATIONS - This five part six hour documentary series is a
superb expose on the national surveillance state that has arisen over
the last 50-100 years. Covering just about everything you could ever
imagine - far too many to even try to list here. Western countries need
to be liberated from their own governments. A thorough & exceptionally
detailed expose. Truly mind blowing. 2 DVDs £15
DVD n THE VIRUS OF FREEDOM - This film showcases a potential
future which we can each truly help create together. It is split into the
following chapters Prologue, introduction, what is reality, who are we,
perceptions on reality, what is eugenics, what is the New World Order,
what is money, why are we here, what are we here to do, the
re-humanisation diet, the power of ideas, permaculture, epilogue, what
does a free World look like. Everyone should see this exceptional
documentary film. Both terrifying and inspiring at the same time. £10
DVD n REVENGE OF THE ELECTRIC CAR - A follow up to the
exceptional “Who Killed The Electric Car” (also listed). Sometimes
change has too much momentum to be stopped. You just can’t kill an
idea whose time has come. This time we follow Nissan, Tesla and
General Motors who now stake it’s entire brand on the very technology
it was previously forced to kill. The challenges they face are tough, but
the prize if they succeed is the reinvention of the car without petrol,
and potentially without fossil fuel at all. A must see. £10
DVD n MONEY AND LIFE - A passionate and inspirational film that
asks a provocative question: can we see the economic crisis not as a
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disaster, but as a tremendous opportunity? How can we move beyond
being merely consumers, debtors and creditors, and put money in
service to what we really care about as citizens, as human beings? Can
we design a monetary circulation system that fosters democratic
equality? What does it really mean to make a living? A dynamic and
rousing experience. Empowering. £10
DVD n EU SOFT FASCISM: THE BRUSSELS BUSINESS - Two
insiders examine who exactly runs the EU. This is an expedition into the
gray world of the 15,000 lobbyists in the EU capital, representing
corporate interests of multi national conglomerates, think tanks and
their all embracing networks of power and their close ties to the political
elites. This powerful film gives clear and unequivocal answers and
should be mandatory viewing for every European citizen. £10
DVD n Perfect Storm: The England Riots - This documentary film
looks at the initial causes and wider context surrounding the recent
England riots. Politicians refuse to acknowledge their role in creating a
deeply unfair and failing society, a perfect storm of police brutality, city
poverty and austerity measures, that will only get worse unless the
root problem is addressed. A real wake up call for everyone. £5
DVD n UFOs Over Mexico 2008 - The dynamic duo of Jaime
Mausson and Santiago Yturria Garza (previously the stunning DVDs
“UFO Mexico 2006” and “UFO Incidents and NASA Missions Mexico 2007” also listed) present seven cases of Alien Encounters
well documented on video, including two worldwide exclusives plus a
plethora of other amazing footage. An awesome presentation. £10
DVD n UFO Sightings In Turkey - Internationally renowned UFO
expert Haktan Akdogan, founder of the Sirius UFO Space Sciences
Research Centre, presents the latest UFO sightings & close encounters
in Turkey along with one of the most significant UFO videos of all time
which covers two ET’s caught on tape in Istanbul. Considered to be one
of the best presentation at the entire 2008 UFO conference. £10
DVD n ETs, UFOs and New World Technology - Another extremely
rare filmed lecture by Phil Schneider, who had high level security
clearance in US government “Black Projects”, filmed in August 1995
some five months before his execution style murder. Phil describes the
forces that he had uncovered at Dulce underground facility - “we had
surprised a whole underground base of existing aliens. Later, we found
out that they had been living on our planet for a long time, perhaps a
million years”. The level of detail is astonishing. £10
DVD n Do Aliens Rule The World - Two films that go into a lot of
detail about this extremely controversial subject. One is an excellent
2006 UFO Congress presentation by Mark Kimmel and the other includes
a great deal of detail including former government agents who make
astounding claims about covert operations in the cover up of UFO
activity. A mind shifting experience that will certainly make you think
very profoundly. Not to be missed. £10
DVD n One Nation Under Siege – What if everything you were told
was a lie? What if big brother is doing more than just watching? This
film presents disturbing facts never before disclosed to a majority of the
sleeping public. Through the research of over a dozen internationally
distinguished authors, journalists, physicians, and ex-military, you will
begin to understand the massive and ceaseless control projected onto
an unsuspecting populace. It's all about spying, tracking, & control. £10
DVD n The Illusionary War On Terror - Our rulers seem to need
endless wars, and to achieve this they have to construct “the phantom
menace”. They fabricate terror plots, to keep us all afraid. Why is this
happening? What can we do about it? We look at 'deep politics' and at
the difference between what is real and what is not. The detailed level
of knowledge that Nick Kollerstrom has is absolutely astonishing. £10
DVD n Invisible Empire: A New World Order Defined - a damning
indictment of the globalists through their own words and documents.
Worldwide tyranny isn’t coming, it’s here. This isn’t conspiracy theory,
it’s conspiracy fact. Unelected bureaucrats are establishing regional
unions under one superstate. Witness their plan for a global tax and a
cashless surveillance society in which every man, woman and child is
micro-chipped at birth. Highly recommended. £10
DVD n The Committee Of 300 - A remarkable presentation by the
The infamous historian Dr. John Coleman. Many years ago he
researched in full scope the sinister forces behind the new world order
movement. This extremely rare video lecture represents a culmination
of his findings about secret societies which form this global movement
and how it came into existence. It also details the “21 Goals Of The
Illuminati” many of which have now already happened. Stunning. £10

2 DVD Set n THE UNTOLD HISTORY OF THE UNITED STATES –
This is Oliver Stone’s quest to lift the lid on American history in this ten
part documentary. Starting in the days before World War II and
following the American timeline right up until the Obama presidency of
today, each episode focuses on key turning points in Western History,
framed by the social and political conditions that caused them in the first
place. It’s remarkably meaty bringing only the facts to the table.
Stone’s case is presented with crystal clarity. Stunning. 2 DVDs £15
DVD n OWNED AND OPERATED - Is a mosaic of the world through
the lens of the Internet. Showing our lives as consumers, under the
thumbs of privileged individuals and their methods of control. But the
world is awakening, and the experience is something outside the normal
rules of social interaction, causing excitement in those who are not
served by the current system and fear in those who are pampered by
it. Change is coming and it will be more dramatic than anybody can
imagine. The positive tone of the film is forceful and motivating. £10
DVD n SLAVERY BY CONSENT - A documentary that succinctly rips
apart the deception used to enslave humanity by the global criminal
class. It makes a powerful statement documenting the crimes of our
ruling classes in great and precise detail. It clinically exposes the
outrageous absurdity of an all powerful governing class. Slowly, the
world is awakening from the nightmare of debt slavery & illegitimate
authority imposed on us for nearly 6000 years which has violated all of
the natural and universal laws. A very powerful film. £10
DVD n SHADE: THE GLOBALISTS DEADLY AGENDA EXPOSED - For
hundreds of years an elite group of ruthless oligarchs has ruled the
world, fuelled by a legacy of sex, money, power and greed. Their own
white papers and other documents clearly show the diabolical plans
they have in store for the world’s population. Now, for perhaps the first
time ever, the elites really do have something to fear, as the details of
their true power structure & sinister Master Plan for Global Domination
are exposed as never before. Comes highly recommended. £10
DVD n ETHOS: A TIME FOR CHANGE - This controversial film lifts the
lid on a Pandora's box of systemic issues that have been proven to
have a negative impact in almost every aspect of our lives. From
conflicts of interest in politics, the abuses of corporate power, to a
news media that serves the interests of the few, leading to the
destruction of our ecosystems, over consumption and warfare. We
cannot change our system until we know how it works. This film sheds
light on how we can affect meaningful and sustainable change. £10
DVD n GASLAND PART II: FRACKTURING THE TRUTH - This new
film, exposes how the gas industry and the government’s portrayal of
natural gas as a clean and safe alternative to oil is highly suspect, and
clinically lays bare the gas industry's portrayal of natural gas as a clean
and safe alternative to oil is a myth, and that fracked wells inevitably
leak over time, contaminating water and air, hurting families, with the
potent greenhouse gas and methane. Essential information. £10
DVD n The Revelation Of The Pyramids - This film Reveals what
lies behind the greatest of archaeological mysteries: a message of
paramount importance for humanity. From China to Peru, from Egypt to
Mexico, through the world’s most enigmatic & most beautiful sites, the
director has spent six years meeting eminent scientific specialists and
verifying his discoveries. The result will shake the teaching of history to
its very core. A great odyssey along a breathtaking route climaxes in a
revelation as unexpected as it is staggering. £10
DVD n Cold Fusion: Fire From Water - The greatest scientific
discovery of all time. Incredible as that may seem, extracting energy
from water has already been done. Meet the scientists who prove this
effect in their laboratories and others who are producing working fuel
cells. Hundreds of scientists and engineers world wide are detecting
verified, repeatable, yet unexplainable phenomena that clearly show a
powerful source of energy within water. This is already challenging our
understanding of the very nature of matter. Highly recommended. £10
DVD n Meltdown - The Secret History Of The Global Financial
Crash - Since the financial meltdown began, trillions of pounds have
been spent rescuing banks and jump starting economies, yet recovery
remains fragile. The millions around the world who lost homes and jobs
are demanding answers: How did it all go so wrong? Who is to blame?
No major banking, regulatory or government figures have yet been
convicted of any wrongdoing. An excellent and comprehensive film
clinically examining worst economic crisis of a generation. £10
DVD n UFO/ET Disclosure Conference - Well edited highlight reel
of this conference held on 27th September 2010. Top secret military,
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gov’t, intelligence and corporate witnesses to secret projects tell their
true stories which disclose the greatest covert programme in world
history. This explosive testimony by actual government insiders would
confirm that UFOs are real. See what many high ranking insiders have
to tell you about UFOs & ETs. Many mind blowing revelations. £10
DVD n Ancient Technology In Mexico And The South West - In
the final instalment of this series join David H. Childress in ancient cities,
pyramids and megalithic sites, examining evidence of mind blowing
ancient technology! Checking out the ancient cities around the Grand
Canyon and the alleged Egyptian catacombs, investigating the ancient
concrete canals in central Arizona and then continuing to the megaliths
of the ancient Toltec capital, Tula, the pyramids of Teotihuacan and
then inside the Great Pyramid of Cholula. Stunning. £10
DVD n The Tapping Solution: The Power Of Meridian Tapping This film explores meridian tapping, a combination of ancient Chinese
acupressure and modern psychology, with startling results as it is used
to stimulate the body’s electrical impulses to repair blockages or
disturbances in the body's energy system created by both physical
problems and negative emotions. Also powerfully capturing the
enormous healing potential of this truly amazing tool. Comes very highly
recommended by people in the know. £10
DVD n Are We Alone In The Universe - This jaw dropping film
covers the best ever video footage from government and private
sources that can be found around the world on the subject of other life
UFO in the Universe. Images and footage taken from planetary space
probes will astonish you with the amount of information the government
is not releasing to the general public. It is visually stunning and contains
a plethora of information. Comes very highly recommended indeed. £10
DVD n Symbols, Sex And The Stars: Magic In The Modern
World - the truly amazing Jordan Maxwell speaking at the Signs of
Destiny II conference in Mesa, Arizona. Approximately a 90 minute
lecture on secret societies, the ideas behind “bloodlines” and the
deception between World Governments and Religion. Also, how the
human family is being manipulated by the ideas contained in the book
such as “The DaVinci Code” which are all a front for secret societies
acting behind the scenes of world affairs. Not to be missed. £10
2 DVD Set n FREQUENCY OF GENIUS - Everything in the Universe
functions on a Frequency. Do you know your frequency? Imagine a
frequency that would create a world free from disease, hunger and war
- where humankind collectively resonates at what we call the Frequency
of Genius. An amazing video that will give you a deep insight into the
most up to date information on physics, sacred geometry, optimum food
and health, cutting edge technologies, divine insights and empowering
economics. A power packed presentation. 2 DVDs £15
DVD n THE BEAUTIFUL TRUTH - Fact - more people live off cancer
than die from it. We need to put a stop to this travesty. Here is a very
practical guide to the intensive nutritional treatment of cancer and
other life threatening diseases that many would previously consider to
have been impossible to obtain. Full of blunt uncompromising facts
which are certain to get up the medical profession's collective nose. This
is a myth exploding DVD. Very highly rated £10
DVD n THE FABRIC OF THE COSMOS - A 4 hour series based on the
book by renowned physicist and author Brian Greene, takes us to the
frontiers of physics to see how scientists are piecing together the most
complete picture yet of space, time, and the universe. With each step,
you will discover that just beneath the surface of our everyday life lies
a world we'd hardly recognize - a startling world far stranger and more
wondrous than anyone expected. Jam packed full of amazing disclosures
which you will find both stunning and mind blowing. £10
DVD n FREEMASONRY EXPOSED: THE LEADERS, THE LEGENDS,
THE CONSPIRACY - This is a revealing 3 part video documentary
which investigates the history and inner workings of the biggest secret
society on the planet. For centuries, the secretive Freemasons have
been shrouded in rumour, myth and scandal. Investigating the history
and inner workings of Freemasonry, and lays bare the mysteries behind
the world's most legendary secret society. Despite including a bit of
propaganda it really is a must see for everyone. £10
DVD n CANCER IS A SERIOUS BUSINESS: PART II - A compelling
exploration of the current status of the radical new cancer treatments
at the Burzynski Clinic in Houston, Texas. Burzynski approaches cancer
treatment in a new expanded “personalized gene-targeted” direction
that has allowed more patients to benefit in ways never before thought
possible. This treatment has had a turbulent journey throughout the

regulatory process and has been clogged at every stage. Exceptionally
powerful and compelling. £10
DVD n EDWARD SNOWDEN: A TRUTH UNVEILED - The latest
documentary about Edward Snowden, includes different clips from
Edward Snowden, Barrack Obama, and others, including Anonymous.
Barrack Obama, as well as others working for Zionists, are trying to
extradite Edward Snowden back to the USA in order to prosecute him
for war crimes and terrorist charges for exposing the truth, while they
continue to cover their lies and corruption with media controlled
propaganda and staged scenarios to fool the general public. £10
DVD n The Magnificent Deception AND Bursting The Bubbles
Of Government Deception - Robert Arthur Menard from Canada
gives two excellent presentation on declaring oneself free. Admiralty
laws operates as an international law and is the law of the high seas or
of the pirates. It is also the law of those who are building the new world
order & operate out of the United Nations and its respective economic
communities such as the European Union. A couple of exceptionally
inspiring presentations that really will get you thinking. £10
DVD n Energy Healing - This film shows you simple procedures to
control & raise your energy levels, increase vitality, improve
concentration, focus your brain and control your emotions, and the
best thing is - it all works. £10
DVD n Truth Rising - “No army can stop an idea whose time has
come” - seven years after the attacks of 9/11 a global awakening has
taken place, the likes of which the world has never seen. As the
corporate controlled media dwindles into extinction a new breed of
journalists & activists has emerged. Strap in and Join Alex Jones and
others on a mission determined to confront and expose the ruthless
global elite. This film is unlike anything you have ever seen. £10
DVD n Hoaglands Mars Volume 3: The Moon/Mars Connection
- Former science consultant to NASA, Richard Hoagland uses state of
the art technology to make a compelling scientific case for the existence
of ancient alien artifacts on the moon. Taking us into an extraordinary
world of possible gigantic structures. Has the establishment been hiding
the truth about the moon for over thirty years! This will open your mind
to these amazing possibilities. Stunning. £10
DVD n Dead Doctors Don’t Lie - A stunning rare 1996 video of “wit
and wisdom” by the infamous Dr Joel Wallach. You will find “Dead
Doctors Don't Lie” to be the most informative common sense approach
to health and longevity that you have ever come across. Note: not the
same content as the Audio CD of the same name. Exceptional. £10
DVD n Lost Realms - A rare lecture by the infamous and almost
legendary Zecharia Sitchin, the author of “The Earth Chronicles” series
of books. Now you can join this amazing scholar of ancient languages as
he makes a scientific and scholarly argument for ancient E.T. visits to
our Earth. The evidence presented is both compelling and enthralling,
and is certainly impossible to dismiss. Mind expanding. £10
DVD n Riddles In Stone - The Secret Architecture Of Washington
D.C. Now you will know that, when Bush said he was fulfilling the
“Ancient Hope” of the “New Order Of The Ages” (New World Order) he
was merely acting out the plan reflected in the street layout and in the
architecture of Washington D.C. Astounding detail. £10
DVD n Exploring Consciousness, Expanding Reality - Exploring
the nature of consciousness and its fundamental importance. Including
consciousness outside the physical body, near death experiences,
great mental feats, altered or expanded consciousness, alternative
knowledge, and how organised western cultures discourage and
prevent us from experiencing these altered states of consciousness.
Also examining the research of people like Rick Strassman, Graham
Hancock, Anthony Peake. Very fact based, very detailed. £10
DVD n Spiritual Archaeology - The wonderful Klaus Donna’s
approach to archaeology is unconventional and he is considered a real
maverick. He has travelled the world in search of unique and
unexplained findings. Intrepid and unrelenting, he is on a mission to
bring to the eye of the public such finds as giant bones, crystal skulls,
carvings and sculptures in forms that do not fit into the contemporary
view of our timeline. Extraordinary and incredible revelations. £10
DVD n AUSTRALIAN ATOMIC CONFESSIONS - Sacrificial Lambs on
the High Altar of Science. Australian servicemen and nomadic
Aboriginals reveal the devastating effects of atomic weapons testing
carried out in Australia by the British during the 1950s. For the first
time, members of the Royal Australian Army, Air Force and Navy
describe former top secret aspects of those tests. Includes rare
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archival film and photographs, as well as eye witness accounts. A
damning and chilling expose with stunning archival graphics. £10
DVD n THORIUM AN ENERGY SOLUTION - Thorium is readily
available AND can be safely turned into energy without generating
transuranic wastes. Thorium's capacity as nuclear fuel was discovered
during WW II, but ignored because it was unsuitable for making bombs.
This video is an exceptional two hours of overwhelming very detailed
and specific facts that will not only have you glued to your seat but will
give you enough information to become a bit of an expert on this
important subject yourself. Staggering stuff. £10
DVD n VOICE OF THE PEOPLE: METHODS OF MANIPULATION Corporation owned corrupt governments are running uncontrolled and
out of hand destroying people's lives, communities, countries and the
planet itself. People have been kept distracted on purpose, kept in war
on purpose, and been divided on purpose. This film seeks not only to
uncover the conspiracies which undermine our governments and
societies but also to examine the nature of reality and in doing so offers
some solutions to rectify the paradigm in which we are living. £10
DVD n LETHAL INJECTION: THE STORY OF VACCINATION - The
definitive look into the history of vaccination. From cancer, to autism, to
the purposeful sterilization of innocent people around the globe, find
out why all of these things are perfectly legal according to western
code and why the government considers you no different than cattle in
their laws. This stunning research goes way beyond simple statistics.
Exceptionally empowering facts, revelations and information. £10
DVD n PHILOSOPHY AND THE MATRIX: RETURN TO THE SOURCE
- We are Oneness! The Matrix is an Awakening film for humanity, a new
undulated experience to understand nature and universal laws about
Freewill, Divine Love, and Choices through philosophical message. We
return to the source where light (creator) created us in the beginning
and through influence and experiences, we realized where we should
be heading. This documentary is one of the most unique documentaries
you will see in a long time. Startling and certainly eye opening. £10
DVD n JULIAN ASSANGE IN CONVERSATION WITH JOHN
PILGER - It’s good to see two great journalists together. Examining the
secure and therefore secret networks operated by individuals working
under the protection of State Security sections of covert Government
Agencies and Departments beyond the scope of congressional or
parliamentarian jurisdiction are not hiding just military data but all kinds
of data pertaining to the activities of elite groups using clandestine
public services for furthering aristocratic aims.Highly recommended. £10
DVD n Inside Secret Government Warehouses - Alien body
parts...powerful religious artifacts...UFO wreckage ... what exactly is
hidden behind heavily guarded secret doors? A global expedition to
uncover the truth behind the world's top secret, mysterious
warehouses where super classified objects are kept inside secret
government warehouses! Many explosive findings. £10
DVD n Dr. Andrew Wakefield Exposes Defective Vaccine Used
by the Establishment - This powerful recent 45 minute speech to the
American Association of Physicians and Surgeons makes it clear that he
is not retreating. The UK government indemnified the manufacturer of
the MMR vaccine, so health officials have to keep on lying otherwise
they will be liable for damages if it is ever officially recognized that this
vaccine triggers autism. Legitimate and ethical doctors and scientists
are beginning to stand up for the truth. Inspirational. £10
DVD n The Disclosure Project - One of the most important events
of the 21st Century took place on 9th May 2001. The Disclosure
Project, founded by Dr. Steven Greer, presented the testimony of
dozens of former military and agency employees which collectively
confirms the extraterrestrial presence and the existence of advanced
energy technologies which can completely replace any need for fossil
fuels or ionizing nuclear power plants. Startling knowledge. £10
DVD n The Subversive Use Of Sacred Symbolism In The
Media - Michael Tsarion reveals the occult meaning behind many of the
brand-names and logos that infest our think and mind space. This
thoroughly engrossing expose makes compulsive viewing for all of us
who are under daily assault from a deadly arsenal of psychic weaponry
designed to eradicate our moral sensibility and willpower. Stunning. £10
DVD n Fabled Enemies - Who is the enemy? Why are we entrenched
in multiple Wars in the Middle East? Is Bin Laden a mere bogeyman in a
much larger picture? We are told we are fighting a War on Terror & that
the Terrorists hate us for our freedom. If that is the case, why do our
leaders take more and more of those freedoms away every day? An

exceptional film by Loose Change filmmaker Jason Bermas. £10
DVD n 9/11 Missing Links - The first film to expose the identity of
the criminals responsible for 9/11. Using intelligence gathered from the
FBI, CIA, NSA, United States Armed Forces Intelligence sectors, local
law enforcement and independent investigators, this two hour movie
covers how 9/11 was orchestrated by the Jewish Criminal Network in
conjunction with direct assistance from Israel. Goes where no other
9/11 video has dared to. Explicit detail. £10
DVD n Intelligent Design: Unlocking The Mysteries Of Life - An
astonishing documentary clinically examines the scientific case for
intelligent design with the power to revolutionize our understanding of
life and to unlock the mystery of its origin. Supported by state of the
art computer animations and microscopic photography of complex living
systems. It is impossible to ignore the precisely detailed evidence. £10
DVD n The Inner World Of The Occult - Jordan Maxwell is the
foremost expert in researching the occult. He has spent 44 years
studying both conspiracy and the occult. In the video he delves deeply
into the occult forces which play a major role in our lives and it’s role in
the control of the western world & its leaders through the financial
fraternity. A must see for anyone who wants to know the real cause &
perpetrators of this occult conspiracy. Stunning information. £10
DVD n The Naked Truth About Religion - Verifiable facts totally
exposing the forced “belief system” & the fraudulent deceptions about
the origins of modern religions. You will be absolutely astounded to find
out what ALL modern religions are based on. A life changing film. £10
DVD n ANCIENT CIVILISATIONS AND FREE ENERGY - Extensive
scientific evaluation in South Africa over a two year period has shown
that the many circular structures are in fact energy generating devices,
using the natural sound harmonic frequencies that emanate from the
surface of the Earth - a giant energy grid that was all connected for the
purpose of mining gold and all other activity necessary for supporting
the vast population that lasted for over 270,000 years until it was
wiped out by the flood some 12,000 years ago. Wow! £10
2 DVD Set n CITIES OF THE UNDERWORLD - Throughout the
world, cities such as London, Paris, New York, Rome and Shanghai all
harbor long submerged networks that once served crucial functions,
from eerie catacombs to clandestine hideouts and ancient aqueducts to
underground societies. Examining these mysterious realms, from the
technological feats of their construction and the myths, lore and secrets
that have cloaked these subterranean marvels for centuries. A Both
fascinating and stunning eight hours of incredible detail. 2 DVDs £15
DVD n THE CIA AND THE NAZIS - Declassified documents now reveal
how over 4,000 former Nazis went to work for the U.S. government,
without the public's knowledge. The truth is, thousands of former Nazis,
some of whom committed atrocities, secretly went to work for the
United States government. During the war, their crimes ranged from
overseeing slave labour camps to sending orphans to their deaths.
After the war, they were on the US payroll either as scientists in
America or as intelligence agents in Europe. Mind blowing. £10
DVD n PHILOSOPHY: A GUIDE TO HAPPINESS - Features the work
of six historical big hitters. Socrates on Self Confidence. Ancient Greek
philosopher Epicurus (341-270BCE) on Happiness. Roman philosopher
Lucious Annaeus Seneca (4BCE-65CE) on Anger. Michel de Montaigne
(16th Century) French philosopher on Self-Esteem. 19th Century
German thinker Arthur Schopenhauer (1788-1860) on Love. Friedrich
Nietzsche's (1844-1900) on Worthwhile achievements and Overcoming
Hardship. It doesn’t get much better than this. £10
DVD n BEST UFO CASES EVER CAUGHT ON TAPE - Presenting the
most compelling videotaped evidence of extraordinary and unknown
craft ever shown anywhere and hear from a top government physicist,
a video analyst, and the eyewitnesses themselves. Could these be
actual alien spacecraft, sophisticated military vehicles hidden from the
public or incredible hoaxes? You decide for yourself as we examine the
best ever UFO cases caught on tape. £10
DVD n DON'T PANIC: THE TRUTH ABOUT POPULATION - Huge
migrations of people, to new mega cities filling soaring skyscrapers and
vast slums, with ravenous appetites for fuel and food. The population is
still growing. Should we be worried, should we be scared, and how to
make sense of it all? Prof Hans Rosling is a statistician and he'll show us
the world in a new way. He shows us what today's data tells us about
the future of the world we live in. An exceptionally good examination of
a very important subject. £10
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DVD n Nikola Tesla: The Genius Who Lit The World - Reveals the
discoveries of a genius who was airbrushed from history by the
scientific establishment. Among his discoveries are: alternating current,
fluorescent light, the laser beam, wireless communications, remote
control, wireless transmission of electrical energy, robotics, turbines,
vertical take off aircraft, the radio, power from the sea, solar energy,
cosmic radio waves. Awesome information. £10
DVD n Messages For The Ground Crew - George Green, a former
government insider, who mixed with the financial elite, discusses his
inside info. on the current world banking, political, military and economic
situation and how it affects you, together with the spiritual
understanding of why you are here. As well as being very informative
he is a delight to listen to. Definitely not to be missed. £10
DVD n The New Biology - Where Mind and Matter Meet This stunning new breakthrough in cellular science shows that the body
is not just a mechanical device. It incorporates the role of a mind &
spirit, which is fundamental in all healing for it recognizes that when we
change our perception or beliefs we send totally different messages to
our cells and reprogram their expression. Remarkable. £10
DVD n Wake Up Call - A exceptionally well put together film about
the New World Order, Bilderberg Group, the Federal Reserve, Trilateral
Commission, One World Government, Bohemian Grove, Illuminati, 9-11
Truth,Council on Foreign Relations, Problem-Reaction-Solution, the War
on Terrorism, microchipping, mind control, media manipulation,
education system indoctrination etc. Highly recommended. £10
DVD n Infinity: The Ultimate Trip - Journey Beyond Death What happens after we pass from this world? Is there a life after this
one? Or do we just disappear forever? These are the questions asked
in this powerful and poignant feature documentary. Many may be
surprised by the answers. Featuring noted experts Gregg Braden,
Dannion Brinkley, Renate Dollinger. Stanislav Grof, John Holland,
Dzogchen Ponlop, Robert Thurman, Alberto Villoldo, Neale Donald
Walsch and Brian Weiss. Mind blowing staggering information. £10
DVD n What On Earth Is Happening - This two hour DVD by Mark
Passio is on Consciousness, polarity and the human brain. This is a
culmination of many years of extensive research and investigation into
the nature of our shared reality,an in-depth journey of self exploration,
examining human consciousness, and the way consciousness relates to
the universal problems which we currently face as a species. It is an
intense, sobering, and empowering exposition on the nature of spiritual
awareness, self-healing, and freedom. Remarkable stuff. £10
DVD n Arsenal Of Hypocrisy: The Space Programme And The
Military Industrial Complex - Today the Military Industrial Complex
is marching towards world dominance through Space technology on
behalf of global corporate interest. To understand how and why the
space programme will be used to fight all future wars on earth from
space, it’s important to know how the public has been misled about the
origins & true purpose of the Space Programme. Not to be missed. £10
DVD n The Believing Brain: From Ghosts To Gods To Politics
And Conspiracies - Dr Michael Shermer provides the neuroscience
behind our beliefs. From sensory data flowing in through the senses the
brain naturally begins to look for and find patterns, and then infuses
those patterns with meaning. We have the tendency to find meaningful
patterns in both meaningful and meaningless data. He also profiles the
numerous cognitive tools our brain can engage to check whether our
beliefs are truths and to ensure that we are always right. Stunning. £10
DVD n BLACK BOX UFO SECRETS - Since the earliest years of man
flight, pilots and astronauts from around the world have encountered
UFOs high in our skies and beyond. Revealing for the first time the
cockpit and control tower audio recordings of pilot and astronaut
confrontations and sightings of unidentified flying objects high in our
skies. NASA recordings and video, also featuring interviews with pilots,
witnesses and experts. Comes highly recommended. £10
DVD n SONIC GEOMETRY: THE LANGUAGE OF FREQUENCY AND
FORM - Throughout history, numerous clues and hints regarding
geometry and frequency have been staring at us, calling to us, and
waiting for us to put them into place like pieces of a giant puzzle. Here
at the dawn of a new age, this sonic-geometric puzzle is finally nearing
completion, revealing the building blocks of a language based on
energy, frequency and form. Mind expanding. £10
DVD n THE PHOENIX LIGHTS - A series of widely sighted optical
phenomena (generally unidentified flying objects) has occurred in the
skies over the U.S. states of Arizona and Nevada, and the Mexican

state of Sonora on March 13, 1997. A repeat of the lights occurred on
February 6, 2007 and was filmed by the local Fox News TV station. Fife
Symington the governor at the time witnessed this UFO phenomenon
along with far too many other people to be ignored.Amazing details.£10
DVD n ANCIENT KNOWLEDGE - is an aggregation of different films
and videos that guarantees to get you thinking on many different
levels. The footprint of god, the mystery of the pyramids and ancient
monuments, DNA and the mystery of universe and life are all explored
in this engaging film. From the nature of consciousness & the evidence
for a conscious universe to the builders of the Great Pyramids and the
common elements they have with other ancient Pyramids & monuments
and with sacred mathematics and geometry.This movie has got it all.£10
DVD n THE BIOLOGY OF BELIEF - A groundbreaking work in the field
of new biology, and it will forever change how you think about life.
Using simple language, illustrations, humor, and everyday examples,
Bruce Lipton demonstrates how the new science of Epigenetics is
revolutionizing our understanding of the link between mind and matter
and the profound effects it has on our personal lives and the collective
life of our species. Groundbreaking indeed. £10
DVD n NORTHERN LIGHTS: THE CANADIAN UFO EXPERIENCE Unexplained objects in the sky have been a part of history ever since
human began recording their experiences. Lights, angels, and monsters
descending from above appear in virtually every society's folklore.
These fantastic objects had become inextricably linked with ET life forms
and many theories have been created to explain their origin & purpose.
By studying our own UFO stories we may gain a better understanding
of their true significance. Plus many US sightings also. Good detail. £10
DVD n Where Did The Towers Go: Evidence Of Directed
Free-Energy Technology On 9/11 - Towers 1, 2 & 7 were turned
to dust in mid air. Dr Judy Wood presents stunning full screen graphic &
scientific evidence showing what really happened on 9/11. Exposing a
challenging conclusion which most people have never had a chance to
see, hear and evaluate. This is a staggering 2 hour presentation filmed
on her recent visit to the UK. The precise detail of this comprehensive
scientific evidence is absolutely overwhelming. A must see. £10
DVD n Capitalism Is The Crisis - The “financial crisis” is a systemic
fraud in which the wealthy finance capitalists stole trillions of public
money. No one was jailed for this crime, the largest theft of public
money in history. Instead, the rich forced working people across the
globe to pay for their “crisis” through punitive “austerity” programmes
that gutted public services and repealed workers’ rights. It may be their
crisis, but it's our problem. Highly recommended. £10
DVD n Thrive: What On Earth Will It Take - Exposing the occult
powers that keep us enslaved. For years reality has been distorted and
truth hidden. THRIVE lifts the veil on what's REALLY going on in our
world by following the money upstream - uncovering the global
consolidation of power in nearly every aspect of our lives. Weaving
together breakthroughs in science, consciousness and activism. Thrive
offers real solutions, empowering us with unprecedented and bold
strategies for reclaiming our lives & our future. Exceptional. £10
DVD n Cool It: The Skeptical Environmentalist - Climate
catastrophe? The end of civilisation as we know it! No this is a realistic
alternative examination which explores the real facts and true science
of climate change and its impact. Prioritising major global problems and
bringing the smartest solutions to climate change, environmental
pollution, water, malaria, disease & many other major world problems. A
striking credible alternative to the official bullshit. Eye opening. £10
DVD n The House Of Rothschild: Money’s Prophets - In this
examination of the elusive Rothschild family, we uncover the secrets
behind the family's phenomenal economic success. Revealing for the
first time the details of the family's vast political network, which gave it
access to and influence over many of the greatest statesmen of the
age & the profound role of Judaism in their lives. Very informative. £10
DVD n Gasland: The Fracking Nightmare - It is now happening all
over the world. Rural landowners receive lucrative offers from huge
energy companies wanting to lease their property. The reason? They
hope to tap into huge natural underground gas reservoirs. However,
we then discover toxic streams, dying farm animals, brutal illnesses,
and kitchen sinks that burst into flames. All water is connected and
some things are more valuable than money. A shocking exposure. £10
DVD n Spirit Science - is an exceptionally well done animated film
about thoughts, emotions, chakras, vibrational energy, channeling,
communication, keys of our past, alien life, the precession of the
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Equinox, real human history, the flower of life, dimensional levels,
secret societies, particle physics, Leonardo Da Vinci, meditation, astral
projection, life after death, sacred geometry, the fruit of life, evolution,
consciousness, the rise of Atlantis, Sumerian records, the Essene
bloodline and lots more. Incredibly easy to follow stunning info. £10
DVD n True Tales Of The Supernatural - One of the UK’s leading
experts on folklore, witchcraft, magical healing and the supernatural
shares with us a collection of exclusive true stories, sent to him by
people from all over Britain. Does the past still exist, is it possible to see
the future, are the people who died long ago still with us. Also covering
many experiences of ghost stories, premonitions, time slips etc. £10
DVD n THE MAGIC OF THE UNCONSCIOUS - Your brain is a state of
the art marvel, managing 90% of everything you do without letting you
know regardless of whether you're awake or asleep, because your
brain is always on automatic. Sometimes it even estimates reality. We're
driven by our unconscious mind. So much of what we do is unconscious.
Decisions we make are almost dictated to us. So the question is who is
in charge here? Who is running the show? How much control do we
really have? This will certainly get your brain thinking about itself! £10
DVD n BILL CLINTON MURDERS - The deputy White House Counsel
Vince Foster, Commerce Secretary Ron Brown, former White House
intern Mary Mahoney,Luther Parks head of security at Clinton campaign
HQ, former CIA director William Colby, Kevin Ives and Don Henry 2 of
10 deaths with drug connections, two mistresses, seven prominent
Democratic fund raisers, 28 bodyguards, various escorts, numerous
Secret Service agents, plus more than 12 other witnesses and former
friends, rivals, journalists, and investigators. It all beggars belief. £10
DVD n HIDDEN SECRETS OF MONEY - We are spiraling into an era of
economic catastrophe that is the most extreme the world has ever
seen. The good news is that all you have to accomplish to change this
crisis into your favor is to educate yourself. The greatest investment
that you can make in your life is your own self improvement and
education. Education on the history of money, finance, currency, how
the global economy works, etc. Education on how the central bank and
the stock market can swindle you. A clear and present fraud. £10
DVD n SECRETS OF BODY LANGUAGE - Delve into the science of
nonverbal signals as this very visual and highly entertaining expose
reveals the hidden language in which much of human communication
takes place. From President Franklin D. Roosevelt, to British Prime
Minister Winston Churchill, Barack Obama and John McCain, see how
both politicians and celebrities use the subtle movements of body
language to persuade masses, establish power, and advance careers.
You’ll be hooked on body language, it really is fascinating stuff. £10
DVD n UNVEILED AND LIFTED - Children are taught by their parents
that government and politics are just part of our lives. It just has to be
there because these people know what is best for us. Nothing could be
further from the truth, especially when you wake up and realise what
our government really is. We should be understanding that if these are
not natural systems we need to transcend them and try to find out a
way for the individual and the collective to move forward past these
illusionary boundaries of politics and government. Not to be missed. £10
DVD n THE WAR YOU DON’T SEE - Is a powerful and timely
investigation into the media's role in war, tracing the history of
'embedded' and independent reporting from the carnage of World War
One to the destruction of Hiroshima, and from the invasion of Vietnam
to the current war in Afghanistan and disaster in Iraq. As weapons and
propaganda become even more sophisticated, the nature of war is
developing into an 'electronic battlefield' in which journalists play a key
role. A passionate, powerful and gripping presentation. £10
DVD n The Dangerous Servant: A Discourse On Government “Government is not reason. It is not eloquence. It is force. Like fire, it is
a dangerous servant and a fearful master.” George Washington. G.
Edward Griffin answers the most difficult questions imaginable in the
fields of political and social science. The depth & clarity of his responses
are amazing. Very clear and revealing details indeed. Excellent. £10
DVD n The Bonds Of The Past - Immanuel Velikovsky proposed in his
1950's book "Worlds in Collision" that many myths & traditions of ancient
peoples and cultures are based on actual events: worldwide global
catastrophes of a celestial origin, which had a profound effect on the
lives, beliefs & writings of early mankind. This is a striking documentary
by Henry Zemel examining Immanuel Velikovsky's discoveries. £10
DVD n Zeitgeist: Addendum - Is every bit as ambitious as the
original Zeitgeist, also listed, and is a striking new film that shows how

society's establishments, namely religious, political, and economic, are
inherently corrupt and are used as mechanisms of control, particularly
raising the compelling assertion, that the monetary system is the
inherent problem. Also providing an equal amount of hope with the
doom and gloom. A truly exceptional film. £10
DVD n London 7/7: Terror On The Tube - In this interview Nick
Kollerstrom, one of the UK’s leading independent investigators into the
London 7/7 bombings presents a very well evidenced expose of the
many anomalies surrounding 7/7 which cannot stand up to close
scrutiny. His information about train times went all round the world &
had a key role in undermining the official story. A real eye opening
detailed and lively interview with many startling revelations. £10
DVD n Disclosure Dialogue - At the 2008 UFO Conf. Rob Simone
interviews Dr. Dan Burisch, who was a Senior Operative and Scientist,
responsible to the Committee of the Majority and the Majestic 12. He
also worked in Black Ops and was also assigned to the Papoose Lake
Facility (54) and project Aquarius where his duties incl. leading scientists
in the investigation of an extraterrestrial entity. Enthralling. £10
DVD n Making A Killing - The untold story of psychotropic drugs - a
riveting tale of total deception without a single cure. Most doctors will
now prescribe mind altering drugs if you’re shy (e.g. SAD Social Anxiety
Disorder), tired, happy, depressed or full of life as each of these normal
human moods is now officially a disease. Also includes a bonus film
“Prescription For Violence” . Overwhelming verified facts. £10
DVD n Secret Society -This is from Duncan Campbell's shocking BBC
video documentary series Secret Society (1987) which shows the four
never broadcasted episodes on covert groups, hidden committees and
secret societies that operate silently within British government. They
thought that they had made damn sure no one would ever discover
who they are and what are they doing. A must see for everyone. £10
DVD n Don’t Talk About The Weather - A remarkable new film that
exposes chemtrails and how they fit into the NWO agenda, as well as
uncovering official documents that prove chemtrails are not only real,
but are a WEAPONS SYSTEM. It also examines media involvement,
including subliminals, counter intelligence and the nefarious links to an
all-encompassing political agenda. Highly recommended. £10
DVD n The Obama Deception - This timely hard-hitting intense film
completely destroys the hoax that Barack Obama is working for the
best interests of the people. This precisely detailed expose of his lies
and deceit happening right NOW in front of us is absolutely awesome
and features many luminous experts, original documents, rare news
and video footage. The list of well evidenced predictions for the future
are chilling - you will not be able to take your eves of the screen. £10
DVD n SPIRIT SCIENCE: THE SACRED GEOMETRY MOVIE - Sacred
Geometry is the representation of the patterns that exist around and
through all things. The repeating patterns life takes, the technological
patterns humans have made and the patterns of the stars and celestial
bodies. Is there a force that flows through them? What is it that makes
all of these different species across ALL life forms follow the exact same
patterns, over and over? It is the building blocks by which our conscious
reality itself is created. Wow mind expanding. £10
DVD n THE END OF BRITAIN -The final phase of the British debt crisis
is about to begin. It will certainly have some very nasty consequences.
Millions of people will see their savings threatened. Retirees could see
their incomes reduced. And a significant number of people will see their
living standards fall – they’ll find themselves poorer than their parents.
The government is aggressively coming for your money, this DVD may
well assist you in stopping them from getting it. Exceptionally well
researched, contains stunning details that could be life changing. £10
DVD n BLACK WHOLE - Explores the groundbreaking work of physicist
Nassim Haramein, who provides insight into the structure of space-time
and a new coherent model of the universe. Using the parallels between
his theory, sacred geometry and codes found in monuments and
ancient documents, the film presents a new look at the reality in which
we live. Haramein supports his ideas by explaining how ancient cultures
like the Aztecs, Egyptians, and others developed similar views about
the universe hundreds if not thousands of years ago. Stunning. £10
DVD n CLIMATE ENGINEERING, WEATHER WARFARE AND THE
COLLAPSE OF CIVILISATION - This is not a topic that will begin to
affect us in several years, but is now already causing massive animal
and plant die off around the world, as well as human illness. Dane
Wigington gives an exceptional presentation on the harmful effects of
Geo-Engineering, evidencing that there is virtually NO NATURAL
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WEATHER. The very essentials needed to sustain life on earth are
being recklessly destroyed by climate engineering. Hard hitting. £10
DVD n SEEDS OF DEATH - Deep layers of deception and corruption
underlie both the science favoring GMOs and the corporations and
governments supporting them. This award winning documentary
exposes the lies about GMOs and pulls back the curtains to witness our
planet's future if Big Agriculture's new green revolution becomes our
dominant food supply. Not to put too blunt a point on it but we are
being gradually killed. Well researched really important revelations. £10
DVD n THE TRUTH ABOUT SLAVERY: PAST PRESENT AND
FUTURE - This is an exceptionally informative video presentation about
the true history of slavery. It’s packed with detailed facts and stunning
rare information. Throughout history there have been far more black
slave owners than white slave owners and many more white slaves
than black slaves. The Romans and Greeks loved slavery. Plato’s
Republic was based on slavery, as was Rome. Over a thousand years
of Muslim slaves & a few hundred years of Christian nation slaves. £10
DVD n Meltdown - Dave Starbuck “Live and Unleashed” . The
investigative journalist is subjected to the dynamic and vibrant live
interview style of Grayling Barraclough, a very skillful young presenter.
Many topics covered including the current financial situation, gold,
underground bases, UFOs, the possibility of a third World war, a touch
of magic, cloning, the murder of Dean Warwick and much, much more.
Very informative, highly charged and also entertaining. £10
DVD n They Sold Their Souls For Rock and Roll - Contains over 3
hours of eye-popping footage. Goes behind the scenes to expose the
occult, satanistic and demonic deceptive agendas of many of yesterday
and today’s rock stars such as Elvis, the Doors, Led Zeppelin, U2,
Creed, Madonna, Britney Spears, Marilyn Manson, the Eagles, and
many more. An eye opening expose that is totally jaw dropping. £10
2 DVD Set n The Mayfair Set - A four-part video clinically revealing
massive corruption of the British Gov’t and how City of London bankers
have systematically and deliberately dismantled British industry, from
the 1960s to the 1990s, whilst at the same time removing the power of
the state to protect people from the greed of the market. Shows why
and how the country got into the state it is in now. Stunning info. £10
DVD n Forbidden Secret - Secret societies and secret knowledge
have existed since the dawn of civilization, and they exist today. What
is their purpose? Adepts claim they possess secret knowledge that
provides fame, power, and prosperity. This amazing lecture from Dr
Stanley Monteith reveals the source of the power that has been utilized
by sages, adepts, witch doctors, shamans, priests, prophets, wise
men, diviners, and mediums down through the ages. Exceptional. £10
DVD n The Khazar Empire, The Illuminati and The New World
Order -The infamous Jack Otto details an expose of massive corruption
in high places. The conspirators comprise a large satanic cult that
pretends to be Jews. They control the world via international banking.
Discover how their Illuminati organization fermented the French
Revolution, American Revolution, Communism, Nazism, Civil War, the
United Nations, World War I, World War II. Not to be missed. £10
DVD n The Occult World Of Commerce - Freeman or “PERSON”.
Jordan Maxwell, Jason Whitney and Joan Veon offer key insights into
how our legal system is founded on “commerce” and the deliberate
extraction of money from society by our out of control judicial, legal
and banking systems.Addressing many key topics including Civil Law V’s
Admiralty/ Maritime Law, spiritual being V’s human beings, giving birth as
a commercial maritime concept, free V’s slave, judicial slush funds and
much more. Absolutely stunning stuff. Highly recommended. £10
DVD n Exposing The Illuminati From Within - In June 1984 Bill
Schoebelen turned away from the Illuminati. He goes through the entire
history of the Illuminati starting as far back as Nimrod and the Towel of
Babel. He traces how the various organizations of the illuminati evolved
and operates. Bill shows how the conspiracy works, how it uses the
lodge, the highest echelons of power and technology from secret “black
projects” to form a world government. Startling information. £10
DVD n Kymatica: Sequal To Esoteric Agenda - This outstanding
film focuses on human & universal consciousness, psyche disease, the
creation of insane illusions, pain and suffering, metaphysical aspects
and connects ancient hidden myths and history with modern ways of
society and political outcome. Explains shamanism, duality, and reality
behind DNAs and modern false beliefs. Stunning. £10
DVD n THE SATURN ALIEN CONNECTION: RINGMAKERS/

HYPERCUBE/CERN/LHC - Saturn seems to be intimately connected
to the global conspiracy. This compilation shows the extremely strange
things about the planet Saturn including the set of perfect hexagons at
its pole, and its artificially constructed moons and rings. See photos of
giant vehicles that are literally building the rings of Saturn. This is mind
blowing stuff which has some amazing positive reviews from well
respected researchers. Definitely one step beyond the norm. £10
DVD n HOXSEY: THE QUACK WHO CURED CANCER - HOW THE
AMA AND THE FDA SHUT DOWN 17 CANCER CLINICS - In 1924
there was no doubt that Hoxsey was curing cancer in his 17 US cancer
clinics using a herbal concoction handed down by his grandfather. He
would not sell the formula to the AMA as he wanted to (and often did)
treat the poor (free of charge) as well as the rich. In the end the FDA
closed Hoxsey down. To this day a Hoxsey clinic still operates in Mexico
& boasts an 80% cure rate for cancer. An exceptional true story. £10
2 DVD Set n CONSPIRACY THEORY: SERIES THREE - Jesse
Ventura in seven stunning episodes examining the following topics:
claims that world leaders are reptilian lizards, black projects using
energy technology and death rays, using time travel to change history,
doomsday scenarios and Illuminati fortified retreats, the weaponising of
space, human animal hybrid experiments and a planet of the apes
scenario, technology that can invade brains and control minds. Highly
recommended and judged by critics as the best series yet. 2 DVDs £15
DVD n IT RUNS ON WATER - This extraordinary documentary raised
a storm of interest when it was first broadcast in America. It tells the
story of a small group of inventors who are seeking in various ways to
unlock the vast amounts of energy locked up...in water! Ordinary
everyday water. A vast untapped storehouse of one of the greatest
fuels in the universe, hydrogen. At first their efforts were ignored by
scientists, but steadily their work has won recognition. Exceptional. £10
DVD n OUR OCCULTED HISTORY: DO THE GLOBAL ELITE
CONCEAL ANCIENT ALIENS - Illustrates how human civilisation may
well have originated with non humans who visited earth eons ago...and
may still be here today. This presentation is an extensive survey that
includes a mass of well documented scientific and historical texts and
sources. It will change the way you view the origins of mankind, the
control and manipulation of history and the current state of society.
The exceptional Jim Marrs will definitely get you thinking. £10
DVD n THE BEST OF GEORGE CARLIN: EXPOSING OUR
GOVERNMENT AND FALL OF HUMANITY ONE JOKE AT A TIME George Denis Patrick Carlin (May 12, 1937 - June 22, 2008) was an
amazing American stand up alternative comedian, social critic, satirist,
actor, writer and author. He was noted for his black humour as well as
his thoughts on politics, contemporary political issues, the English
language, our fake religion, psychology, & many other taboo subjects.
This’ll give you some great one liners to help expose the truth. £10
DVD n Money As Debt III: Evolution Beyond Money - The third
and final movie in this exceptional animated trilogy presents an
attractive picture of how “money” could work in the future. It is full of
surprising specifics for creating a nurturing economy. Demonstrating in
easy to understand terms why our primitive concept of money as a
single uniform commodity is the root cause of money dysfunction and a
major factor in economic & political injustice. Essential information. £10
DVD n China’s Lost Pyramids - China’s history is shrouded in
mystery as far as the western world is concerned. Archaeologists and
bureaucrats have continually refused to consider the rumours about
such structures or acknowledge that they do indeed exist. But recent
pictorial evidence proves that China’s pyramids are indeed real, rivalling
those of Egypt and Central America for their age, size and significance.
There are many of them and they tower over some of the most tranquil
countryside in rural China. Stunning suppressed information. £10
DVD n The Philadelphia Experiment: The Story Behind The
Invisibility Project-A very detailed & thought provoking presentation
investigating the mysterious events of 1943 when it was alleged a Navy
Destroyer Escort vessel at the Philadelphia Naval Yard was made to
disappear for several minutes during an Electronic Camouflage Black Op
Experiment in which the crew either fell ill, went mad or died and in
some cases were propelled into other dimensions inhabited by strange
beings! Includes many revelations that will be new to most people. £10
DVD n Looking To The Future: The Next Decade-Author Webster
Tarpley goes into explicit detail on a whole host of historical, financial
and geopolitical issues in a bid to outline the major crises, revolutions
and wars that will hit the globe over the next decade and shape the
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future of our world. Topics include science, technology, industry,
population reduction, a global currency, worldwide financial regulations,
the rejection of the elitist controlled financial system, the demise of the
dollar and the end of the IMF dictatorship. Exceptional clarity. £10
DVD n The American Empire Is Over - The tone of this remarkable
video is set from Chris Hedges opening remark, “Brace Yourself: The
American Empire Is Over And The Descent Is Going To Be Horrifying”.
He calmly and eloquently details the goals of a handful of corporatists
to commoditise the environment, food, and drive the world's peoples to
the point of despair, exhaustion, detachment and collapse. it becomes
blindingly clear that their unchecked greed and unrestrained capitalism
are the 'alien threats' to human dignity. Really worth watching. £10
2 DVD Set n Atlantis, Alien Visitation & Genetic Manipulation It is doubtful whether you will watch and hear anything more lucid
concerning the origins of humanity, the fascinating mysteries of
occultism, genetics, Darwinism, ufology, the paranormal, the
phenomena of evil, secret society intrigue, the ‘New World Order’ and
the future the human race. This 11 hour-long Michael Tsarion magnum
opus is revisionism at its very best. 2 DVD’s (11 hours) £20
DVD n Monopoly Men - Many people will be shocked to discover that
the Federal Reserve in the US and the Bank of England in the UK are
“Privately Owned Banks” whose principal business is to print money
from nothing, lend it to the gov’ts & charge interest on these loans. £10
DVD n Jim Humble: The Story Behind MMS (Miracle Mineral
Supplement) - This breakthrough can save your life or the life of a
loved one. The answer to many of mankind's worse diseases appears to
have been found. Many diseases are now easily controlled. More than
75,000 disease victims have been included in the field tests in Africa.
Scientific clinical trials have been conducted in a prison in the country of
Malawi, East Africa. This info. is very highly recommended. £10
DVD n LEMURIA: THE HIDDEN HISTORY OF MANKIND’S
MOTHERLAND - Lemuria was an ancient civilisation which existed prior
to and during the time of Atlantis. At its peak of civilisation the Lemurian
people were both highly evolved and very spiritual. After she sank the
various peoples of her continent scattered throughout the world to
form groups such as the Nagas in India, the Maya in Mexico, the Maori
in New Zealand, Aborigine in Australia, etc. Many of the original symbols
from Lemuria survived into ancient Egypt. Stunning revelations. £10
DVD n OVERLORDS OF THE UFO - Is a stunning scientific suppressed
and banned documentary from 1976. Much of this documentary
features long lost photos of UFO's and other evidence long taken out of
the public mainstream media. This documentary also discloses that the
government has already admitted to the existence of off world UFOs.
This video now exhumed from oblivion, analyses with direct testimony,
evidence and investigation, numerous events and sightings that
occurred in the 70s. Why was it banned? Great stuff. £10
DVD n ANUNNAKI AND ANCIENT HIDDEN TECHNOLOGY - Michael
Tellinger is a scientist, explorer and internationally acclaimed author
who has become an authority on vanished civilisations, the origins of
humankind and ancient technology. His research and discoveries of an
advanced vanished civilisation includes a diverse field of research and
touches on human origins, spirituality, consciousness and science, the
gold mining empire of the Anunnaki, the origins of money, rise of the
royal bloodlines and the banking elite. Mind blowing. £10
DVD n LSD, MAGIC MUSHROOMS AND CIA MIND CONTROL
EXPERIMENTS - Delve into the dark world of actual CIA Mind Control
Experiments. At the height of the Cold War, the CIA conducted covert,
illegal scientific research on human subjects. The programme subjected
humans to experiments with drugs such as LSD & barbiturates, hypnosis
and radiological & biological agents for more than two decades, utilising
researchers at more than 30 universities & conducted experiments on
subjects without their knowledge. Dark secrets revealed. £10
DVD n GLOBAL EUGENICS: USING MEDICINE TO KILL - The simple
truth is that the elite are trying to kill you. This is a shocking movie that
covers all the major topics including avian flu, swine flu & their possible
genetic manipulation, poisons in vaccines & the aggressive vaccination
campaigns, the origins of AIDS / HIV, martial law, medical news, water,
GD Searle and genetically modified food, Agenda 21 – the imposition of
“sustainable development”, HR 875 – the legislation enforcement of the
Codex Alimentarius. All of which are population reduction politics. £10
DVD n SANDY HOOK AND BOSTON HOAXES - Stage managed gov’t
terrorism. Just watch it and comprehend the unthinkable evil involved in
creating such abominable hoaxes to keep the population frightened.£10

DVD n Hidden Symbols - In this remarkable video transfer from
1993 Jordan Maxwell exposes so much information hidden in plain site,
including occult symbols, the Illuminati, religious institutions, gov’t seals,
corporate logos, national coats of arms, & especially occult freemasonry
operating behind the Vatican. An extraordinary presentation which will
help you to understand who is really behind the New World Order. £10
DVD n Suppressed Health Machines - An informative interview &
practical demonstration by a lady who has been using both the Violet
Ray Machine (Tesla Coil) and The Dr Royal Raymond Rife Machine
successfully for the last few years. Both machines were originally made
as “cure-all” electrical frequency machines that were suppressed in the
1930’s by the pharmaceutical industry. Explaining the principles and
demonstrating how these little known machines can help you achieve
general well being and greatly benefit the healing process in the event
of injury or illness. You really cannot afford to miss this one. £10
DVD n The World of Synchronicity (Meaningful Coincidences)
- This meticulous and vibrant presentation delves deep into the world of
Synchronicity. Are all these “funny” coincidences that happen to all of
us reflecting an underlying reality that most of us are unaware of? A
reality that acts like a "connecting principle" linking "mind and matter".
Thoroughly researched and well presented. £10
DVD n World Events And Prophecy - Dr Michael Coffman, a scholar
of geopolitics & prophecy, had the opportunity to witness important
information that is deliberately suppressed from the general public. He
discusses in detail how many Bible prophecies written thousands of
years ago have been deliberately fulfilled in the past 100 years & that
major end time prophecies are still being deliberately fulfilled today. £10
DVD n Secret Mysteries of America’s Beginnings– Unfolds the
fascinating secret history behind the founding of America. Exposing the
esoteric underbelly of it’s design. Why many of it’s symbols and national
heritage are built on Pagan traditions brought by occult secret societies
from England to the New World. The precise detail is astonishing. £10
DVD n Don’t Tread On Me: Rise Of The Republic - People are now
waking up and drawing a line in the sand against the unconstitutional
actions of criminal governments. This timely film exposes the commerce
side of government, defines Sovereignty, the proper role of gov’t, a
Constitutional Militia and much more. Offering sound solutions to take
back rights stolen by our out of control, despotic rulers. This film will
educate, inspire & activate all people desperately seeking direction. £10
DVD n Seeing Through The Trick - Discussing government with no
accountability, needless and mystifying taxation, too many charges and
fines from authorities, corporate governance, the illusion of authority,
money and society, the deception of legalese in action, the police and
contracting, the “Person” and the social mask of the ego and lawful
rebellion. You will feel totally energised after watching this vibrant,
detailed, absorbing and very informative presentation. £10
DVD n Secrets In Plain Sight - An awe inspiring almost four hour
clinical exploration of great art, architecture, and urban design which
skillfully unveils an unlikely intersection of geometry, politics, numerical
philosophy, religious mysticism, new physics, music, astronomy, and
world history. Exploring key monuments and their positions in Egypt,
Stonehenge, Jerusalem, Rome, Paris, London, Edinburgh, Washington
DC, New York, and San Francisco. Awesome. £10
DVD n UFOs: Myths, Conspiracies, And Realities - John
Alexander is a retired US Army Colonel and for the first time anywhere
he provides a Government insider’s look at the UFO phenomena. He
discusses the organization he created while on active duty to explore
this topic. Comprised of members across the Department of Defense,
Intelligence Community, and aerospace industries. Exceptional. £10
DVD n ROGUE AGENDA - A VIDEO ODYSSEY - Western democracy
is corrupted, our legal systems are broken, the US, the UK and Israel
are now blatant warmongers. This excellent odyssey gives us a lot of
details as to why and who is behind it. The US is now a rogue nation.
Terrorism, directly or sponsored, has long been America's weapon of
mass destruction - its weapon of choice. As a strategy, it outdates
'human rights' and 'democracy promotion' and had proven itself to be
far more effective in removing resistance. A veritable odyssey. £10
DVD n THE DEPOPULATION AGENDA FOR A NEW WORLD ORDER
- AGENDA 21 - They want us to show no resistance to this covert and
ruthless population reduction programme. Unfortunately for the people
of the world everything is now going according to the New World Order
Plan. A mass culling of the people via planned parenthood, chemtrails,
toxic contamination of water and food supplies, release of weaponised
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man made viruses, man made pandemics, mass vaccination campaigns
and a planned Third World War. Research everything. £10
DVD n NUCLEAR EXODUS: PANDORA’S PROMISE WAS A LIE This is a 2014 documentary about Fukushima Daiichi nuclear power plant
after Japan's 3/11 earthquake and tsunami, which examines the myriad
of far reaching questions that have arisen since. Exploring the ties that
inexorably bind the nuclear power industry to the military industrial
complex, and how the lust for nuclear weapons causes governments to
push nuclear power on their citizens, while covering up the true health
effects of radiation exposure. A real in depth expose. £10
DVD n BLOOD AND OIL: THE MIDDLE EAST SINCE WORLD WAR I
(THE OIL FACTOR) - This exceptional film follows the conflict from the
Ottoman Empire's entry into the Great War in October 1914 to the Allied
victory and declaration of the new Turkish Republic in 1923, and details
the subsequent hostilities that have plagued the region ever since. This
is a fascinating eye opening expose of Western greed, political intrigue,
false flags, wars, coups, revolts, oppressive dictators and military
interventions in today's Middle East. Stunning historical facts. £10
DVD n SKYSCRATCH: THE GLOBAL SPRAYING COVER-UP - Topics
covered include:- Media fear mongering, “catastrophic” propaganda
since 1983, the aerial spraying programme, natural climate change, the
ice age, the Holocene Epoch & the Medieval Warm period were warmer
then than today, the media’s refusal to admit the obvious fact that
climate has always changed naturally, information banned by the BBC,
the carbon tax agenda plus BBC propaganda in documentaries & other
vague BBC misinformation. An exceptionally well received film. £10
DVD n JIMMY SAVILE AND THE 9th CIRCLE ROYAL AFFAIR - the
late BBC entertainer Jimmy Savile sexually assaulted over 500 victims
aged from five to 75 at the BBC, in childrens homes and in hospitals
across Britain over more than four decades. Then all the pictures and
stories started to emerge involving Savile and members of the Royal
Family, as well as various prime ministers, and even the top Catholic
clergyman in Britain. Savile had Xmas dinner with Mrs. Thatcher and her
husband eleven years in a row. A powerful and passionate expose. £10
DVD n Satanic Vatican - This is a disturbing, detailed and extensive
examination (almost five hours) of the Vatican and its satanic beliefs,
practices and doctrines. Devil worship in the Vatican? Sinister and mind
boggling but absolutely true. Many of these revelations of hardcore
Satan worship, black magic arts, and cabalistic occultism among the
Catholic hierarchy come from high level officials of the Vatican itself.
Absolutely stunning disclosures and exceptional revelations. £10
DVD n Origins Of The Secret Space Programme - The highly
regarded Peter Levenda focuses on the sinister forces behind the
secret space programme from Peenemunde (the cradle of space flight)
to Paperclip, from Nazis to NASA the Secret Space Program and the
Cold War. Peter will also focus on the Nazi space scientists, their UFO
designs, Operation Paperclip, and the strange connections between the
UFO phenomenon of 1947 and the Jim Garrison investigation into the
JFK assassination in 1967. Comes highly recommended. £10
DVD n ET Disclosure: A Call To Action - Carol Rosin details her
personal experiences from the belly of the military industrial complex.
She was a spokesperson for “the father of rocketry” Dr Wernher von
Braun who revealed information to her about conspiracies to keep the
existence of ETs secret. She has insider knowledge of space based
weapons systems, and a new space based weapons systems race
between the US, Russia, China and India. Amazing info. £10
DVD n Our Current World Crisis - Talk by John Perkins author of
"Confessions of an Economic Hit Man" reveals our darkest secrets as to
why the World Financial Markets imploded and what we need to do to
remake them. For the first time in human history we are all impacted by
the same crises, including climate chaos, diminishing resources, rapidly
increasing food prices, fuel and other essentials, overpopulation, and
species extinctions. All in all a very inspiring talk. £10

undeniable. We are at the beginning stages of a currency crisis that will
ultimately lead to hyperinflation. Please spread the word about this film
to help those you care about survive the hyperinflationary crisis that is
ahead. Clear and simple - this film simply cannot be missed. £10
DVD n Ancient Technology In Egypt - David Hatcher Childress and
British engineer Christopher Dunn in Egypt to explore Dunn's theory of
the Giza Power Plant and his view that the ancient Egyptians had power
tools, including electric saws and drills. He and David journey to the
Great Pyramid, Abu Garab, the Serapeum and other areas in search of
the secrets of the past. Packed with tons of great footage of unusual
megalithic construction and technology! Absolutely stunning. £10
DVD n The Anglo Saxon Mission - In January 2010 the respected
Bill Ryan received 11 pages of information from an insider who was
present at a meeting of Senior Masons in the City of London in 2005.
What was discussed is chilling to the bone. This is a plan so evil, so
racist, so diabolical, so huge, that it almost defies belief. But it all aligns
with what many commentators, researchers and whistle blowing insiders
have been identifying for some years now. Jaw dropping. £10
2 DVD Set n THE SYNAGOGUE OF SATAN - Learn our true history,
not Jewish controlled media lies. This is the most damning exposure of
who had been running the world behind the scenes for centuries. This
ground breaking historical study forms a virtual encyclopaedia of this
criminal network which spans over 140,000 words, pictures and added
visuals. This one group and one group alone is responsible for virtually
all wars and bloodshed on the face of this planet. Not for the faint
hearted. The level of precise detail is astonishing. 2 DVDs £15
DVD n HITLER’S ESCAPE TO ARGENTINA - A detailed examination
into one of the greatest untold stories of World War II, where Adolf
Hitler and many other top Nazis including Martin Bormann, escaped to
Argentina after the Fall of Berlin in 1945. Also investigating the active
role that many top US and German international corporations had in
supporting the Nazi war machine, as well as top Nazi involvement in the
formation of the Bilderberg Group after WWII. A great watch. £10
3 DVD Set n SEPTEMBER 11: THE NEW PEARL HARBOUR - A
magnificent 3 DVD set which draws a parallel between 9/11 and Pearl
Harbour. The more info that is examined the more the two events bear
a chilling resemblance to each other and of course both events were
needed by the U.S. to go to war, in both cases the ultimate goal was
not the one initially stated. Both Roosevelt and Bush knew that surprise
attacks on the US would enrage the public and jump start the American
war machine. Also examining the propaganda and lies. 3 DVDs £15
DVD n THE CATHOLIC AND ISLAMIC LUCIFERIAN CONNECTION Did the Catholic Church create Islam? This topic has puzzled numerous
expositors. How does Islam fit into the picture of global conflict? Take a
fascinating look at the roots & history of Roman Catholicism and Islam.
The background regarding Gnostic Mystery Religions, Symbolism, The
Illuminati, Jesuits & Roman Catholicism and Islam is exceptionally clear
and well presented. A definite line is drawn through history, showing
that the reality is more startling than the theory. £10
DVD n DOCTORED - THE MOVIE - A shocking new documentary on
the monopolisation of our medical system, whose job it is to turn you
into a compliant, pill popping, revenue generation unit. And at all costs.
An investigation that leads to the highest levels of the western Medical
Associations and reveals an alarming portrait of deception & criminality.
The medical mafia spends millions each year attacking, ridiculing, and
trying to discredit all of the natural therapies which in most cases are
more effective. A vital eye opening expose. A must see. £10
DVD n HILLARY CLINTON EXPOSED - The most evil and dangerous
woman on the planet. Hillary is caught on camera breaking the law.
This video shows the dark hidden side of Hillary Clinton which involves
allegations that she has committed numerous federal law violations, has
lied about them to cover them up, all culminating in what must be
considered illegal conduct on her part. This is the most shocking expose
on the blatant corruption surrounding Hillary Clinton. Many exceptional
DVD n Super Human - Prepare to be absolutely astounded at the
and stunning revelations. certainly illuminating. £10
feats achieved by Frank Willis, a former mercenary, also listed “A
DVD n Secrets Of The Illuminati Revealed - An understanding of
mercenary’s Incredible Tale”, and now an expert on chi energy.
the forces that have shaped the events of the twentieth century is
How can a slightly built person possibly break through a world record
founded not on lessons to be learned, but rather on secrets to be
number of concrete blocks nearly as tall as himself with one hand? His
discovered. Dr. Stan Monteith spent 37 years researching the Illuminati.
other demonstrations and info. will certainly shock & astound you. £10 He presents a plethora of well presented and documented information
DVD n Meltup: The Beginning Of The Currency Crisis And
to help you better understand the world conspiracy. This 2.5 hour video
Hyperinflation - It is time for the economic truth to break through the is absolutely loaded with rare information. Absolutely astounding. £10
propaganda machine. The substantiated hard facts behind this film are DVD n The Marketing of Madness: Are We All Insane? - This is
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the definitive expose of the psychiatric £80 billion psychotropic drugging
industry based on fake science. In this film you'll discover that:- Many
of the drugs side effects will actually make you ill. Psychiatric drugs can
induce aggression or depression. Some psychotropic drugs prescribed
to children are more addictive than cocaine. No supposed mental
disorder listed can be objectively measured by pathological tests. A
totally damning and compelling expose. £10
DVD n UFO And Alien Truth - Australian UFO researchers Lenny and
John Smith present a four hour extravaganza of amazing UFO detailed
information. Featuring a plethora of stunning detailed disclosures
including Australian UFO sightings, photos of the real alien autopsy in
1947, interviews with many credible OFO investigators, rare & unseen
footage, too much to even attempt to list here. Excellent stuff. £10
DVD n The Hour Of Our Time: The Legacy Of William Cooper the infamous William (Bill) Cooper was assassinated by the powers that
be on November 5th 2001. This is the only official documentary of his
life. Bill spent 30 years exposing the occult truth behind the New World
Order. With exclusive never before seen footage of Bill & the TRUE
story behind his death. See why Bill Clinton called him "The Most
dangerous talk show host in America". Not to be missed. £10
DVD n The Future Of Food - Explores the disturbing truth behind the
silent and deadly unlabeled, patented, genetically engineered foods
that have quietly filled grocery store shelves for the past decade.
Examines the complex web of market and political forces that are
furtively changing what we eat as huge international corporations seek
to control the world's food system. A must-see documentary. £10
DVD n Aquarius: The Age Of Evil - Researcher Keith Thompson
delves into this new “age” and how it is taking shape right before our
eyes. Topics covered include the Theosophical Society, Freemasonry,
the New World Order, Zeitgeist Movement as the vehicle for
Theosophical Indoctrination, the Illuminati?, The goals of the Venus
Project, Lucifer, the Ascended Masters, visitations of the Maitreya,
Demystifying Lucis Trust, World Socialism, The December 21, 2012
deception, Certainly controversial and will really get you thinking. £10
DVD n 2012 Revolution: World Awakening - Stirring documentary
about the current state of events in the world, the abuse of power and
a detailed analysis of the system of control that has us at the edge of
losing many of our rights and freedoms. Where did this begin? How did
we let it all happen? What is the solution? Plus many clips from experts
and celebrities who all feel that there needs to be a change, a global
spiritual awakening This is the raw, true version of history whether you
like it or not. This is what we have become. Exceptional. £10
DVD n Telepathic Potentials: No More Secrets - Just suppose
you could know what others are thinking. In this stunning lecture Dr
Michael Persinger, the famous Neuroscientist, details his experiments
and theories on the connection between magnetic fields and the brain,
in particular how this relationship could facilitate the barely understood
phenomenon of telepathy and remote viewing. What would it be like if
there were 'No More Secrets'? a mind expanding hot topic. £10
DVD n A Mercenary’s Incredible Tale - Frank Willis, a former
mercenary gives a staggering account of his time as a minder for one of
the World’s most notorious drug barons in South America where he was
shocked to discover that his wages were being paid by the Vatican. He
also details his experiences and inside information on mercenaries, hired
assassins, the CIA, cloned soldiers, massacres, reptilians & much more.
A real shock to the system. Stunning stuff. £10
DVD n BANNED FROM THE BIBLE - Travel back to the blistering
sands of the Holy Land, into the mysterious ancient chapels of Eastern
Orthodox churches. Unearth the trail of chapters that were left out of
the ultimate version of the Scriptures. Vastly expands our grasp of one
of the most important texts in human history. Understanding what was
left out of the earliest Bible gives us critical tools for analysing the
Scriptures as they have reached us today. You will be spellbound. £10
DVD n DNA: THE MOLECULE OF LIFE - What is the force at the heart
of life! That life force is DNA, a microscopic strand of only four chemicals
but capable of such infinite variety that it carries the blueprint and
directs the growth of every living thing on earth. The genetic revolution
was about to begin. This is a documentary about genetics and ethics.
Episodes included: 1. The Secret of Life, 2. Playing God, 3. The Human
Race, 4. Curing Cancer and 5. Pandora's Box. Over 4 hours of
exceptional detailed astonishing revelations and disclosures. £10
DVD n KILLUMINATI - This is a powerful documentary about political
issues, the truth about 9/11, lying politicians, new world order, satanic

government, ancient history and cultures, rituals, freemasonry, the
illuminati, TV mind control, Satanism, Satan, the devil, Lucifer, god of
the elites, god of freemasons, god of the illuminati, 9/11 conspiracy,
9/11 inside job, false flags, the Bilderberg group, secret societies and
much more. It’s very thorough & contains lots of original footage. Also
gives a lot of exceptionally detailed revelations. £10
DVD n BECOMING HUMAN - Nothing is more fascinating to us than,
well, us. Where did we come from? What makes us human? This
exceptional groundbreaking investigation explores how new discoveries
are transforming views of our earliest ancestors. Crucial new evidence
comes from the recent decoding of the Neanderthal genome. Includes
the complete remains of a 3 million year old boy, the riddle of Turkana
Boy the first ancestor to leave Africa and the demise of Indonesia's
bizarre 3 foot high Hobbit. Intriguing and fascinating. £10
DVD n SIRIUS - Dr Steven Greer’s Disclosure Project is a research
project working to fully disclose the facts about UFOs, extraterrestrial
intelligence, and classified advanced energy and propulsion systems.
There are over 500 government, military, and intelligence community
witnesses testifying to their direct, personal, first hand experience with
UFOs, ETs, ET technology, and the cover-up that keeps this information
secret. His latest documentary, Sirius (2013) connects the dots & brings
us right up to date on all aspects of the Disclosure Project. Wow! £10
DVD n ZIONISM IS DOOMED - Former US Marine and Gulf War
Veteran, Ken O’Keefe is now one of the most hands on, straight talking
opponents of the worldwide Zionist Power Structure. He took part in the
famous Turkish aid flotilla to Gaza. He has now made it his mission to
expose their ideologues & reach out to the general public to warn them
what International Zionism has in store for all of us. Exceptional. £10
DVD n Dan Aykroyd Unplugged On UFOs - The surprisingly
knowledgeable Aykroyd explores past and present sightings with
shocking real footage - much of it never seen before, stunning
eyewitness videos, current UFO technology usage, military secrets,
conspiracy theories. A Must see for anyone with even a slight interest
in the UFO phenomenon. £10
2 DVD Set n 2012: Where History Ends - A riveting investigation
into the end of time myths, including fallen angels, pyramid power,
bloodline connections to ancient alien visitors, the undead, the age of
revealing, alien DNA, Maya texts, the book of Revelations, coming
alignments, ancient scriptures, occult history, hidden agendas, the
coming alternatives and the solutions and much of what will transpire in
future years. 2 DVD’s (8 hours) £15
DVD n Fastwalkers: They Are Here - UFO & Alien disclosure. The
government cover up finally exposed. A well put together film including
many interesting interviews from some of the most well known credible
faces within UFOlogy. Anyone who has even the slightest interest in
the UFO phenomenon will find this DVD fascinating. £10
DVD n Apollo 11: Post Flight Press Conference - Rare footage of
the glummest press conference in history. This DVD contains the entire
press conference given on 12th August 1969 where Armstrong, Collins
and Aldrin brief the press and answer questions from reporters about
their supposed visit to the moon. No-one in their right mind could watch
how these men act and talk during this press conference and conclude
they were telling the truth. £10
DVD n Historic Interview With Aaron Russo - Hollywood director
Russo goes in depth for the first time on the amazing admissions of Nick
Rockefeller who tried to recruit him. Incl. his prediction of 9/11, the war
on terror hoax, the Rockefeller creation of women's lib, income tax is
illegal, population reduction and a microchipped society. Stunning. £10
DVD n Vatican Assassins - An explosive, detailed, shocking in-depth
historical account of the dark side of the Vatican’s ungodly history and
the suppressed history of the Jesuit Order. Countless details and fully
documented facts in this very rare talk by Eric Jon Phelphs (40 years of
research). What this very rare video lacks in visual quality it more than
makes up for in it’s mind blowing content. Awesome. £10
DVD n Weapons Of Mass Deception: Behind The New World
Order - An almost overwhelming and at times staggering 6 hour film by
Michael Tsarion that goes into great depth regarding the history of the
New World Order, it’s founders, 9/11, New Imperialism, occult agendas,
sinister stratagems, the evil in our midst. A must see. £10
DVD n The Energies Of Love - This powerful energy programme
attunes you not only to the psychology of relationship but to the
energies of relationship. The energies of relationship are an invisible
hand that leaves two people happy or miserable, frustrated or content.
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They are at play in all relationships: parent/child, boss/employee, and
friend/friend as well as couples. Learn how to tune into and work with
these energies to better understand and to greatly improve all of your
important relationships. And it works! £10
DVD n Essiac and Cancer - Rare vintage footage of Rene Caisse &
the story of Essiac, a suppressed cancer remedy which is a successful
non-toxic herbal treatment that's been with us since 1922. In 1938
Essiac came within three votes of being legalised by the Ontario
Government as a recognised Cancer Cure in Canada. £10
DVD n 9/11 What Really Happened - Directed energy weapons!
Video fakery! Jaw dropping totally controversial evidence in this 4 hour
presentation from the Madison “Scholars For 9/11 Truth” Conference in
August 2007. The most qualified scientists in the world studying 9/11.
Prepare to be absolutely astounded. Impossible to dismiss. £10
DVD n DR SUZANNE HUMPHRIES LECTURE ON VACCINES AND
HEALTH - A stunning comprehensive information packed 3 hour expose
about vaccines. Subjects covered incl. the history of tetanus, measles,
the ingredients of vaccines, auto immunity, the effects of vaccines on
the immune system, injecting aluminium into babies, vitamin C, infant
immunity, vaccines and autism, aluminium in vaccines, polio vaccines,
vaccine research funding, vaccination after chemo therapy, cervical
cancer vaccine, suing vaccine companies etc. Exceptional clarity. £10
DVD n DEPROGRAMMING THE COLLECTIVE: THE REDISCOVERY
OF THE SELF - Max Igan is brutally honest about the realities of the
modern elitist system and the very real danger it poses to human
freedom. He details the major challenges facing our survival, which he
names the three pathogens - economic, social and religious - which
infect the collective mind. Max's message is simple and profound: by
rediscovering our true essence & power & bringing our full attention to
the problems we face, we can transform the world. Empowering. £10
DVD n ALIENS AND THE MOON: THE TRUTH EXPOSED 2014 - This
90 minute special film exposes the truth about aliens on the moon.
Producer Robert Kiviat claims that never before seen photos from NASA
are shown in this documentary, revealing installations, factories,
saucers, hangers and huge satellite dishes on the moon. Astronauts
and other experts are also in the film to comment. I think this is one
video worth checking out. The documentary marks the 45th anniversary
of man’s supposed first landing on the Moon. Thought provoking. £10
DVD n THE TRANSCENDENTAL OBJECT AT THE END OF TIME - An
exceptional film encompassing the most inspirational ideas of the late
Terence McKenna. It is a journey through everything he left with us
which resonate with people to this day. He was an author, lecturer,
philosopher and shamanic explorer of the realm of psychedelic states.
He spoke and wrote about a variety of subjects, including metaphysics,
alchemy, language, culture, technology, and the theoretical origins of
human consciousness. An innovative thinker of our time. Stunning £10
DVD n THE GREAT AMERICAN PSY-OPERA - A stunning expose of
9/11 by a video editor enables us to understand video compositing
technology, both its capabilities AND its limitations, which proves there
were no planes, and therefore proves demolition. Other items covered
include fake TV news, the official story is an unsubstantiated conspiracy
theory, thermite, directed energy weapons, radioactive chemicals,
1,400 melted motor vehicles, mass media mind control plus much more.
9/11 was clearly a psychological operation. Exceptional detail. £10
DVD n MONEY CREATION AND SOCIETY: DEBATE IN UK
PARLIAMENT 20th NOVEMBER 2014 - For the first time in 170
years ,UK MPs took part in a general debate on money creation and
society. Few people know that 97% of our money supply is created not
by the government (or the central bank), but by commercial banks in
the form of loans with interest added for profit. The results of recent
polls show, most MPs lack a sufficient understanding of money creation.
All your contacts really need to see a copy of this historic DVD. £10
DVD n Architects of Control: Mind Control And The Future Of
Mankind - Explores humankind’s future and the post human world. Will
the “perfect” human be a dumbed down, regimented inhabitant of a
cyber purgatory created by unseen elites? Will the children of tomorrow
be smiling depressives of a technocratic dystopia? Includes a plethora
of relative subjects that will amaze you. Excellent. £10
DVD n Biology Of Transformation - Suppose we’re not separate,
surviving in a dog-eat-dog world of competition and struggle. Suppose
too that the DNA model is incomplete. That our human birthright is more
magnificent than we could ever imagine and it’s all there already, in our
genetic make-up. These radical ideas represent the lifework of Lynne

McTaggart. What she was discovering every day in the laboratory just
didn’t fit with the existing paradigm. Mind expanding. £10
DVD n Blue Gold - Corporate giants profit by forcing developing
countries to privatise their shrinking water supply. Wall Street investors
target desalination and mass bulk water export schemes to turn a global
catastrophe into a product. Corrupt governments use water for
economic and political gain, military control of water emerges, and a
new geopolitical map and power structure forms, setting the stage for
world water wars. Exceptionally important detailed information. £10
DVD n Collapse - Is anyone prepared for the worst? Michael Ruppert
spells out in no uncertain terms his unique interpretation of the crises he
sees ahead. While other experts debate this issue in measured tones,
he doesn't hold back at sounding an alarm, portraying an apocalyptic
future. While other observers analyze details of the economic crisis,
Ruppert views it as symptomatic of nothing less than the collapse of
industrial civilization itself. Many mind blowing revelations. £10
DVD n The Living Matrix: A Revolution In Alternative Healing
Uncovers new ideas about the intricate web of factors that determine
our health and finding healing potential in new places. Leaders in
science are examining the body through the lens of quantum physics.
They’ve discovered that we're far more than biochemical machines.
Instead, our cells are senders and receivers of information, controlling
our health in ways we never imagined. Truly essential information. £10
DVD n Quantum Medicine - An exceptional interview with Dr Paul
Drouin, a Canadian M.D. as well as a Homeopath, Acupuncturist,
Quantum Naturopath, and Professor of Integrative Medicine. He has
dedicated his life to the promotion of natural health, the prevention of
disease, and in particular to bringing a greater depth and understanding
to Quantum Medicine. In French Canada, he is considered a pioneer in
his field. Exceptionally positive, informative and inspiring. £10
DVD n Ancient Civilisation and the Golden Age - Including two
separate presentations - 1/ Serpent Knowledge of The Shining Ones 2/
The Watchers & The Druids. Edmund Marriage, a brilliant researcher,
extracts the key items of ancient texts and modern science, which
when examined together, presents the proof that we are the product
of an advanced civilisation and a past Golden Age 11,300 years ago. A
well researched release of recovered knowledge. Stunning info. £10
DVD n Matrix Of Power: Secrets Of World Control - In this
intimate presentation, you would swear that Jordan Maxwell was just
sitting across a desk from you. This fascinating documentary asks
questions such as: - "Who really runs the world?" - "Who controls the
money, the politics, and almost every facet of life without you knowing
a thing about it?" - "Is such a thing possible?" Jordan always comes up
with more and more startling disclosures. £10
DVD n MEN IN BLACK: RUSSIAN UFO/ET DOCUMENTARY - Aliens
are living Among Us, Said Russian president Dmitry Medvedev in 2010.
Now in Dec-14 (he is now the Russian Prime Minister) Dmitry Medvedev
off-air told journalists "Along with the briefcase with nuclear codes, the
president of the country is given a special 'top secret' folder. This folder
contains information about aliens who visited our planet, I will not tell
you how many of them are among us because it may cause panic". He
also recommended this DVD for more detailed information. Stunning £10
DVD n JORDAN MAXWELL: RAW & UNCUT 2014 - Jordan Maxwell
He is a preeminent researcher and independent scholar in the field of
the occult and religious philosophy. He mainly exploring the hidden
foundations of Western religions and secret societies and their
pervasive influence on world affairs today. His work on the subject of
secret societies, both ancient and modern, and their symbols, has
fascinated audiences around the world for decades. Jordan updates us
on his latest revelations. An amazing experience. £10
DVD n THE FOUR HORSEMEN - Is an award winning video which lifts
the lid on how the world really works. Many international thinkers, gov’t
advisors and Wall Street money men break their silence and explain how
to establish a moral and just society. Igniting the debate about how to
usher a new economic paradigm into the world which would dramatically
improve the quality of life for billions. A top notch spot-on analysis of
the worlds current problems caused by crooked governments and
mercenary bankers. Its big on solutions. Thought provoking. £10
DVD n UFO SHOCKING REVELATIONS: THE TRUTH IN THE UK Since World War II the British Government has been watching us
watching the skies - but who else is watching us all. Buried in the vaults
of the Ministry of Defence are thousands of reports on UFO sightings,
some left unexplained, but now after decades of secrecy the files are
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being released and for the first time the truth about Britain's UFOs is
revealed. This all leaves many wondering if there really is life out there.
A glorious 90 minutes of UFO/ET revelations. £10
DVD n A CONSPIRACY HISTORY OF THE WORLD - This excellent
video explores the alternative history of humankind, as seen through
the eyes of those who continually question the establishment version of
events. Conspiracies and secret societies with occult agendas have
been influencing our civilisation for centuries, their influence felt from as
far back as the Roman Empire, the Gunpowder Plot and the World
Wars, to JFK, the Moon landings, Princess Diana, 9/11 and the 'New
World Order'. A fascinating and comprehensive overview. £10
DVD n Mind Control, UFOs, ESP and The Higher Human State Mind Control Specialist and well respected author Rauni Kilde has been
at the forefront, in the medical & UFO fields, to break new ground in
the out of body, human near death experience. It is clear from her
research that human death, and the so called ETs have a link, and a
crucially important one. Some amazing and at times almost unbelievable
revelations. Comes highly recommended. £10
DVD n UFO And Alien Truth: Second Instalment - This is the
second spectacular DVD compiled by Australian UFO researchers Lenny
and John Smith, containing another 4 hour extravaganza of rare and in
many cases previously unseen UFO clips, footage and photographs
from all over the world. An astonishing plethora of phenomenal visual
content in this extraordinary film. A Must see. £10
DVD n Zeitgeist (“The Spirit Of The Age”) - There is just so much
information in this one documentary. An excellent film logically exploring
the corrupt relationship between Christianity, 9/11 and the central
bankers and everything in between. An awesome presentation. £10
DVD n Conspiracy Of Silence: Illuminati Paedophiles In
Washington D.C. - This film exposed a network of religious leaders &
politicians who flew children to Washington D.C. for sex orgies. At the
last minute this 1994 documentary was cancelled, after congressmen
threatened the Cable TV industry with restrictive legislation. The film
rights were then purchased and all copies destroyed. While this
salvaged video’s quality is not top grade it is a blockbuster. £10
DVD n Orwell Rolls In His Grave - Where the "top 1% control 90%
of the wealth” George Orwell’s “1984” isn’t just fiction anymore. This
chilling documentary examines the corrupt relationship between the
compliant media, big business and government - proving that they hide
important news while some unsubstantiated stories are repeated over &
over to create a mantra, rewriting history to control people’s thoughts.
This info packed film is engaging, refreshing and genuine. £10
DVD n Healthy Scepticism? - Despite the NHS being created in
1948 more & more people are becoming ill. Why? Because the sickness
industry needs people to be ill to make money. But what aren't we being
told? What safe, cheap & effective treatments have been suppressed?
Why have they been suppressed? Let's look at the evidence. A very
detailed, well evidenced and very informative presentation. £10
DVD n Ancient Technology In Peru And Bolivia - David Hatcher
Childress & Christopher Dunn blow the lid off S. American archaeology
as they journey to the Andes Mountains, Cuzco, Machu Picchu,Lake
Titicaca, Ollantaytambo, Tiwanaku and Puma Punka examining more and
more evidence of advanced rock machining techniques, saw marks,
advanced lifting and moving methods, strange megalithic towers, a
“Stargate” cut into solid rock, huge granite megaliths for signs of power
tools & other advanced ancient technology. Visually stunning. £10
DVD n World’s Above And Below: How A Secret Civilisation
Broke Away From Our Own - Richard Dolan examines technology
that is not supposed to exist, a clandestine infrastructure, complexity
of the UFO phenomenon, scientific breakthroughs, human and non
human groups, a breakaway civilisation, interactions and encounters
with non human groups that are here. The result is a clandestine cold
war with multiple human and non-human factions. A must see. £10
DVD n Dark Side Exposed: The Spirit Of Truth - America and the
UK are not broke. They are not in debt. The Illuminati is the elite families
who run the World because they control the money supply through the
World Bank, IMF, Federal Reserve and Bank of England. They control
religion and own the media. The IMF/World Bank have been stealing
money everyday from almost every country in the World. This is an
extremely powerful and forceful film & viewer discretion is advised. £10
DVD n Love, Reality And The Time Of Transition - This excellent
documentary sheds light into the nature of love, relationships, the "New
Age" movement, reality, creation, quantum physics, objectivity V’s

subjectivity and how it all relates to the topics of "conspiracy theories",
psychopathy and the importance of esoteric self-work. Exceptional.£10
DVD n SECRET CITY - A film about the City Of London and the
Corporation that runs it, and its role in the economic crisis. Engaging in
a dense web of complexity and intrigue. The Corporation of London is
“one the most powerful and unaccountable institutions in the World”.
The film is a revelationary insight into the Vatican of contemporary
finance, the Corporation of London, home of the Square Mile, the only
part of Britain which Parliament has no control over. Jaw-dropping,
fascinating and terrifying. Very highly recommended. £10
DVD n HOLLYWOOD INSIDERS: FULL DISCLOSURE - A full length
documentary that takes a deep, analytical look at Illuminati and
freemasonic symbolism in numerous movies. Examining each movie's use
of all seeing eyes, pyramids, suns, and serpents, also reviewing more
covert satanic symbolism rooted in Egyptian, Christian, and Islamic
traditions. Examining many blockbuster films. A great watch focusing on
the Illuminati, Freemasonry, Magic, the Occult, Vampires, supernatural
beings and Hollywood. Illuminating and certainly not to be missed. £10
DVD n UFOs, ALIENS AND THE QUESTION OF CONTACT - What if
the UFO phenomena is not what we thought it was, but has influenced
humanity and the world at large for thousands of years! What would be
the implications? Our views on life and existence, science and religion,
spirituality and evolution, consciousness & psychology as well as reality
as we know it would take on a whole new understanding when looking
deeper into the UFO phenomena and the possibility of a higher alien
intelligence affecting our world. Exceptionally well put together. £10
DVD n WE ARE VIBRATIONAL BEINGS - The Universe has granted
us with a time of a strong vibrational shift that is waking us up to
co-creation. What we are experiencing is nothing new to our soul.
However, it is fresh to our physical reality. Our minds find it hard to
understand what is happening, because everything to a human has to
have a logical excuse. This is the reason behind the lack of scientific
reasoning and evolutionary progress. Yes, the time to live is now, as
the evolution of our species is arising. Amazing. £10
DVD n THE SOUL TRAVELLERS - Reveals the truth about mythology,
the spirit world, magic, Satanism, Babylon and the Illuminati. Reviewing
repeating themes in mythology and tales of ancient man. Discussing the
details of the spirit world, chakras, demons, and angels. It continues by
revealing the details of magic, the occult, and Satanic Illuminati
symbolism. Taking a revisionist look at the symbols of secret societies
like the Freemasons. Examining the occult perspective of Satan, Jesus,
Babylon and more. Over five hours of amazing facts & revelations. £10
DVD n THE ILLUSION OF TIME - Takes us to the frontiers of physics
to see how scientists are piecing together the most complete picture yet
of space, time, and the universe. A startling world far stranger & more
wondrous than anyone expected. Our perceptions of time and space
have led us astray. We've all been deceived. Interweaving provocative
theories, experiments and stories with crystal clear explanations &
imaginative metaphors aims to be a most compelling, visual, and
comprehensive picture of modern physics. A mind boggling reality. £10
DVD n Predictive Programming and the Human Microchipping
Agenda - Confirms the reality of the microchip agenda, and shows that
the weapon of propaganda has been used against the public for
decades in order to program the mind of the victims to accept without
question whatever is required. We have been manipulated throughout
our lives for the specific purpose of shepherding us all into a Hellish
world of microchip implants and totalitarian control. Awesome. £10
DVD n Trance-Formation - Civil disobedience is not our problem.
Our problem is civil obedience. Our problem is that people all over the
world have obeyed the dictates of leaders and millions have been killed
because of this obedience. Featuring Max Igan, Ii is a brilliant and
insightful look at the way our world works, delving into many subjects
that the mainstream media avoid or attempt to discredit. The detail
presented is well researched. A must watch for anyone who wants to
expand their understanding of the world and how it truly operates. £10
DVD n Biology Of Perception and Psychology Of Change Paradigm pioneers Bruce Lipton and Rob Williams make a compelling
case for changing our traditional views of biology and psychology. They
challenge the prevailing myths of each discipline and provide a logical,
scientific and practical way to understand and use these revolutionary
new ideas. An exceptionally well put together mind expanding film. £10
DVD n The Age Of Transitions: The Dystopia Planned For Our
Future - There will be, in the next generation or so, a pharmacological
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method of making people love their servitude because they will be
distracted from any desire to rebel by propaganda or brainwashing, or
mind control enhanced by pharmacological methods, artificial
intelligence, life extension, and cybernetics. This documentary provides
vital information on both the history of eugenics and its new cutting
edge transformation. Essential information. £10
DVD n The Rosicrucians: Initiation - Rosicrucianism is the theology
of a secret society of mystics founded in medieval Germany. It holds a
doctrine built on esoteric truths of the ancient past, which, are
concealed from the average man, and provide insight into nature, the
physical universe and the spiritual realm. Starts with a film introduction
about the order followed by a very informative presentation by Robert
J. Gilbert PhD on the topic of the Rosicrucians and their system of
“Initiation”. Contains a lot of detailed rare hidden information. £10
DVD n The Secret NASA Transmissions: The Smoking Gun Rare footage of the remarkable “intercepted” NASA Video Transmissions
THEY don't want you to see. Startling evidence that our atmosphere is
orbited by more than mere satellites and shuttles. Visitors are
apparently in abundance and NASA knows all about it. This “historic”
footage and the story that lays behind it is now revealed. Many experts
in Ufology say this evidence is simply irrefutable. £10
2 DVD Set n Dark Secrets Inside Bohemian Grove/The Order
Of Death - Each year many world leaders don red, black and silver
cloaks where they worship a giant stone owl. In one of the ceremonies
a human being is sacrificed “in effigy” to the owl god. Stunning. The
Order Of Death brings Dark Secrets right up to date. 2 DVD’s £15
DVD n The Hidden Agenda - A powerful, sparkling and well
evidenced presentation by the remarkable Ian Crane exposing the
SHAM of the War On Terror, the illegal invasions of Afghanistan and
Iraq, the Neo-Cons hidden agenda, the New World Order, shadow
government and the encroaching police state society. Stunning. £10
DVD n JFK To 911: EVERYTHING IS A RICH MANS TRICK - A new
3.5 hour film, that despite the length is engrossing and fascinating to
watch and presents valuable historic insights into the machinations of
the self styled elite. Taken from an historical perspective starting
around World War 1 leading to the present day. Giving you a detailed
investigation and stunning expose about what has happened in the
past and how the world is run today. This video is masterfully produced,
iso convincing, so well assembled and so flawlessly narrated. £10
DVD n SURVEILLANCE STATE - In The Western World well funded
powerful agencies and companies are engaged in the business of
keeping tabs on what we do, what we say, and what we think. They
are sniffing and sifting mountains of data including phone calls, E Mails
and texts, smart phones and now smart TVs. Many mouths have been
silenced by any means possible to keep what they decide is secret,
secret. They have been given the sanction and unlimited amounts of
money to spy on the whole world. An awesome presentation. £10
DVD n SECRET ACCESS: UFOs ON THE RECORD - This film focuses
on the 5% of UFO sightings that cannot be dismissed - where Generals,
Pilots and Government Officials have gone on the record. This two hour
special explores sightings that are supported by numerous creditable
sources, from Air Force and commercial pilots, FAA officials, military
Generals, investigators, and NASA officials as well as hard data such as
photos, film, radar and audio recordings. This evidence presents a
startling look at the very real possibility of alien visitation. £10
DVD n GRAY STATE: THE RISE - Poor people quarantined to
militarized districts, tyrannical control, fear mongering, terrorism, police
state, martial law, war, arrest, internment, hunger, oppression,
violence, existence, the value of money plunges to zero, food supplies
are depleted and everyone becomes a terror suspect. There are
arrests, disappearances, bio attacks, public executions & concentration
camps. David Crowley’s message was that this is our last chance to stop
it - the director and his family have been murdered! £10
DVD n MONEY FOR NOTHING: INSIDE THE FEDERAL RESERVE 100 years after it’s creation the average person still knows very little
about the most powerful financial institution on earth. this is the first
film to take viewers inside America’s central bank and reveal the impact
of Fed policies – past, present and future – on our lives. Many of the
world’s best financial minds debate the decisions that led the global
economy to the brink of collapse and ask whether we might be headed
there again. The first film about the next financial crisis. £10

DVD n UFO And Alien Truth: Third Instalment - This is the third
spectacular DVD compiled by Australian UFO researchers Lenny and
John Smith, containing another 4 hour extravaganza of rare and in
many cases previously unseen UFO clips, footage and photographs
from all over the world. After seeing the amazing and at times stunning
detailed UFO information it is highly unlikely that you will ever be able to
dismiss the idea that UFOs & Aliens really do exist. Mind expanding. £10
DVD n Japans Mysterious Pyramids: Underwater Man Made
Structures - Recent discoveries of man-made structures & artefacts
over 10,000 years old on the Pacific sea floor may well prove to be the
smoking gun that will propel an alternative view of civilisation to
prominence. The questions raised will forever change the basic
assumptions about our past. Startling information and footage. £10
DVD n The Free Energy Collection - A comprehensive compilation
of almost five hours of films detailing most of the free energy inventions
that have been deliberately ignored by the establishment. Far too many
to even try to list here. Absolutely enthralling and at times stunning
footage that will leave you absolutely amazed and astounded. £10
DVD n Divination and the Goddess Tradition - In this captivating
and hugely enlightening 4½ hour presentation Michael Tsarion
investigates the real history of religion and reveals forbidden knowledge
of its Egyptian origins. He also uncovers the “hidden” significance of
faith, yoga, magic, ritual and science, the criminality of mankind, the
Tarot, the Zodiac, the Kabalistic 'Tree of Life', sacred numerology and
the origins of the enigmatic book of Genesis. Stunning. £10
DVD n ET: The New Agenda - A Jaime Maussen and Santiago Garza
2 hour presentation at the 2010 UFO Congress. They present exclusive
reports of UFOs in Space, the continuing wave of UFOs in Mexico, the
most spectacular sighting in 2009 and an update on the investigation of
the Metepec Creature. They also examine four 2009 shuttle missions by
NASA showing a variety of UFOs and anomalies. Plus many more UFO
surprises in this unique mind blowing presentation. Stunning. £10
DVD n Ancient Aliens: The Cygnus Mystery - A common belief
shared by key ancient cultures was that they were aware of the star
system Cygnus' unique place in the cosmos and it’s significance as the
spirit path to heaven. They were also aware of cosmic rays emanating
from Cygnus, and for their being the spark which ignited evolution - the
same spark which continues to alter our DNA today. A must see. £10
DVD n Russia’s Secret Weapon - A "new" kind of electromagnetic
(EM) wave has been discovered in the empty vacuum of space which,
when engineered, can be an inexhaustible supply of energy in great
magnitude at any place in the universe. This discovery really goes back
to Nikola Tesla and his discovery of what he called "radiant energy”. It
is also not "new" because the Russians (KGB) have been working on this
technology for over 30 years and have weaponised these "new"
longitudinal scalar waves. Almost 3 hours of mind blowing details. £10
DVD n Age Of Deceit: Fallen Angels And The New World Order
A clinical examination of the history of fallen angels & their relationship
to the New World Order and the new age movement. Topics covered
are the fall of mankind, the pre-flood world as Atlantis, the new age
through theosophy, the fallen angels and their origin of planting the
seeds to society, UFOs, ETs and abduction cases, demonic possession,
channelling, and much more. A lengthy and detailed expose. £10
DVD n The Gerson Miracle - Noted MD Max Gerson reveals a
nutritional healing treatment that he claims can restore the body’s
ability to fight off cancer and numerous other degenerative diseases.
The testimonies of a few “incurable” cancer patients highlight why this
long term cure could be much more effective than many of Dr. Gerson’s
critics may care to admit. Essential information. £10
DVD n Sacred Geometry - Is the ancient science that explores and
explains the energy patterns that create and unify all things showing
that all life forms emerge out of timeless geometric codes. This film may
very well provide the answers that you have been looking for. £102
DVD n THE TRUTH ABOUT LIBYA, GADDAFI AND THE
ILLUMINATI - Libya was behind the instituting of the African Monetary
Fund (AMF) with HQ in Cameroon to replace the IMF. Gaddafi had also
been pushing to get African countries to join together in a federation:
the United States of Africa to enable African countries and their peoples
to resist usury, economic colonisation and military blackmail by the US
and the West. Brilliant precise detail that most of us will know nothing
about. Stunning information with many explosive findings. £10
DVD n A 6,000 YEAR HISTORY OF THE NEW WORLD ORDER:
SECRET SOCIETIES AND THE MATRIX OF CONTROL - Presenting a
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detailed and complete 6000 year history of the New World Order and
the Illuminati. Covering the actions over 000’s of years to consolidate
power and control of the world. Includes the history of the Secret
Societies, Ancient Beliefs and the Matrix of Control that has shaped
human history for thousands of years. Also includes a documented
history of the true birth of the Illuminati. Awesome. £10
DVD n 97 PERCENT OWNED - Presents serious research & verifiable
evidence on our economic & financial system. The first documentary to
tackle this issue from a UK perspective and explains the inner workings
of Central Banks and the Money creation process. When money drives
almost all activity on the planet, it's essential that we understand it. If
you have decided that crisis as a result of the monetary system is not
an event you want to keep revisiting in your lifetime then this video will
equip you with the power you need. Exceptional & eye opening. £10
DVD n SILENT EPIDEMIC: THE UNTOLD STORY OF VACCINES - Is
the first documentary to investigate thoroughly the true medical record
and the historical evidence about vaccines. Interviewing leading private
physicians, pediatricians, immunologists, bimolecular chemists, parents
of vaccine injured children & legal experts voicing opposition to human
rights violations over mandated vaccinations. The film deconstructs the
conventional vaccine hypothesis. Silent Epidemic will certainly make
them rethink the mythology of vaccinations. Startling knowledge. £10
DVD n WELCOME TO (THE) TRUTH - A stunning and very detailed
four hour expose broken down into the following chapters: - Open your
Eyes, One World Government/New World Order, Who Really is in
Control?, Economic Slavery to the Elite, Satanism & Occultism, The
Truth about 911, War on Iraq, War on Afghanistan, War = Profit,
Depopulation Agenda, Global (Electronic) Currency, RFID Micro Chip,
Big Brother, Media Monopoly and The Influence of Media. An extensive
and well put together film. Certainly not to be missed. £10
DVD n WE NEED TO TALK ABOUT SANDY HOOK - An in depth, well
researched expose examining the countless anomalies, inconsistencies
and discrepancies evident in the Sandy Hook school shooting
investigation. the video is a tell all, leave no stone unturned work that
analyses and connects hundreds of data points which researchers
laboriously spent countless hours compiling. Almost three hours of
exceptionally detailed factual information, most of which totally
contradicts the official version of events. A remarkable expose. £10
DVD n The Book of Enoch - The Book Of Enoch was deliberately
removed from the Bible. Many startling subjects covered including the
Sons Of God, giants, the Watchers, magick, astrology, slaying spirits,
mass slaughters, floods, heavens, hells, underworlds, how the skies
and stars work, various revelations of the apocalypse, increasing
wickedness, the intimate connection between angels and stars and
much much more. Exceptional suppressed information. £10
DVD n Letter From Poland - Film about the controversies,
incompetency and manipulations surrounding the investigation of the
Polish president’s plane crash in Smolensk, Russia, on April 2010 in
which most of the country’s elite were also killed. The movie was made
and aired by a Netherlands TV station and never shown anywhere else.
A significant amount of excellent detail which fits together very well.£10
DVD n Cancer: The Forbidden Cures - Cancer is the only disease
that has been defeated dozens of times without anyone knowing about
it. From Essiac to shark cartilage, from mistletoe to the most recent
anti-fungal therapies, and many other remedies in between, there are
several different methods of curing cancer whose effectiveness seems
beyond any reasonable doubt. This new film is truly empowering and
comes very highly recommended indeed. It could well be a life changing
experience. The information on this film is absolutely priceless! £10
DVD n The Khazarian (Zionist) Conspiracy - This film is about
Khazarian Zionists & contains a plethora of information that is not meant
for public consumption. They make the wars, hold the economies,
control the banks, present the propaganda, market the media - via the
Rothschilds, Rockefellers, Queens, Presidents, Institutions (CFR,
Bilderberg etc.), Popular Religious Evangelists, Business leaders & elite
wealth unknown to the public. Stunning and shocking revelations. £10
DVD n The Secret Of Oz: Solutions For A Broken Economy -The
solution isn’t new or radical. We used to do it. Politicians used to fight
with big bankers over it in our distant past. But why can’t we just do it
again? Why can’t we just issue our own money, debt free? That is the
answer. That’s the only reform that will make a huge difference to
everyone’s life worldwide. The solution is the secret that’s been hidden
from us for just over 100 years. Essential viewing. Astonishing detail.

An absolute cracker from the makers of “The Money Masters”. £10
DVD n Food Inc. - Lifts the veil on the western food industry. Our
food supply is now controlled by a handful of multi national companies
that put profit ahead of consumer health, the livelihood of the farmer,
the safety of workers and our own environment. Featuring interviews
with experts along with forward thinking social entrepreneurs that
reveal surprising and often shocking truths about what we eat, how it's
produced. A real shocker that is definitely not to be missed. £10
DVD n The New World Order and Codex Alimentarius: The
Future Of Natural Health - With biting political analysis the truly
amazing Ian Crane probes the NWO agenda and their plan to initially
restrict and then prohibit the sale of all natural health products. A well
researched, well evidenced & thoroughly engrossing presentation. £10
DVD n One Answer To Cancer - They really don’t want you to know
about this. A natural cancer salve (ointment) that is safe and effective,
and has never harmed anyone, in thousands of years of use. Yet it is
illegal, and is suppressed by governments. People describe exactly how
they used this natural salve, and have included startling before and
after photos. This film will show you precisely how to make this life
saving natural salve for yourself and your loved ones, so you can
escape the sickness industry. Truly empowering. £10
DVD n WHAT THE ROYAL FAMILY DON’T WANT YOU TO SEE:
ZION KING - A documentary exposing the real story behind the British
Royal family and the sordid history and perversions they would rather
remained in the royal closet. Meet William and Kate's common ancestor,
find out how the Rothschild bloodline spermed its way to the British
throne, learn about the ungodly crimes of the British Royals - the
torture, beheadings slave trading, drug smuggling, genocide, incest and
child abductions. Comes exceptionally highly recommended. £10
DVD n ANCIENT BLOOD CONSPIRACY - Expose the secrets, lies,
suppressed information and illicit facts that the elite would much rather
keep you ignorant of and that almost everyone else doesn't even know
exists. It's about challenging the comfortable world of official versions
and established thinking by giving you access to the knowledge and
information that will expose the most powerful people, whether they
are in government, business, academia, military, the judiciary, media,
or the established church, as being corrupt. Jaw dropping. £10
DVD n STRANGE MATTERS - Shows us the most brilliant scientific
minds of our time, all collectively accelerating discoveries which could
hold the power to destroy us all. Many of the eye-opening revelations
presented lie in stark contrast to our general view of science as a
positive force for the betterment of mankind. Presents this challenging
information in a clear and easily digestible manner. Just because our
species has the curiosity & power of invention needed to unravel these
scientific mysteries, does that mean that we should? Eye opening. £10
DVD n HIDDEN INFLUENCE: THE RISE OF COLLECTIVISM - This
exceptional video documents how the ruling class, through their elite
universities, sponsorship, foundations and scholarships have financially
infiltrated the public education system in the west and have used it as a
tool to indoctrinate children into a totalitarian ideology. At the same
time examining the role of the elite in promoting radical, authoritarian
ideologies on college and university students. Mind blowing. £10
DVD n ADOLF HITLER: THE GREATEST STORY NEVER TOLD - Due
to the success of the summary DVD in June 2013 (of the same title) by
popular demand a fully detailed 27 section 6 hour 32 minute 4 DVD set
has now also been produced. We have managed to get it all onto one
DVD. Everyone who we know who has seen it says it is absolutely
stunning. The precise detail will almost certainly change the way you
think about almost everything. Staggering precise detail and many
disturbing revelations that will stop you in your tracks. Awesome. £10
DVD n ILLUMINATI CARDS EXPLAINED - “Illuminati: New World
Order” is the official name of a card game which was released in 1995.
this video contains cards from the Illuminati trading game, and an
explanation to their meaning and why we need to take them seriously.
Here you can see the main cards of the Illuminati plans. Cards that may
shock you and may seem unbelievable to some but unfortunately this is
reality and some of these cards have already happened and some may
yet to happen. Jaw dropping - a real shock to the system. £10
DVD n UFOs: The Secret Evidence - Finally revealed: What the
World Governments really know about UFOs. Two films include many
original UFO clips from all around the world, including films from the
archives of NASA and the U.S. Air Force. Many leading experts are also
interviewed. If you really do want to know 80% of the truth that is out
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there on the subject of UFO's then this is the film for you. £10
DVD n Imminent Contact - Jaime Maussan has become world
famous for the incredible quantity and spectacular quality of the UFO
videos that he continuously presents to the global UFO community.
Through his Tercer Milenio TV program in Mexico, Jaime continues to
report on UFOs on a regular basis and is one of the hardest-working
investigators & reporters in the field. Filmed at the 2012 UFO Congress.
Lots of stunning new information. Certainly mind expanding. £10
DVD n Propaganda - This striking English language film from North
Korea portrays the west in the eyes of others, clinically covering
creating ideas & illusions, fear, religion, beware the 1%, rewriting
history, the birth of propaganda, cover ups and omissions, complicity,
censorship, international diplomacy, television, advertising, the cult of
celebrity, distraction, terrorism and the revolution starts now. A very
true examination of western society. Excellent. £10
DVD n Sumerians And The Anunnaki -A very lucid presentation by
the late great Zecharia Sitchin promoting an explanation for human
origins involving ancient astronauts. Sitchin attributes the creation of
the ancient Sumerian culture to the Anunnaki, a race of ETs from a
planet beyond Neptune called Nibiru. He believed Nibiru to be in an
elongated, elliptical orbit in the Earth's own Solar System, and that
Sumerian mythology reflects this view. Exceptional detail. £10
DVD n Unexplained Structures - The recently discovered Gobekli
Tepe in Turkey, which has been dated back 12,000 years, has finely
chiseled pillars that experts describe as a Noah's Ark in stone. Is it
possible that extraterrestrials assisted primitive man in constructing
these unexplained structures? If so, what was the purpose of these
grand projects. Stunning graphics. £10
DVD n Kollerstrom And Farrell Are Dead - Tony and Nick itemise
many of the key points overlooked in the discredited and chaotic
so-called 'official story' and the sham Enquiry into the bombings held in
2010/11. It is a witty, refreshing and sometimes moving reappraisal,
giving emphasis to the human cost seldom explored in other films on the
subject. The events of 7/7 are delivered with energy by Nick and Tony
in this exceptionally well put together film. £10
DVD n 7/7 Ripple Effect 2 - After being unlawfully jailed for 157
days based on trumped-up charges, by coincidence whilst the “Sham
Enquiry” of 2010/11 was being held, and the BBC making a dedicated
hit-piece on the original 7/7 Ripple Effect, the filmmaker Muad'Dib
expands upon the original film & has added over 60 minutes of stunning
detailed new material. Nothing stands up to this sort of close scrutiny.
An exceptional piece of film making from a very brave man indeed. £10
DVD n The World Government Connection - World government is
here and Joan Veon connects the dots in this overview of the power
and structure of World Government through the United Nations. She is
an expert on the United Nations, who for the past 12 years has
covered 90 global meetings including: economic, environmental,
peacekeeping & trade meetings. Many startling revelations. £10
DVD n Check The Evidence - An exceptional interview with Andrew
Johnson, one of the UK’s leading fact based truth seekers, discussing in
great detail a plethora of amazing and controversial revelations about
9/11, weather modification, chemtrails, HAARP, orgone energy, climate
change, global warming, evidence of life on Mars, structures on Mars
and links between Mars and the Pyramids in Egypt and much more. £10
DVD n THE GREAT ALIEN CONSPIRACY: THE WORLD’S
STRANGEST UFO STORIES - In this 4½ hour rare collection of
incredible stories of aliens and UFOs from around the world, viewers will
meet the experts and the extraterrestrial obsessed who have
dedicated their lives to uncovering the truth. Many people consider
these stories collectors items. In the 1940s the alien sightings began.
Governments for years have issued cover stories and other reasons
why strange light phenomena exist. Great stuff. £10
DVD n COMPLETE NARRATION OF THE PROTOCOLS OF THE
LEARNED ELDERS OF ZION - IN MODERN ENGLISH - This is the only
vocal narration (E Book with pictures) in the world of the complete
Zionists plan to rule the World, and I strongly encourage all of you to
share it far and wide. It is really an eye opener.A plethora of absolutely
stunning detail in language that is clear, precise & easy to understand.
A remarkable 3½ hours. Certainly not to be missed. £10
DVD n NEPHILIM: ORIGIN OF GENETIC EVIL - This is a full in depth
examination into the world of Fallen Angels, Satan, Shadow People,
Aliens, Demons, Anunnaki, Archons, Ancient Giants, Ancient Aliens,
Genetic Hybrids, Nephilim skulls, giant skulls (fragments), Neanderthal

skulls (genetically) and other entities in between. Taking into account
the different versions of ancient history including Hebrew, Babylonian,
Suzerain, Egyptian and cultures around the globe. Also the book of
Enoch. Mind expanding and extremely powerful. £10
DVD n HELLSTORM - Germans have been propagandized since birth,
for generation after generation, concerning the “Holocaust” of Jews,
but they are never taught about the terror bombing, rape, torture,
enslavement, ethnic cleansing, starvation, and mass murder of the
German people during and after World War II. It’s time that there was a
careful, scientific assessment of the claims made about the Holocaust,
as well as those made in Hellstorm. Remember, truth does not fear
investigation, only lies need to be maintained by law. Exceptional. £10
DVD n FINDING THE NEW EARTH - Twenty years ago, astronomers
hadn’t confirmed a single planet outside our solar system. Since then
NASA’s Kepler mission - a space based telescope that orbits our sun,
looking at over 100 thousand stars simultaneously has uncovered over
4100 planetary candidates and 1000 confirmed planets. They enter the
final lap in a race to find a planet capable of sustaining life, a world like
ours, the next Earth. It could be the greatest discovery in human
history and could well change everything. 4½ hours. Mind blowing. £10
DVD n STONE COLD JUSTICE - This film has sparked an international
outcry against Israel as it explicitly details how Palestinian children, who
have been arrested and detained by Israeli forces, are subjected to
systematic torture, sexual and physical abuse and forced into false
confessions & pushed into gathering intelligence on Palestinian activists.
UNICEF found that Palestinian children are often targeted in night
arrests and raids of their homes, threatened with death and subjected
to physical violence, solitary confinement and sexual assault. £10
DVD n In Lies We Trust: The CIA, Hollywood & Bioterrorism This controversial documentary examines the secret service’s direction
of Hollywood, weaving film footage with critical commentaries to show
how and why people are being conditioned to accept new wars, deadly
drugs,the “War on Terror”, poisonous vaccines, population control and
the “War On AIDS” under the guise of public health and national
security. Compelling evidence of this brainwashing. £10
DVD n The Secret Right: The Global Reality - A new film exposes
the influence and agenda of the very secretive Council for National
Policy - an elite group of conservative and highly religious politicians,
corporate heads, and policy makers, John Birch Society, the Sovereign
Military Order of the Knights of Malta, and other secretive religious
groups that have covert links to key individuals and ruling elite groups
that are helping to bring in a New World Order. Highly informative. £10
DVD n The Paranormal Hollow Earth - This is a very exciting new
concept talk by Clint Denyer presenting evidence & giving accounts of
expeditions to substantiate the existence of the hollow earth and the
existence of polar entrance points. Also covering it’s history, its pure
spiritual message to us and why it has been concealed from everyone,
and detailing it’s connection to Ancient Civilisations. Plus quite a few
surprises along the way. A riveting and passionate presentation. £10
DVD n UFOs And The Occult: Reptilian Overlords, Mind Control
And The New World Order - At the Roswell UFO Festival, in an
incredible presentation, James Bartley discusses the reptilian aspects of
UFO and military abductions, astral operatives, reptilian mindset, sexual
assaults and manipulation of abductees, sexual exploitation, slavery,
torture, drug trafficking, genocide, human experimentation, chemical
spraying. Unlike anything you will have ever heard of before. £10
DVD n Ozone: A Medical Breakthrough! - A groundbreaking
investigative documentary. Today many hospitals around the world use
Ozone Therapy as it is extremely effective with no adverse side affects
and it has profound remedial effects on virtually any disease known to
man. However, it is of course not approved in the UK or the US by the
medical mafia. Featuring interviews with many doctors, patients,
experts and health representatives. Exceptional information. £10
DVD n In Search Of The Great Beast - This 2 hour documentary
including dramatic reconstructions unearths the barely believable and
shocking facts surrounding Aleister Crowley who was known as “The
Wickedest Man In The World”. Examining his connections to the founder
of Scientology, NASA, George Bush, The Beatles, Led Zeppelin, Jack
The Ripper, Winston Churchill and Ian Fleming. A splendid well put
together fact packed documentary. £10
DVD n UFO Mexico 2009: Latest UFO Sightings and Close
Encounters In Mexico - Jaime Maussan and Santiago Yturria Garza
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present the latest UFO sightings and close encounters in Mexico plus
recent world video evidence - claimed to be the most amazing video to
date! Plus footage never shown before from all over the world, not just
Mexico. This presentation from the UFO Congress will shock and amaze
even the biggest skeptics out there. £10
DVD n WHY In The World Are They Spraying - This film is the
excellent follow-up to the ground breaking documentary “WHAT In The
World Are They Spraying” (also listed). This film now answers the
important question of “why” it is happening. Get ready to uncover: the
environmental and human health implications of geo-engineering
programmes as weather control is now used by the technocratic elites
for monetary and political power. A must see. £10
DVD n Illuminati: The Music Industry Exposed - This up to date
film brings forth an overwhelming amount of evidence that the music
industry is completely controlled by an illuminati elite who flash their
symbolism in music videos of artists who have sold their souls to the
devil also known as the ‘Rain Man’. As some artists find out, the grips of
this force of evil is a non revocable soul-binding contract written in
blood and punishable by death. Astonishing revelations. £10
DVD n SETTING HISTORY FREE - Bringing together two inspirational
investigators of our hidden past & uncertain future, this unique dialogue
between David Wilcock and Graham Hancock takes us on a roller
coaster ride through the wonders of ancient civilisations and into the
mysterious nature of reality itself. Plus a paradigm busting investigation
of parallel realms and universes, spirit beings, shamanism, visionary
plants, and the role of altered states of consciousness in exploring and
understanding the full mysterious spectrum of reality. Exceptional. £10
DVD n BEHIND THE SMOKE CURTAIN - Never has a person so high
up in the US government exposed 9/11. Therefore this is a game
changer with former US Department Of Defence analyst Barbara
Honegger who served under President Reagan as a high level domestic
policy analyst. She asserts that the attack on the Pentagon on 9/11
was an inside job, which "has been proven”. Her research is described
by many as "the definitive work" on 9/11 hoax and in particular the
Pentagon self attack on 9/11. A stunning 3 hour presentation. £10
DVD n THE HIDDEN ENEMY: INSIDE PSYCHIATRY’S COVERT
AGENDA - As many people now know the war on terror is a hoax. The
only way to get soldiers to aggressively follow instructions in a fake war
is by giving them mind altering drugs. This important video exposes this
covert operation causing an epidemic of military suicides with far more
people committing suicide than those killed in battle. A well evidenced
greatly detailed expose that most of us had no idea about. £10
DVD n THE PARTY’S OVER: HOW THE WEST WENT BUST - Thirty
years ago, momentous decisions were taken which shaped the world we
live in today. The free market revolution was unleashed by Margaret
Thatcher and Ronald Reagan. The boom that we enjoyed before the
crash was based on a lie, an illusion that “house prices will never fall”.
After years of living beyond our means the country surely needs to
wean itself off the consumer society & retail based economy. A vibrant
and resounding presentation of the current state of the nation. £10
DVD n THE SHIFT - There's a rebellious fluctuation stirring every
aspect of our planet. The people are waking up, they're in the streets,
they're educating themselves, and they're demanding change. It seems
the days of the quiet citizen are becoming numbered. Since the year
2000, many millions of people have protested in over 100 countries
around the world for reasons ranging from the economy to 9/11 truth.
We're now seeing clear signs of people getting angry with how things
are. People are standing up for themselves and demanding change. £10
DVD n IGNITE THE TRUTH - Dr Andrew Wakefield reveals the truth
about THE NOW scientifically supported vaccine-autism-inflammatory
bowel disease connection. He recently had the opportunity to speak at
an “Ignite The Truth” event in California. “Their child was normal. After
the MMR, they had a very high fever, they screamed, they then fell
asleep for 3 days, they had a seizure. when they woke up, they were
never, ever the same again. Speech, language, interaction,
socialisation - gone." Class actions are now starting everywhere. £10
DVD n London 7/7 What Did They Know - Is a new documentary
exploring the intelligence that was available to the police and security
services prior to the July 7, 2005, London Bombings. With the limited
scope of the recent inquest, survivors and family members are still
calling for an independent public inquiry to get to the bottom of this
information and to hold MI5 accountable for their blunderous, secretive
and dubious actions. Essential information. £10

DVD n The Nazi Banksters Crimes - Muad'Dib's latest hard-hitting
film about the innumerable crimes of the Ashke-Nazi Banksters. From
their historical origins down to their planned genocidal future, he tracks
who THEY are, how THEY operate, and most importantly, how to get rid
of them once and for all. Muad'Dib is back with no mercy for those
who've shown none to others. Cutting to the root of the problem, with
the only solution. The Hierarchy really is enslaving you. £10
DVD n Some Common Sense Answers to the Major Financial
Questions of Today - Former Wells Fargo CEO Richard Kovacevich,
examines the contrived financial crisis and the banking industry. The
cover up for regulators’ corruption and negligence. The 2008 Crash was
manufactured and made insiders hugely obscene amounts of money.
Financiers profited tremendously from the market collapse, a collapse
that they knew was coming because they saw the enormous leverage
and risk lenders were taking. Stunning. £10
DVD n Enemy Of The State - An in depth examination of the gov’t
and media manipulation of an unwitting public, and plans that have
been laid out through legislation that pave the way for the elimination
of many, if not all, of our most basic rights. Panics, orchestrated crises,
media hype and propaganda have been used in the name of protecting
the people for generations. Governments have resorted to this to
further gain control over free populations. Eye opening. £10
DVD n No End In Sight A highly acclaimed damning critique rendered
with surgical precision which examines the abject failures of the ongoing
occupation of Iraq. With clinical revelations from a wealth of journalists,
government operatives and military officials, this film details a plethora
of mistakes (deliberate?) which undermined a once great nations plans
for spreading “democracy”, and consequently permanently demolished
its standing in the rest of the world. Stunning. £10
DVD n Food Matters - A highly recommended new hard hitting, fact
based expose of the trillion £ worldwide “Sickness Industry”. Proving
that nutritional therapy can be more effective, more economical, less
harmful and less invasive than most conventional medical treatments.
This empowering information will enable you to take control of your
health and reclaim your life. A stunning and very inspiring film. £10
DVD n Tesla: Master Of Lightning - Nikola Tesla invented the
technology that brought us electricity, remote control, neon and
fluorescent lighting, radio transmission and much more... all the basic
inventions that now connect the world with power and information. This
remarkable video is the first film to tell the FULL incredible story of
Tesla’s life and work. Giving long overdue recognition to a great and
misunderstood man of science. Awesome. £10
DVD n UFO Turkey 2009: Latest UFO Sightings and Close
Encounters In Turkey - Haktan Akdogan, founder of Sirius UFO
Space Sciences Research Centre in Istanbul, presents compelling video
footage evidence and witness accounts of one of the most significant
UFO sightings caught on tape in Istanbul in 2008 plus video, details and
accounts of many other remarkable UFO incidents. Another outstanding
presentation from the 2009 UFO Congress. Not to be missed. £10
2 DVD Set n ILLUMINATI WIFE TELLS ALL - Over 6 hours of Kay
Griggs, an Illuminati wife talks about her life with her ex-husband, a
trained killer who works with the Illuminati. She drops out a lot of known
names around the world. Her abusive military husband revealed his dark
secrets to her during many drunken moments. Griggs literally names
many of the high ranking individuals within the military and government
who were/are involved with a global cabal of power broker killers. The
level of precise detail is both overwhelming & mind bending. 2 DVDs £15
DVD n I KNOW WHAT I SAW - Government and military officials
reveal the truth about the UFO phenomenon in this feature length
documentary film regarded as “2015 Best UFO Movie”. Convincing facts
from a variety of high ranking UFO witnesses, most of whom are
astronauts, scientists, military & commercial pilots, government officials,
politicians, presidents, mayors, police officers, soldiers and military base
commanders. The veracity of its testimonies is very convincing.
Exceptionally detailed information and staggering revelations. £10
DVD n ADOLF HITLER V’s THE JEW WORLD ORDER - Since WWII
the largely Jewish controlled mainstream media has painted an evil
picture of Hitler and has even enacted laws in 16 European countries
prohibiting free-speech on the issues of Judaism, Hitler and the
Holocaust. The film makers have compiled/edited this comprehensive
documentary in the hopes of shedding light on one of the darkest
secrets in world history. You will be glued to your seat watching this
splendid almost four hour comprehensive and stunning video. £10
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DVD n THE HUMAN ROBOT - This thought provoking video explores
the boundary between biological and mechanical intelligence through
interviews with sociologists, roboticists, ethicists, and philosophers.
Asking "how human is too human?" in regards to robot design. The
filmmakers showcase a wide variety of intelligent robot designs that
accurately mimic their human counterparts. Exhibits a promising outlook
for future artificial intelligence by examining the ethical and philosophical
implications of intelligent machines. A real eye opener. £10
DVD n THE SIMULATION HYPOTHESIS - Examines the very latest
scientific arguments for the existence of a cosmological creator,
including the simulation hypothesis, information science, quantum
intelligence, rare earth theory and many more. Very well written & well
executed documentary on the heart of modern physics and the reality
of existence. Science has never been so damn easy to follow. One of
the best doc. films you will ever see on the subject. Mind boggling. £10
DVD n SPIES, LORDS AND PREDATORS - This staggering expose
was aired on Australian TV’s “60 Minutes” on Sunday 19th July 2015 at
8.00 PM. It’s shaping up to be the biggest political scandal in Britain’s
history. There is new evidence that many of the UK’s most respected
men were in fact depraved paedophiles. Leaders that were preying on
children as young as eight and nine. Many of the kids were trafficked
from state-run homes and other institutions to be abused and ever
killed in order to protect this network of predators. Jaw dropping. £10
DVD n The Pyramid Code - An extensive documentary that explores
the pyramid fields and ancient temples in Egypt as well as ancient
megalithic sites around the world examining sophisticated technology,
matriarchal consciousness, ancient knowledge, secrets in plain sight, a
new chronology, aging the pyramids, more technologically advanced
than today and much more. This really is an alternative view. £10
DVD n Technology And The Mark Of The Beast - Walt Myers
uses scientific information from NASA, the Jet Propulsion Laboratory
and more to give you an amazing picture of how technology will be used
to trap the masses into receiving The Mark of the Beast. Discussed are
Radio Frequency Identification, Computer chips, Surveillance & tracking
Satellites, Scalar wave and "ELF" Extremely Low Frequency, HAARP and
the cashless society. Essential information for everyone. £10
DVD n Magic Dominates the World - Jordan Maxwell talks about
the ancient systems of commerce and theology and how these ancient
systems provide the basis for our modern-day banking and judicial
systems. Also includes a frank disclosure about the hidden symbols,
words, and terms which gave birth to Naziism, Communism and Fascism
and how these same words, terms & symbols are now being used all
over the world. A tremendous amount of information. A must see. £10
DVD n Human Devolution: A Vedic Alternative to Darwin's
Theory - Archeologists have found human skeletons, footprints, and
artifacts hundreds of millions of years old. This archaeological evidence
from extreme human antiquity, plus genetic evidence that shows the
remarkable complexity of our biological bodies demonstrate the real
need for an alternative more credible explanation of human origins. The
well respected Michael Cremo gives a stunning presentation. £10
DVD n End Of Liberty - A critically acclaimed documentary that
explains in detail how the western world is headed for a complete social
and financial collapse! People are now experiencing countless warning
signs on a daily basis that a collapse is near. Each warning sign by itself
doesn’t appear to mean a lot, but together they present a very detailed
picture. Possibly one of the most important films of all time! £10
DVD n Rape Of The Soul - A stunning detailed expose of the use of
embedded imagery in historical and contemporary religious artworks
that will shock you to the core. Includes sex, suicide and occult images,
sexual fraud, embedded satanic porn, blasphemous and demonic
imagery, satanic and pornographic artworks, demonic, alien and horror
artworks, promoting contemporary sex and horror art. You will never
look at religious art the same way again. Absolutely jaw dropping. £10
DVD n Simple Changes: Your 100 Ways To A Happier
Healthier Life - Drawing from over twenty years research on most
aspects of modern life Phillip Day, a real common sense crusader
provides some hilarious yet scientifically backed thought provokers into
what it takes to survive in the 21st century. In a dynamic presentation
you'll get the broad strokes that encapsulate the Simple Changes book
and a choice helping of the informative and uplifting atmosphere from
the live talk as recorded on the Simple Changes tour. Excellent. £10
2 DVD Set n The Ascent Of Money: A Financial History Of The
World - A five hour video telling the story of the history of money and

the rise of global finance. Bringing context and understanding to the
current economic crisis, revealing how the history of finance has been
punctuated by similar gut-wrenching crashes. A formidable detailed
presentation with lots of surprising rare information that will come as a
shock to most people. Powerful information. 2 DVDs £10
DVD n REVELATION OF THE BEAST REVEALED - Journalist and
author Jim Marrs talks to Alex Jones breaking down the truth our
corporate owners don't want you to discover. Bad Food, Bad Water,
Bad Drugs, Bad Air. From the food we eat, the water we drink to the air
we breathe, everything these days seems capable of killing us. Marrs
clinically exposes the scheme concocted by the global elites to reduce
the world’s population to 500 million (a 90% decrease) by whatever
means necessary & also make a profit from it. Damning truths. £10
DVD n REVEALED: THE MEN WHO OWN AND RUN THE US
GOVERNMENT - Discover the truth about the men behind the curtain
who own and run the U.S. Government. For centuries these criminal
families have been instigating and funding wars, murder, countless fake
revolutions, creating and funding terrorist organizations through their
secret societies, rewriting the true history as fiction to only benefit
themselves and their racketeering businesses at all costs. Pure evil. £10
DVD n EVIDENCE OF THE SERPENT RACE - As long as humanity has
kept records of its existence, legends of a serpent race have persisted.
These myths tell of a mysterious race of superhuman reptilian beings. In
cultures as widespread and diverse as those of Sumeria, Babylonia,
India, China, Japan, Mexico, and Central America, reptilian gods have
been feared and worshipped. To this day, the dragon & serpent signify
divine heritage and royalty in many Asian countries, while in the West,
the serpent represents wisdom and knowledge. A great watch. £10
DVD n LOST SECRETS OF THE ILLUMINATI - Surviving abduction,
shadowed by mysterious deaths and even torture, international
intelligence adviser and code breaker Louis Buff Parry emerges out of
three decades of research into the world's most arcane and influential
secret societies throughout the Western and Middle Eastern world. A
common theme of these Secret Societies was an obsession to possess a
particular ancient stone artifact, the Lapis Exillis, the stone that is the
grail, last discovered in 1743. Highly controversial. £10
DVD n THE UNTOLD BIOGRAPHY OF THE ROTHSCHILDS - 80
minutes of facts, facts, facts that have been so well researched. The
Rothschilds activities would have not been possible in a World in which
there was not a long history of financial corruption and domination. We
trace this mercantile parasitism to old Venetian financial networks and
even further back to ancient Phoenician predecessors to these
merchant bankers. It has probably been around for as long as
"civilization", as we presently call it, has existed. Jaw dropping. £10
DVD n GcMAF: THE AMAZING ANSWER FOR YOUR HEALTH - In
the US doctors are regularly being killed to keep us all from knowing
about the benefits of GcMAF. It is produced in the bodies of healthy
individuals. It is vital for the operation of the body’s immune system.
People with cancer, autism and other diseases have an unnaturally low
level of GcMAF. It has been found that introducing GcMAF into the
body of diseased individuals, in a very high % of cases, reverses the
cancer, autism and at least 20 other diseases. Not to be missed. £10
DVD n CHEMTRAILS: THE SECRET WAR - A stunning new Italian
film (English subtitles) blows the lid off the disturbing and covert military
agenda behind the sinister chemtrails phenomenon. What is at stake is
a covert military agenda. The US Air Force has the capability of
manipulating climate. These capabilities extend to the triggering of
floods, hurricanes, droughts, earthquakes and the production of other
extreme artificial weather which will aid the US to achieve global reach,
power and total dominance. An exceptionally important expose. £10
DVD n Infinite Free Energy: But Not For The Masses - An up to
date very thorough expose of one of the biggest cover ups ever.
Examining Radiant Energy, Cold Fusion, Magnetic Motors, Vacuum
Energy etc. Can we get more out than we put in? The evidence tells us
that we can, but it also tells us why this is not possible under the
current regime. The level of precise detail is astonishing & the evidence
is absolutely overwhelming. Certainly not to be missed. £10
DVD n Britain’s Trillion Pound Horror Story - This exemplary film
explains the full extent of the financial mess the UK is in – an estimated
£4.8 trillion of national debt and counting. With its visionary message
and offer of a bold solution to get the nation’s finances back on track, it
is a most direct, frank and downright refreshing account of “the state
we’re in”. Simply brilliant, terrifying and inspiring all at once. £10
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DVD n Ancient Astronauts And Alternative History - The
so-called ancient astronaut thesis and alternative study of history that
is counter to mainstream thinking has become an exciting field. Bill
Stanley's incredible presentation covers the fundamental principles of
the theory and at the same time provides considerable areas of
supporting evidence, ranging from genetics to astronomy to geology
and biology. Incredible mind expanding facts. £10
DVD n Rise Of The Fourth Reich - The infamous Jim Marrs reveals
the frighteningly real probability that we are ruled today by the same
wealthy elite that originally funded the Nazis and fueled their terrifying
ideology. Stunning topics also included are Secret Societies, a Nazi
atomic bomb, Rudolph Hess and the British Royal family, a pre-emptive
strike on Russia to forestall a Soviet invasion of Europe, the Nazi
recovery of Solomon’s Treasure & many more incredible exposes. £10
2 DVD Set n Conspiracy Realities Of 9/11 To Avian Flu And
Beyond -The controversial as Dr Bill Deagle, outspoken, brilliant and
passionate. This is one of the most important and comprehensive videos
you will ever see. Dr. Deagle is a highly intelligent whistle-blower with
info that you need to know about nutrition, extraterrestrials, New
World Order, Moon Base, Mars colony, Deep Underground Military
Bases, super soldiers, GMO, Illuminati 4th dimensional workings,
subterranean entities, higher dimensions etc. This video has it all. £10
DVD n The Top 13 Illuminati Bloodlines And Their Mind
Control - Top Illuminati researcher Fritz Springmeier discloses mind
boggling facts and never before revealed truths about the top Illuminati
dynasties and names them. Includes who created the United Nations,
who controls the major political parties, how the Rothschilds invented
and control modern-day Israel, who secretly founded false religions
such as the Jehovah’s Witnesses, and much, much more. A literal
encyclopedia of rare, almost unbelievable information. £10
DVD n The Keepers - Jim Sparks has interacted with intelligent,
non-human beings since 1988. What makes his story different is that he
has conscious memories of these interactions. Discussing encounters,
psychic abilities, telepathic abilities, multidimensional reality, alien
technology, inter dimensional travel, the galactic neighborhood and time
travel. A UFO Congress film PLUS an additional interview. He has gained
a lot of credibility in the UFO community. Mind blowing revelations. £10
DVD n ANCIENT DISCOVERIES: MEGA STRUCTURES OF THE
DEEP - New, cutting edge archaeology is beginning to reveal that the
most exciting discoveries lie at the bottom of the oceans, where entire
submerged cities and extraordinary structures are now beginning to be
found. In this documentary dedicated researchers using the latest tools
of marine archaeology and sub radar sensing technology, explore these
enigmatic hidden superstructures of the deep. Archaeology combining
scientific research with out-of-the-box perspectives. Awesome. £10
DVD n ILLUMINATI MOON LANDING HOAX EXPOSED - You can
fool all of the people all of the time if your special effects budget is large
enough. Unfortunately if some of your original studio footage from the
exact same three days that the astronauts were on their supposed
moon landing mission is leaked that it all simply becomes a farce. This
video which clinically catches NASA astronauts and “ground crew” in the
act of committing one blunder after another, revealing the fakery of the
moon missions. Stunning revelations. £10
DVD n 9/11 A DECADE OF DECEPTION - On the tenth anniversary
of 9/11 expert witnesses, in Structural Engineering, Physics, Chemistry,
and History, gathered at Ryerson University in Toronto, Canada to
provide staggering evidence based research, over a 4 day period, that
totally destroys the official version of 9/11. These experts gave
researched and professional testimony supported by detailed video
analysis. This exceptional film is a summary of the strongest evidence
and detailed video clips given over the four days of hearings. £10
DVD n THE COMING FINANCIAL COLLAPSE OF GREAT BRITAIN
(UK) EXPLAINED - When the dominoes start falling, paper currencies
around the globe will lose value at breathtaking speeds as central banks
flood economies with cash in an attempt to stop the madness. But more
debt and more paper never solves anything. All it does is make the long
term problems even worse. When the tipping point comes, things are
going to move fast. Let’s just hope that we all have a good bit more
time to prepare before that happens. Crucial detailed information. £10
DVD n THE NAKED TRUTH ABOUT JEWS - The truth that is
generally never told. This is an exceptionally powerful exposure of the
Jewish lies and falsehoods that hide and cloud our interpretation of

what they are really up to. The facts presented and the work in putting
this video together is really quite amazing. Can’t put too much detail in
the description but the stunningly detailed analysis of the Jews, the
Jewish state, the Christian Zionists, the anti Christ etc. is very pertinent
to what is wrong with the World today. Certainly not to be missed. £10
DVD n BY THE CONSENT OF THE GOVERNED - Governments and
Police all officially operate by consent. They require our consent by
acquiescence to make laws, rulings, statutes, acts, war and taxes. This
nearly 3 hours long exceptionally informative video covers a wide range
of topics that effect and hinder our human freedom when dealing with
civil SERVANTS who seek to claim authority over us. This is essential
information and time spent watching it will be time well spent. £10
2 DVD Set n London 7/7: The Big Picture - Five years after the
tragic events of the July 7th London Bombing attacks there are still
many legitimate questions about what happened that day that have not
been answered. This very detailed 5 hour documentary systematically
lays out all the facts and information, much of which you may not be
aware of so you can look at the 7/7 attacks with an objective and
informed perspective. Not to be missed. 2 DVDs. £10
DVD n PRESCRIPTION FOR DISASTER - A must see in-depth
investigation and expose of the sham of the conventional health care
system. Detailing it’s deliberate failure and provides us with shocking
statistics & powerful facts on the many 000’s of deaths resulting from
incorrect or unnecessary medical treatments. Empowering. £10
DVD n Nazis: The Occult Conspiracy - A staggering documentary
about how Hitler and the Nazi party’s faith was based and rooted in
occult sciences and mysticism. Contains a plethora of staggering rare
pictures and film clips from the Nazi-Germany era. You will learn about
the beliefs, mystical roots and occult blood rituals of Nazi-leaders like:
Hitler, Goebbles, Göring, Hess and Himmler, who were behind such a
corrupt government. Visually stunning and very enlightening. £10
DVD n Everything You Have To Know About Dangerous
Genetically Modified Foods - GM Food may make you sick. Studies
link them with toxins, allergies, infant mortality, immune dysfunction,
stunted growth, accelerated aging, infertility and even death. Whistleblowers were fired, threatened, and gagged. Warnings by scientists
were ignored. Expert Jeffrey Smith presents shocking evidence why GM
food may lead to health & environmental catastrophes. Learn how to
protect yourself. Highly recommended. £10
DVD n Orgone Energy, Wilhelm Reich and UFOs - In the early
1950s, the brilliant physician and scientist Dr. Wilhelm Reich developed
apparatus capable of altering the weather. Some of these weather
modification operations attracted UFOs - first over Maine in 1953, then
on 14th December 1954 these experiments culminated in what can only
be characterized as a 'battle' in the skies over Tucson. Well-documented
and witnessed. A startling presentation by Peter Robbins. £10
3 DVD Set n Conspiracy Theory: Series Two - Eight 45 minute
episodes of Series Two of Jesse Ventura’s 'Conspiracy Theory'. These
episodes focus on the following topics: Plum Island - bio warfare
experiments, Area 51, Wall Street - insider information, Police State
(Banned), JFK Assassination - a credible link with the Watergate
scandal, The Great Lakes Conspiracy - water is the new oil, Gulf Oil Spill
- was it deliberate?, The Pentagon Missile Conspiracy. All of which are
very well presented. 3 DVDs £10
DVD n Psywar: The Real Battlefield Is In The Mind - This
excellent film explores the evolution of propaganda and public relations,
with an emphasis on the elitist theory of democracy and the relationship
between war, propaganda and class. Detailing the concept of psychological warfare by governments against their citizens and also examining
certain dominant themes prevalent in propaganda. Everyone should see
this important work. Encyclopaedic & riveting. £10
DVD n Sweet Misery: A Poisoned World - Exposing the real
dangers of the ‘POISONOUS’ synthetic sugar called 'Aspartame' that is
now in over 9,000 products & not just diet/low calorie products.£10
DVD n What In The World Are They Spraying: The Chemtrail /
Geo Engineering Cover-up Revealed - An expose of a rapidly
developing industry called geo-engineering, driven by scientists,
corporations, and gov’ts intent on changing global climate, controlling ,
and altering the chemical composition of soil and water, all supposedly
for the betterment of mankind. Contains overwhelming evidence that
we are being sprayed with toxic substances without our consent since
1990. This DVD will make you really angry. £10
DVD n THE JESUITS FRATERNAL ORDER EXPOSED - The current
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Pope Frances I is the first ever Jesuit Pope! This well put together
amazing video exposes the secret fraternal order that is The Jesuits.
They were banned in 83 countries and needed a plan to remain in
power - the Bavarian Illuminati was set up in 1776 by Jesuit Adam
Weishaupt who was trained at Ingolstadt University a Jesuit institution.
This eye opening video concurs that it is the Jesuits that control it all.
Stunning eye opening disclosures on a clandestine subject matter. £10
DVD n NUCLEAR HOAX - This 3 hour documentary explores the truth
about nuclear energy & the surprisingly abundant evidence that nuclear
weapons are a hoax. Many of the nuclear explosion videos we have all
seen and presumed real are shown to be complete fakes using model
trees, houses and cars exploding on a set. The destruction of Hiroshima
and Nagasaki were not the result of one large explosion as advertised,
but rather the result of a fire bombing campaign. Jaw dropping. £10
DVD n STRAWMAN - THE NATURE OF THE CAGE - Is a cutting
edge documentary like no other. It highlights the truth around debt, the
Legal Fiction, Lawful and Legal, Debt Collectors, Bailiffs, and modern
day Policing. The film gives a detailed overview as to how you can
address these issues in your personal life, offering knowledge on how
to lawfully deal with any kind of authority, if you haven't broken any
Laws. You must first know that you are in a cage before you can
escape from that cage. Tremendous detailed easy to follow info. £10
DVD n THE CONSPIRACY “THEORY” CONSPIRACY-The mainstream
media agenda is clear, they want you to believe that conspiracies don't
exist, the world is exactly like they say it is, and anyone who disagrees
is to be marginalised, mocked and shamed. The mainstream media
villainisation of many of those who dare to question official accounts is
illustrated through a rapid fire succession of hundreds of media clips
from the likes of every major news network, including the 24 hour new
channel cycles. An exceptionally good expose. £10
DVD n THE ICELAND FINANCIAL CRISIS: POTS, PANS AND
OTHER SOLUTIONS - In Iceland, the first European country to wake
up to an economic crash, people became aware that they could and
should intervene in society and started demanding more democratic
participation. The payment of bank debts by citizens went to
referendum and was refused. The government was forced to create a
Council to write a new constitution: a citizens' group, without politicians,
lawyers or university professors. Power to the people. £10
DVD n THE TRUTH ABOUT CANCER CURES - A long compilation of
many suppressed cancer remedies. This is a fairly rough cut but the guy
was put in jail for dealing in cannabis oil to help cancer sufferers before
the video was totally tidied up. Nevertheless is contains a plethora of
excellent information. He had been researching this subject intensely
for over three years. This film represents what he has found to be true
plus an unimaginable amount of documented proof to back it up. £10
DVD n Astro Theology and Sidereal Mythology - In this
astounding presentation Michael Tsarion demonstrates how religion and
politics work to shape both the events around you, and the thoughts
within you. Also revealing the nature of the psychic and spiritual
desecration which covertly operates upon us daily. We discover that
the modern religions & political ideologies morphed out of seven great
cults of power which ruled the world for millennia. Awesome. £10
DVD n Fiat Empire - A well presented expose giving clear
substantiated evidence which proves that central banks are “a bunch of
organised crooks” who fraudulently create money out of thin air. Long
term, well evidenced, clinical examination clearly show that they also
deliberately start wars, destabilise the economy and generate inflation
(a hidden tax). A must see given the current banking situation. £10
DVD n Mythscape: Remembering The End Of The World Providing a vivid reconstruction of ancient worlds never imagined by
conventional science. Is it possible that the history of the Earth is far
more catastrophic than anything suggested in our textbooks? The
answers will not only surprise you, but may well change forever your
ideas about human history and the history of the solar system. £10
2 DVD Set n The Flowering of Human Consciousness - In clear
language, Eckhart Tolle explains the process of entering the miraculous
state of presence that is always available to us. We are lost in the maze
of our own compulsive thoughts. Only by ceasing this mental noise can
we dissolve our egos, & enable the “flowering of a new consciousness”
to proceed. You may well find yourself coming back time and again to
this very thought provoking & inspirational video encounter. 2 DVDs £10
2 DVD Set n Aliens, UFOs And The Bible - Every day there are
hundreds of UFO sightings. Are they alien spacecraft as many people

believe? What do we really know about this intriguing phenomenon?
PLUS DVD Alien Abductions And UFOs Exposed - Can spacecraft
be reaching us from light-years away? Is there life on other planets?
Are people really experiencing alien visitations? Gary Bates digs deeper
and unravels the truth behind the vast amounts of misinformation
surrounding the UFO phenomenon. 2 DVDs £10
DVD n DVD Everything You Know Is Wrong - Lloyd Pye gives a
remarkable and comprehensive fact based alternative theory of human
origins. Including the many faults and shortcomings with Darwinism, the
false pre human fossil record, the other true upright walking indigenous
primates on Earth, Sasquatch, Yeti, the answer to where we came from
and the ancient Sumerian records. A veritable classic. £10
DVD n Symbols Of An Alien Sky - Explains how our modern
concepts of society, religion and history were formed. Showing you
celestial spectacles and earth shaking events once remembered around
the world. Archaic symbols of these events still surround us, some as
icons of the world’s great religions. It also explains the origin of myths
across the world and shows that there is a common heritage that unites
all mankind. Both fascinating and enthralling. £10
DVD n The War Of Wealth: Waking Up To A Corporation Nation
proves beyond a shadow of a doubt that the US government is
comprised of over 185,000 limited companies with hidden wealth of well
over 100 trillion dollars. With these investments, the government owns
controlling ownership interest in all Fortune 500 companies and most of
everything you see around you. This 3 hour film will not only astound
you, but it will also answer just about every question you ever had.
Absolutely stunning eye opening information. £10
DVD n Don’t Talk To The Police - Insiders explain why you must
never, ever, respond to police questioning. No matter how honest you
are, no matter how innocent you are, no matter how smart or well
trained you are, do not talk to them. Ever. Any solicitor worth his salt
will tell his client in no uncertain terms to make no statement to police
under any circumstances. Truly essential information. £10
DVD n MYSTERY OF THE SPHINX - The Great Sphinx in Giza is the
largest and most studied monolithic sculpture on Earth, yet it remains
one of humanities greatest mysteries. This ancient monolith defies
explanation, predates our earliest known civilisations and may hide the
secrets of our very origins. While mainstream archeology theorises that
the Sphinx was built around 2500 BC, geological evidence suggests it is
much much older as Ancient Astronaut theorists propose. Comes highly
recommended and is certainly a fascinating watch. £10
DVD n THE SECRETS OF CHINA ’S MOON MISSION - Richard C.
Hoagland is a former NASA consultant and his team's investigations
have been quietly extended to include over 30 years of previously
hidden data from NASA, Soviet, and Pentagon missions to the Moon. In
this presentation Richard gives us the lowdown on his new and latest
fascinating information from 2014 on China's extraordinary moon
mission, torsion physics, ancient moon structures and hidden NASA
images. Stunning revelations many of which are truly mind blowing. £10
DVD n PSYCHEDELICS AND CIVILISATION - Graham Hancock
provides compelling evidence of human usage of psychedelic plants in
past history and their symbiotic use in the evolution of civilisation. He
also provides scientific data supporting that psychoactive plants can
provide an experience into differing levels of multi dimensional realities
and dimensions. Dimensions that allow for valid experiences in self
review, spiritual wisdom and creativity. This is a timely and controversial
video on an exceptionally relevant topic. A must see. £10
DVD n THE AFTERLIFE INVESTIGATIONS: THE SCOLE
EXPERIMENTS - Breakthrough scientific evidence for life after death.
For 5 years a group of mediums & world renowned scientists witnessed
more psychic phenomena than in any other experiments in the history
of the paranormal, including recorded conversations with the dead,
written messages on sealed film, video of spirit faces and even spirit
forms materialising. These experiments may finally convince you there is
life after death. Not for the faint hearted. Jaw dropping. £10
DVD n THE IDENTITY OF BABYLON: THE REAL HISTORY OF THE
EVIL ROMAN CATHOLIC CHURCH - The Roman Catholic Church is by
far the MOST EVIL Religious Organisation that has ever existed on
Planet Earth. According to this exceptional research, if we went back to
the days of ancient Babylon we would find an abundance of priests,
monks and nuns. The Babylonians would be practicing all the rites that
are known today in the Roman Catholic Church. Eye opening. £10
DVD n CHARIOTS OF THE GODS: THE MYSTERY CONTINUES -
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Few people who watched the original 1970 video of Erich von Däniken’s
“Chariots Of The Gods” will ever forget it with it’s many eye opening
revelations about ancient history. Was God an ancient astronaut? Do
centuries old legends of gods and heroes tell of space travellers who
came to earth from distant parts of the Cosmos? This is an updated
version. Great stuff that will certainly get you thinking. £10
DVD n Banking With Hitler - Bankers in Allied countries, incl. the
Bank of England, not only lent money to Hitler, even as Germany was
invading Europe and bombing London, but also leaked valuable
intelligence information to the Third Reich directly resulting in the
shedding of Allied blood. £10
DVD n Who Killed The Electric Car - Top speed 80 MPH, up to 300
miles between charges and NO FUEL COSTS. Yet all of the brand new
General Motors EV-1's were crushed, shredded & then burnt. As all this
happened a few years ago the repercussions are still ongoing now. £10
DVD n The Secret History Of Freemasonry - A masterpiece on
the origins/agenda of the world's powerful secret societies built on lies,
fraud & corpses. An expose of Masonry, the Priory de Sion, the
Illuminati, the Knights Templars & related orders from before the
Crusades to present times. Stunning information. £10
DVD n Report From Iron Mountain: Blueprint To Tyranny - In
1967 President Johnson ordered that this report be suppressed for all
time. The report concluded that: Lasting peace was not in the interest
of a controlled society. It was necessary to create a state of war for a
stable economy. The gov’t would not exist without war. Foes would
therefore have to be created. Scare the people with reports of alien
life-forms and out of control pollution. The reinstitution of slavery. This
vary rare video transfer is definitely not to be missed. £10
DVD n 9/11 Explosive Evidence: Experts Speak Out - A new
groundbreaking film. Richard Gage from Architects & Engineers for 9/11
Truth with cutting edge 9/11 evidence from more than 50 top experts in
their fields. It is jam packed with science. The experts are all credible.
The scientific theory presented in this film is unshakeable. This video is
an all out “demolition” of the official government conspiracy theory.
Exceptional detail and extremely overwhelming factual evidence. £10
DVD n Plunder: The Crime of Our Time - A hard hitting clinical
examination of how the financial crisis was built on a foundation of
criminal activity. Implicating the best known institutions that financed
and profited from fraud, by massively leveraging their investments.
These firms then bet against many of these toxic assets with credit
default swaps and other insurance scams. they recklessly put trillions
and the world economy at risk. An exceptional expose. £10
DVD n The Power Principle - A gripping, deeply informative account
of the plunder, hypocrisy, and mass violence of plutocracy and empire.
Examining the importance of the political economy, the Mafia principle,
propaganda, ideology, violence and force. This has been made possible
with a propaganda of fear for the horrible enemies like the Soviet
Union, communists and so on & a love for “free markets”, “democracy”,
“freedom” etc. This has caused massive poverty, suffering, genocide,
war, coups, crushed unions & popular movements. Enthralling. £10
DVD n War on Health: The Cult Of Tyranny - Despite its founding
mandate to assure drug, food and chemical safety in the interests of
public health, the medical mafia today is a repressive bureaucracy
serving pharmaceutical and agricultural greed and profits. The result is
hundreds of thousands premature deaths annually from fast tracked
drugs, vaccines & medical devices, an epidemic of medical incompetence
and fraud sanctioned by health officials. Exceptional. £10
3 DVD Set n Energy Medicine - Learn from the wonderful Donna
Eden, one of the World’s most effective practitioners of Energy
Medicine how to move and improve your energies for increased health,
vitality and joy. Learn how to:- improve memory, learning skills, overall
vitality, strengthen the immune, circulatory, lymphatic and respiratory
system, work with your chakras, meridians, aura, strange flows and the
five elements. The best thing is that it does all work. 3 DVDs £15
DVD n WHAT WORLD FAMOUS MEN HAVE SAID ABOUT THE
JEWS - Opposition and hostility to the Jews did not begin in Germany in
the 1930’s but dates back to over 2,000 years ago! According to the
statements made by "the world's greatest men" the traits that have got
them hated include Political domination, trading, money changing,
usury, creating money out of thin air and a loathing for "productive
labour" which is scorned as beneath the dignity of the Jews in their
"bible" called "THE TALMUD." Exceptionally eye opening. £10
DVD n MIND OVER MATTER: THE POWER OF THE HUMAN MIND -

A well produced 4.5 hour documentary on the study of the human brain
and its power over matter. The human brain has the same general
structure as the brains of other mammals, but has a far superior and
much more developed cerebral cortex especially the frontal lobes, which
are associated with executive functions such as self control, planning,
reasoning, and abstract thought. The sheer level of detail in this video
is pretty damn awesome, fascinating and particularly mind blowing. £10
DVD n THE AWAKENING - A new 2015 full documentary that explains
the real structure of this reality, the nature of energy and of light and
sound that make up this entire universe and everyone and everything
contained within it. Showing that this understanding is supported both
by ancient traditions and also by modern science. All that actually exists
within our reality is pure conscious energy we are all merely frequencies
within it. Embrace it, become it. In a word an awesome experience. £10
DVD n THE MYSTERY BEHIND QUANTUM THEORY AND ALBERT
EINSTEIN - Quantum theory is bizarre. In order to try and understand
it we need to forget everything we know about cause & effect, reality,
certainty, and much else besides. This is a different world, it has its own
rules, rules of probability that make no sense in our everyday world. It
is also the most amazing theory in existence. It also reveals something
extraordinary about our very understanding of what constitutes reality.
Welcome to the bizarre and amazing reality of quantum theory. £10
DVD n SHOOTING STANLEY KUBRICK: THE FAKED MOON
LANDINGS - This stunning interview has now emerged 15 years after
Stanley Kubrick’s death in which he admits that the NASA moon landings
were faked. Filmmaker T. Patrick Murray interviewed Kubrick three days
before his death in March 1999. He was forced to sign an 88-page NDA
to keep the contents of the interview a secret for 15 years. The 2001
Space Odyssey Director admits on camera that “the moon landings ALL
were faked and that I was the person who filmed it”. A must see. £10
DVD n WWIII Or NWO: WHAT’S REALLY GOING ON? - In this three
hour video Luke Rudkowski breaks down the latest propaganda gives
you a real look at what’s actually happening between Putin & Obama’s
fight over Syria. Russia is teaming up with China to defend Syria against
foreign rebels. Items included:- Israel, ISIS, the US Military Industrial
Complex, MH 17, Putin, WW3, Obama, N.W.O, Zionism, Illuminati,
Ebola, Cameron, Syria, ETs, UFOs, fake beheadings, 24 hour News
Lies, etc. the list is almost endless. The truth - can you handle it? £10
DVD n 1421: The Year China Discovered America - This
fascinating documentary examines the mystery surrounding the sailing
exploits of the legendary Admiral Zheng who had reached America
seventy years before Columbus and circumnavigated the globe a
century before Magellan. When they returned in October 1423, the
emperor had fallen, leaving China in political and economic chaos, and
the records of their journeys were destroyed. Thought provoking. £10
DVD n The Z I O N I S T Story - The story of ethnic cleansing,
colonialism and apartheid to produce a demographically Jewish State.
Successfully combining archival footage with excellent commentary.
Presenting not just the history of the Israeli/ Palestinian conflict, but
also the core reason for it: the Zionist ideology, its goals (past and
present) and its firm grip not only on Israeli society and on the Western
democracies perception of Middle East issues. Eye opening. £10
DVD n Vaccinations: The Hidden Truth - This documentary on the
ineffectiveness of vaccines and their often-harmful side effects, shows
how vaccines are proven to have harmful effects on health & how the
medical profession are systematically lying to people about them. £10
DVD n The Power of Nightmares - Al Qaeda does not Exist A 3
hour documentary that proves beyond any reasonable doubt that "In
an age when all the grand ideals have lost credibility fear of a phantom
enemy is all the politicians have left to maintain their power." The
substantiated evidence is impossible to dismiss. £10
n Endgame: Blueprint For Global Enslavement - For the first time
crusading film maker Alex Jones reveals all the pieces of the globalists
dark agendas and their secret plan for 80% of humanity’s
extermination. It is not a conspiracy theory, it is documented fact in the
elite’s own words. They really do want you dead. A real shocker. £10
DVD n Hoxsey: How Healing Becomes A Crime - Starting in 1924
with one herbal cancer “remedy” clinic, he expanded to 17 states by the
mid 1950s, constantly battling against persecution, harassment, arrests
and bribery by the medical mafia. All that is now left is a clinic in Mexico
which to this day has an 80% success rate. An alarming cover-up. £10
DVD n Esoteric Agenda - There is an Elite faction guiding almost
every Political, Economic, and Social Organisation. There is an Esoteric
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Agenda behind every facet of life that was once believed to be
disconnected. A rare film which exposes this agenda and covers much
of the "The Big Picture". It really is a fresh film and is a must see. £10
2 DVD Set n The Matrix: The Nature Of Reality - If you are not
yet familiar with Nassim Haramein's exciting work, prepare yourself for
an exhilarating eight hour odyssey geared to a layman’s understanding
of hyperspace, physics, quantum theory, relativistic equations, ancient
monuments, creation, black holes, gravitational forces, the structure of
pace itself, lost civilisations, biology, chemistry, the primordial role of
consciousness and beyond. Very highly recommended. 2 DVDs £10
DVD n The Hemp Solution: For A Sustainable Future - Explores
the hemp plants (Cannabis Sativa) fascinating history, its thousands of
uses and the economic and cultural forces behind its prohibition. This
highly profitable crop provides paper, textiles, composite materials,
fuel, nutritious protein, valuable oil, building products, cosmetics and a
remarkably useful medicine - if only it were legal. This award winning film
is well evidenced, very convincing and utterly compelling. £10
DVD n A Funny Thing Happened On The Way To The Moon The Greatest government conspiracy of all time includes recently
uncovered footage of NASA “STAGING” yes “STAGING” part of the
Apollo 11 Mission. This never before seen footage is astounding. £10
DVD n PLUTOCRACY: POLITICAL REPRESSION OF THE MASSES
The long and painful journey towards achieving workers rights and fair
wages has been marked by violence, discrimination, and inhumane
exploitation in the early years of the 20th century with workers under
extreme conditions plagued by brutalizing hours, unprecedented
accident rates and severe health hazards. This is a smart & engrossing
investigation of an issue which continues to drive economic instability &
power dynamics today. Enthralling & certainly thought provoking. £10
DVD n CLEARING THE SMOKE: THE SCIENCE OF CANNABIS
Reveals how cannabis acts on the brain & in the body to treat nausea,
pain, epilepsy and potentially even cancer. Extensive interviews with
patients, doctors, researchers and sceptics detail the promises & the
limitations of medicinal cannabis. This video is important because it
primarily investigates the scientific basis underlying the medical benefits
of marijuana use. People are now realising that it is highly likely one of
the most important natural cures ever. Not to be missed. £10
DVD n EGYPT’S GOLDEN EMPIRE - Over 3,500 years ago, Egypt
was on the brink of its greatest age - the New Kingdom. There was an
explosion of creativity, wealth and power that would make it the envy
of the world. Successive Pharaohs expanded and maintained their
Empire through both force and diplomacy. In the process, they won
Egypt vast amounts of gold, influence and respect and, with papyrus,
created a bureaucratic efficiency and cultural sophistication previously
unknown to mankind. Very informative with great detail. £10
DVD n INCONTROVERTIBLE 911 EVIDENCE - Is the first and only
feature length documentary on 9/11 which portrays the frank and
candid views of Police Officers, Firefighters & Soldiers as they express
their grave concerns about the official explanation of the events of
9/11. The film is intended to act as a powerful practical aid in combating
the mainstream media's blatant propaganda and outright lies concerning
the attacks on September 11th 2001. This could well be the one film to
make the difference. It is impossible to ignore. £10
DVD n THE MONEY FIX - Many people now know that our current
money system is an elite scam. This video explores our relationship with
money. The film also documents three types of alternative money
systems, all of which help solve economic problems for the communities
in which they operate. Also examining economic patterning in both the
human and the natural worlds, and through this lens we learn how we
can empower ourselves by redesigning the lifeblood of the economy at
a community level. Empowering and essential revelations. £10
DVD n THE ORIGIN OF DEMOCRACY - the three ancient civilisations
credited with the birth of modern democracy - Roman, Greek, and
Persian - were anything but democratic, with 50% of people being
slaves and women were not permitted to participate in political matters.
Many topics covered including propaganda, corrupting the minds of
young people, dissent related charges, poisoning activists, Socrates,
the birthright of most politicians, aristocratic democracy, brainwashing,
the “Gods” blessing and much more. Eye opening. £10
2 DVD Set n Stargate Secrets / Out From Under Majestic Over 4 hours of the infamous Dan Burisch discussing the UFO/alien
phenomenon and his experiences in Area 51 in great detail. Articulate,
provocative, compelling, and, as some insist, challenging to believe,

Dan and his story are integral components of our efforts to understand
and come to grips with the bewildering labyrinth that is the mystery of
who the aliens are, why they are here, how we interact with them, and
what may be at stake. Mind expanding. 2 DVDs £10
DVD n Mars, Pyramids And Changes In The Solar System Examining key NASA photos and data which suggest there may be life
on Mars. In most cases, NASA will not now discuss it. Analysis and
discussion is left to independent researchers like Richard Hoagland and
David Wilcock who suggest there are links between structures on Mars
and the Pyramids in Egypt. Is this true, or is it just a fantasy? This is a
well researched and very detailed examination of the evidence which
will enable you to make your own mind up. Mind expanding. £10
2 DVD Set n Raw For Life - Examining the hard facts regarding the
benefits of a simple raw food diet particularly as our ancestors did just
that for many thousands of years. Some of the items covered are
starting out on a raw food diet, weight reduction, detox and cleaning,
rejuvenation and longevity, recipes from leading world class chefs,
health and wellness, the wisdom of eating raw food, optimal athletic
performance, spiritual aspects and beating diabetes. Very entertaining,
educational and empowering. Highly recommended. 2 DVDs £10
DVD n Third Reich: Operation UFO (Nazi Base In Antarctica) For the first time, the legendary 2006 Russian documentary in its
entirety, fully translated into English. The film explores the historical
mysteries of a Nazi secret base in Antarctica, the 1947 flying saucer
attack on Admiral Byrd's ill-fated 'Operation Highjump' expedition, the
occult origins of Third Reich antigravity engines, flying discs and ancient
Atlantean technologies, Operation Paperclip, the Nazi flying saucer
programme, polar wormholes, visiting ET spaceships. Stunning. £10
DVD n The Day Before Disclosure - A film documenting the growing
awareness and the build up to what can potentially be the single, most
important event in human history, the day the UFO and ET presence
becomes a world wide accepted reality. A story that alters the
foundation of everything you thought you knew, and takes you all the
way from the darkest abyss of living nightmares, through to the
brightest hope for the future of humanity. There’s over twenty experts
giving the facts. Exceptionally highly rated. £10
DVD n Speaking Of Agenda 21 - Depopulation, no longer a myth,
no longer an urban legend. Michael Shaw and Dr. Stanley Monteith
explain the United Nations' Agenda 21. A plan of socialist wealth
redistribution to bring down the western civilisation. Seeking to regulate
economic resources under the guise of protecting them for "future
generations". They want to kill you with a regulatory process to control
the economy to kill you by shutting down life giving economic activity of
production and consumption. Definitely eye opening. £10
DVD n Programming Of Life: Intelligent Design Or Evolution An exploration of microbiology, information science, and the origin of
life. Highlighting the algorithmic informational aspects of all life. There
are millions of real digital computer programs and computers in cells.
This is an exceptionally detailed, yet easy to understand scientific, with
mathematical probabilities, examination into the origin of life that will
leave you in no doubt whatsoever that evolution is simply not possible.
Impossible to ignore truly stunning details. Exceptional. £10
DVD n SATANISM FINALLY EXPOSED - Exposing the satanic aspects
of many of the secret groups progressing this evil conspiracy including:
The New World Order, Federal Reserve, Bilderberg Group, Trilateral
Commission, Council on Foreign Relations, The Rockefeller & Rothschild
families, Freemasonry, Bohemian Grove, The Illuminati, 9/11, war
profiteering, the phoney 'War on Terror’, the 'Big Brother Surveillance
Society', the war on civil liberties, microchipping, mind control, media
control and 'education system' indoctrination. Exceptional. £10
DVD n NEPHILIM: THE NEPHILIM GIANTS - A great walk through
much of the evidence that shows that Giants really did exist. This video
gives a resume of the most reasonable views regarding Nephilim Giants,
fallen angels, Satan possessed men, the sons of God, the Godly line
from Adam to Seth down to Noah, fallen children, false gods and
wickedness. There is also substantial evidence from mythology and
popular culture. There is a plethora of fossil remains, newspaper
reports and statues all over the world and much more. Great stuff. £10
DVD n THE TRUTH BEHIND THE UNITED NATIONS - The United
Nations is the greatest fraud in history. It's purpose is to destroy
individual countries. Their goal is a world army, a world religion, their
agenda is control - control of our currencies, control of our families,
control of our freedoms, of our religions. There’s nothing that you have
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or ever had, or ever hope to have that they’re not planning on taking
away, they want it all. The United Nations is the ultimate delusion. A
powerful eye opening and shocking expose. £10
DVD n ENOCH: GOD, ANGELS, DEVILS AND MAN - Subtitled “The
Book Of Enoch: The Book For The Final Generation”. The Book of Enoch
should be carefully studied by the people of today. A warning given so
long ago, carefully preserved across the millennia for the purpose of
enlightening the last generation, deserves special attention.The Book of
Enoch opens with the announcement that the revelations contained in it
were not meant for Enoch's day, but for a remote generation - the final
generation. It’s time that we knew the truth. An amazing video. £10
DVD n ILLUMINATI PLANS 2016 ONWARDS - The previous century
has been, by far, the bloodiest in human history. Hunger, famine and
disease took billions of innocent lives. World Wars 1 and 2, along with
the despotic regimes of Mao, Pol Pot, Stalin, Hitler, Reagan, Bush and
others, took hundreds of millions.The campaign to eliminate the "useless
eaters" on behalf of the planet's privileged ruling elite is planned to take
a more voracious toll as global population levels continue to rise and you
have an Apocalypse of World War 3 becoming a virtual inevitability.£10
DVD n ALDOUS HUXLEY: THE MIKE WALLACE INTERVIEW - In this
extremely rare video interview from 1958 the infamous Aldous Huxley
was haunted by a vision of hell on earth. A searing social critic, Huxley
27 years previously, wrote Brave New World, a novel that predicted
that some day the entire world would live under a frightful dictatorship.
Huxley says that his fictional world of horror is probably just around the
corner for all of us.We find out why in this mind altering experience.£10
DVD n Change Your Thoughts, Change Your Life - By viewing this
exceptional Wayne Dyer presentation you will be taking a journey that
encompasses the entire Tao Te Ching in just one sitting. Offering you
divine guidance on virtually every area of human life. It is a new way of
thinking in a world which needs to recapture it's ancient teachings.
Practice it regularly and you will come to know the truth behind the
ancient Tao observation: "When you change the way you look at
things, the things you look at change". Truly inspirational. £10

are alluded to in ancient texts and Arab legends, but have been left
unexplored until today. They have now been rediscovered and
investigated for the first time. Absolutely mind blowing. £10
DVD n It’s An Illusion - A stunning fact based presentation by John
Harris. Presenting in clear & simple terms his understanding
of Political and Regal history, Common Law, Statute Law,
Contracting and much more including proving that many of our
so called public institutions are in fact limited companies and all of the
sinister ramifications that entails. Staggering information. £10

DVD Set n A Cavalcade Of Curiosities and Magic - If you
enjoyed Dave Starbuck’s “Money Magic and Gold” or “More Money Magic
And Gold” you will almost certainly love this quirky presentation. Apart
from a huge diversity of memorabilia including gold coins & a substantial
range of weapons, it also features one of the most dangerous tricks
performed by any magician. Very informative & very entertaining. £10
DVD n Conspiritus: The Satanic Illuminati Conspiracy - Exposes
the true nature of the world wide conspiracy. It is beyond everything
the common individual can filter as reality. This movie is absolutely
awesome as it opens up your eyes & shows that Lucifer's devotees with
satanic beliefs are running the world and are working in the background
to quickly bring about the New World Order & martial law. £10
DVD n MORE Money Magic and Gold-Dave Starbuck demonstrates
in close up many rare gold coins, bank notes, knives, hand guns, spy
cameras etc. whilst giving us their history & knowledge about their
hidden use. It’s guaranteed that most people will never have seen the
likes of many of the plethora of rare & fascinating objects in this
presentation. Astounding wisdom made to be entertaining. £10
DVD n ZERO: An Investigation into 9/11 - The importance of this
new film cannot be overstated. It was made by many intellectual
heavyweights as an instrument to create awareness and to provoke a
political debate in Europe. If its central thesis that the official version of
the events surrounding the attacks on 9/11 cannot be true. then the
justification for going to war in Iraq is built on outrageous lies. £10
DVD n Cell Phone Wars - The truth about the serious dangers of
DVD n The Hermetic (Secret) Order Of The Golden Dawn mobile phones has been buried by the industry, health officials and
Founded by Freemasons and Rosicrucians. Practicing theurgy, magical gov’ts. Since 1993, scientific studies have continued to accumulate
rituals and spiritual development, it has been one of the largest single
showing that radiation from mobile telephones and other wireless
influences on 20th-century Western occultism. Concepts of magic and
devices is dangerous & can cause brain tumours. A must see. £10
ritual at the centre of contemporary traditions were inspired by the
DVD n European Union Shockwaves - This video exposes the
Golden Dawn. An enlightening & information packed presentation. £10
facts about EU corruption. Over the past 30 years, five treaties have
DVD n The Best Enemies That Money Can Buy - Who financed
transferred almost all of the governance of Britain to Brussels. This has
Communism, Nazism, & the North Vietnamese during the Vietnam War? happened despite the fact that any attempt to pass government to a
These and many other issues are covered in this remarkable suppressed foreign power is unconstitutional and specifically forbidden in the Bill of
June 1980 interview with Prof. Anthony C. Sutton, a former Resident
Rights 1689. This is still the law to this day and therefore our leaders
Scholar at the Hoover Institute, who has been researching the origins
are committing treason. This is really essential information. £10
of Communism and Nazism for over 30 years, is widely acknowledged to DVD n In Their Own Words - In late 2006 the film “9/11 Press For
be the leading world authority on the subject. He has never given
Truth” became a worldwide underground hit. It exposed the story of
another interview. Incredible revelations. £10
the “Jersey Girls” and their allies - the 9/11 families who fought the
DVD n Takeover Of Planet Earth - The long awaited, blockbuster of White House. This is the follow up that comes very highly
an up to date interview with Jordan Maxwell, one of the greatest
recommended indeed. The precise level of new detail is astounding &
alternative researchers of our time - the picture is not pretty, the Earth will take your breath away. Definitely not to be missed. £10
is not controlled by human beings, the human race is currently being
DVD n Natural Health Victory Lecture: A New Era In Medicine
mutated, and, to put it mildly, we are all in some degree of trouble. He Begins - Lies of the British Medical Journal exposed. For almost a
goes places that he has not spoken about publicly before in any venue. century the pharmaceutical industry has deceived millions of people
stating “the reptilians are real” and backing it up. He also talks about
whilst building a monopoly on “health”. A closer look immediately reveals
the reality (and return) of the Anunnaki. Staggering details. £10
that this entire multi billion dollar industry can only exist if diseases
DVD n Land Of Hope And Glory: Corruption In Great Britain continue to spread as the market place for patented drugs. A very
Britain is believed by many people to be one of the fairest countries in
positive lecture from the truly amazing Dr Matthias Rath. £10
the World. The DVD will prove that this is a complete myth. You will be
DVD n H.A.A.R.P: Holes In Heaven - High-Frequency Active Aural
amazed at the details presented in this examination of just about
Research Project is a controversial high frequency billion-watt pulsed
everything that's wrong with the country in 2012. Loads of extremely
radio beam or "ioniospheric heater" which has been linked with
well put together damning facts. Remarkable up to date details. £10
everything from weather modification, the breakdown of the ozone
DVD n The Other Israel: The Whole Story Of The Zionist
layer to electromagnetic warfare. Vital information about a project
Conspiracy - This fast moving film is right on the money and will give
which could have a dramatic effect upon our entire world. £10
you a unique education on the inner teachings of Judaism and the
DVD n Rule By Secrecy - In this truly astonishing rare filmed lecture
Talmud - teachings which have made the Jews a race apart. Delving
journalist Jim Marrs examines the world's most closely guarded secrets
into the current teachings of the Jewish faith These are the teachings
and the hidden history that connects them. Tracing the annals of
that the Jews are to live by as found in the Babylonian Talmud, the
clandestine societies and the power they have wielded - from the
Zohar and the Jewish encyclopaedia. Exceptionally well presented. £10
ancient mysteries to modern-day conspiracy theories. Compelling. £10
DVD n The Secret (Lost) Caves Of Giza - Beneath the pyramids of
DVD n The Origins Of Evil - A well sourced case that takes you from
Egypt lies a lost underworld of catacombs, hewn chambers and cave
the ancient days to the present times, covering a wide array of info.
tunnels that have remained unexplored for hundreds of years. They
including the roots of the new world order, the alien seed of 'Satan', the
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Nephilim, ancient Sumeria, subversive movements,secret societies,
genetic manipulation, the use of satanic symbolism, etc. Stunning. £10
DVD n 9/11 Eyewitness - Live footage of the Twin Towers and a lot
lot more. See the raw coverage and listen to the eyewitness testimony,
hear the massive explosions at the bases of the towers causing clouds
of dust to rise up from street level ‘before each tower fell’. £10
DVD n We Become Silent: The Last Days of Health Freedom Details the ongoing attempts by multinational pharmaceutical interests
and giant food companies, in league with the W.T.O., the W.H.O. and
others to limit the public’s access to herbs, vitamins & other therapies.
Contains essential information on serious health matters that will
seriously and adversely effect us all. Essential information. £10
DVD n Unconstitutional: The War On Our Civil Liberties - This
powerful documentary tells the real story of the aggressive assault
against our human rights and our civil liberties principally using the False
Flag outrage of 9/11 as an excuse. A strong and hard hitting film. £10
DVD n In Debt We Trust - Until The Bubble Bursts - Shows how
big banks and credit card companies buy, bribe and lobby our Govn’t to
stop them properly regulating the many financial rip offs which drive us
into modern serfdom where many of these scams are much worse than
mafia loan sharking practices. Vital information. £10
DVD n The Fourth World War -A war without a battlefield, a war
without an enemy, a war that is everywhere, a war without end. The
untold human story of people throughout the world who resist being
annihilated in the current global conflict “deliberately” caused by large
corporations, controlling oppressive governments who are calculatedly
“fleecing” people everywhere & destroying their basic human rights.£10
DVD n Iraq For Sale: The War Profiteers - Who’s getting killed and
who’s making a killing? The story of what happens when corporations go
to war. Uncovering the corruption between private corporations making
a killing in Iraq and the criminal decision makers who allow them to do
so. A well evidenced truly vital factual expose. £10
DVD n 9/11 Mysteries – 90 minutes of pure evidence & analysis
laced with staggering witness testimony. Moving from “the myth”
through “the analysis” and into “the players”. A careful deconstruction
of the official story set right alongside clean clear science-excellent.£10
DVD n 911 Confronting the Evidence & Painful Deceptions Four hours of cogent visual and verbal evidence proving that the US
administration was responsible for the mass murder resulting from the
911 attacks. Overwhelming evidence. £10
DVD n 911: The Great Illusion - The plethora of facts reinforced by
visual evidence and poignant images will compel the viewer to leave the
old explanation behind and move towards a greater awareness of the
New World Order. It covers a broad spectrum of facts exposing the
globalists orchestration of 9/11. Excellent. £10
DVD n Ultimate Warrior-Duncan O’Finioan was the Ultimate Warrior
who was brainwashed, conditioned and controlled as part of a highly
classified MKULTRA programme called PROJECT TALENT. From a
thousand others trained as child warriors in 1966 he is now only one of
around 20 left alive to tell the story - and what a story it is. £10
DVD n The Root Of All Evil - Critically examines how religious faith is
still gaining ground despite a plethora of rational scientific factual
evidence which totally discredits & disproves it beyond any reasonable
doubt. It will inspire you to say “Enough is Enough”. A must see. £10
DVD n 9/11 Ripple Effect - The follow-up to the controversial film
“9/11 In Plane Site” (also listed). This DVD evidences substantial new
information and analysis put forward by noted eyewitnesses, former
military personnel, pilots and independent researchers which totally
destroys the US gov’t’s version of the events of 9/11. £10
DVD n The London 7/7 Bombings A Summary of the Evidence
- Substantiated factual evidence proving beyond a reasonable doubt
that it was physically impossible for the 4 Muslim ‘patsies’ to do it &
highly likely that the gov’t did. £10
DVD n How The Government Hides Trillions in Slush Funds Exposed government financial reports show that 70% of the US and UK
stock market is owned by the 'HIDDEN HAND' and financed through
fraudulent tax overcharging, secreted in massively overfunded gov’t
pension funds. This is why the papers don't print anything and big
business does nothing to expose anything - they own them too! £10
DVD n The Whole Truth About The War In Iraq – Clinically
exposing lie after lie after lie. This film sets out to deconstruct, but ends
up totally destroying the administration’s case for war, through a
combination of a plethora of TV news propaganda and interview after

interview with intelligence and defence officials, foreign service
experts, and U.N. weapons inspectors. Overwhelming evidence. £10
DVD n The Iron Wall - This is a very powerful film exposing one of
the most pressing issues of the Israeli/palestinian conflict which breaks
every international and human rights law that exists. Compelling. £10
DVD n The Violet Ray Machine (Tesla Coil) - Tesla discovered
that a healthy body vibrates at a set frequency and that diseased
tissue vibrates at different frequencies so he invented a high frequency
vibrational therapy that kills most diseases known to man. His cure-all
machine was suppressed by the pharmaceutical industry. They can’t
have us all living to 100 and dying of nothing, can they! £10
DVD n The Royal Raymond Rife Machine - Dr Royal Raymond
Rife was a legend in his own lifetime until he made public The discovery
that disease bacteria all have noise frequencies that destroy them. He
invented an inexpensive ultrasound noise frequency vibrational machine
that kills almost all disease bacteria. Includes many testimonials. £10
Existing Customers - contact us for free demo of above machines
http://www.privatehealth.co.uk/private-hospitals/private-hospital-news
/may-2006/hifu-cancer-treatment - Special Note: If you think that the
above two machines sound too good to be true then check out the
above link as the ‘financial elite’ are ‘quietly’ already using this treatment
now. High Intensity Focused Ultrasound (HIFU) has received EU
approval for the treatment of cancer, HIFU is not funded by the NHS,
however HIFU is currently being used to treat ‘elite’ private patients.
DVD n Oil, Smoke and Mirrors - Offers a very credible and well
evidenced alternative view of present global issues that are largely
marginalised, if not totally ignored by the mainstream media & politics.
Including peak oil, 9/11 - an inside job, Al Quada & Bin Laden - a fake
enemy created by the US, the UK and Israel - to enable them to justify
stealing diminishing energy resources from the rest of the world. £10
DVD n Martial Law: The Rise Of The Police State-A growing
police state with constant surveillance, a clearly defined military
presence, a militarised civilian police force, mass roundups and arrests
of protesters, detention in makeshift facilities, threats of arrest for
constitutionally legal activities. It is real and is happening now. £10
DVD n 9/11 Press For Truth - A revealing, emotional and shocking
documentary, stitching together rare and overlooked news clips, buried
stories & gov’t press conferences, revealing a pattern of official lies,
deception & spin with many explosive revelations. £10
DVD n Improbable Collapse – The first film to thoroughly review
the evidence for the 9/11 World Trade Centre demolitions from a
scientific perspective. Clinically examining the increasingly widespread
notion that the WTC buildings were brought down using explosives. £10
DVD n Water Car Inventor Murdered - Dennis Lee and Stanley
Myers drove a water powered car from California to New York powered
by 28 gallons of water - years ago. £10
DVD n Peace, Propaganda & the Promised Land - This pivotal
film exposes how the US and UK political & oil elites work with Israeli
public relations to falsify news from the region. It’s criminal. £10
DVD n Electile Dysfunction - An unfortunate title, however, a very
well presented expose of electronic voting fraud which shows a
complicated & technical subject in a lively style. “Those who cast the
votes decide nothing and those who count the votes decide
everything.” Vital information. £10
DVD n Everybody's Gotta Learn Sometime - Many of the
disturbing suppressed facts about the attacks of 9/11 raise deeply
ethical questions associated with issues of accountability, transparency,
justice and censorship in the Western World today. Compelling. £10
DVD n Taking Liberties Since 1997 - A most detailed gripping
exploration of the Blair government’s deliberate and systematic erosion
of our civil liberties since 1997. Also taking the magnifying glass to the
spectres of torture, detention without trial, rendition, 9/11, ASBO’s, the
“War On Terror”, George Bush, public injustice and using the media to
create a false climate of fear. Essential information. £10
5 DVD Set n Secrets Of The Mayan Calendar Unveiled - In a
series of lectures Ian Lungold presents evidence that the Maya
centered their civilization around the actual schedule of the evolution of
consciousness & the unfolding of creation, galaxies, life and history, in
a system of repeating, ever accelerating cycles, relating past historical
events with what to expect in the future. Enlightening. 5 DVD Set. £20
DVD n The Destruction Of Atlantis: Was Atlantis A Centre Of
Advanced Civilisation? Step out of the matrix and delve deep into
man's history - asking questions that your religion does not want to
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discuss, and finding answers that science cannot explain. An absolutely
marvelous 2001 presentation by Michael Tsarion. Whilst the quality of
this video is not so good, the information and images are so rich with
knowledge and wisdom! Absolutely riveting essential information. £10
DVD n Quantum Astrology & Alchemy Secrets - A unique and
comprehensive vision of this mystical science handed down to us from
our ancient ancestors presented in a clear and straightforward manner.
Two separate films unfolding a 21st century vision of this ancient
science, revealing its relationship to the bewildering world of Quantum
Physics, and its relevance to these fast moving and rapidly changing
times. Both fascinating and enlightening. £10
DVD n The Energy Non-Crisis - This is probably the most important
real information regarding the direct control of the international bankers
on determining the energy policy of the entire planet. The question is
why? But more importantly, why the deception? We do not have an
energy problem. We have a political problem. Essential information. £10
DVD n Money, Magic and Gold - Dave Starbuck, a former
professional magician, now an investigative journalist reveals how ideas
that were originally intended to benefit people, have been bastardised
and subverted. All this, plus wisdom about money, silver and gold, with
a touch of magic thrown in. A mystical and enlightening experience. £10
DVD n 9/11 Finding The Truth - A mind blowing presentation by top
quality UK 9/11 researcher Andrew Johnson, formerly of 9/11 Scholars
for Truth, for those open minded enough to go wherever the scientific
evidence takes you. This video presentation is the clearest and most
lucid presentation of the most controversial 9/11 evidence that you will
ever see and is well supported by visuals, film clips, graphs & doc’s
throughout the entire 2 hour presentation. A must see. £10
DVD n The Corporation - This fascinating & highly informative film
examines the far reaching and pervasive influence of today’s dominant
institutions - the big international corporations - and their controlling
presence in all of our lives - manipulating prices and brainwashing us
into buying things we don’t really want. This is a truly disturbing and jaw
dropping film. The astounding level of detail is absolutely riveting. £10
DVD n Power And Terror In Our Time - Based on decades of
research & analysis Noam Chomsky details a plethora of revelations. He
details many instances in history where the west has supported
terrorist regimes by supplying weapons and turning a blind eye, arguing
that the U.S. is itself a terrorist state & thus cannot realistically declare
a "War on Terror". Hard hitting, eye opening and uncompromising. £10
DVD n Selective Hearing - The refusal by the UK gov’t to properly
evaluate the risks of MMR vaccine will ultimately make this one of the
greatest scandals in medical history. There are many very powerful
people in positions of great authority who have staked their reputations
on the safety of MMR and they are willing to do ALMOST ANYTHING to
protect themselves. A powerful totally damning well evidenced and
stunning expose. Truly essential information for everyone. £10
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